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Abstract
Advanced emotion recognition in text is essential for developing intelligent affective applica-
tions, which can recognize, react upon, and analyze users’ emotions. Our particularmotivation
for solving this problem lies in large-scale analysis of social media data, such as those gener-
ated by Twitter users. Summarizing users’ emotions can enable better understandings of their
reactions, interests, and motivations. We thus narrow the problem to emotion recognition in
short text, particularly tweets.
Another driving factor of our work is to enable discovering emotional experiences at a detailed,
ﬁne-grained level. While many researchers focus on recognizing a small number of basic
emotion categories, humans experience a larger variety of distinct emotions. We aim to
recognize as many as 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion Wheel. Our goal is to
study how to build such ﬁne-grained emotion recognition systems.
We start by surveying prior approaches to building emotion classiﬁers. The main body of this
thesis studies two of them in detail: crowdsourcing and distant supervision. Based on them,
we design ﬁne-grained domain-speciﬁc systems to recognize users’ reactions to sporting
events captured on Twitter and address multiple challenges that arise in that process.
Crowdsourcing allows extracting affective commonsense knowledge by asking hundreds
of workers for manual annotation. The challenge is in collecting informative and truthful
annotations. To address it, we design a human computation task that elicits both emotion
category labels and emotion indicators (i.e. words or phrases indicative of labeled emotions).
We also develop a methodology to build an emotion lexicon using such data. Our experiments
show that the proposed crowdsourcing method can successfully generate a domain-speciﬁc
emotion lexicon. Additionally, we suggest how to teach and motivate non-expert annotators.
We show that including a tutorial and using carefully formulated reward descriptions can
effectively improve annotation quality.
Distant supervision consists of building emotion classiﬁers from data that are automatically
labeled using some heuristics. This thesis studies heuristics that apply emotion lexicons of
limited quality, for example due to missing or erroneous term-emotion associations. We show
the viability of such an approach to obtain domain-speciﬁc classiﬁers having substantially
better quality of recognition than the initial lexicon-based ones. Our experiments reveal that
treating the emotion imbalance in training data and incorporating pseudo-neutral documents
is crucial for such improvement. This method can be applied to building emotion classiﬁers
across different domains using limited input resources and thus requiring minimal effort.
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Abstract
Another challenge for lexicon-based emotion recognition is to reduce the error introduced
by linguistic modiﬁers such as negation and modality. We design a data analysis method
that allows modeling the speciﬁc effects of the studied modiﬁers, both in terms of shifting
emotion categories and changing conﬁdence in emotion presence. We show that the effects of
modiﬁers vary across the emotion categories, which indicates the importance of treating such
effects at a more ﬁne-grained level to improve classiﬁcation quality.
Finally, the thesis concludes with our recommendations on how to address the examined
general challenges of building a ﬁne-grained textual emotion recognition system.
Key words: Emotion Recognition, Emotion Lexicons, Emotion, Affective Computing, Text
Classiﬁcation, Sentiment Analysis, Survey, Crowdsourcing, Human Computation, Distant
Supervision, Quality Control, Tutorials, Incentives Framing, Twitter, Sports Events, Modiﬁers,
Data Analysis, Social Media
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Résumé
La reconnaissance d’émotions est indispensable au développement d’applications affectives
intelligentes capables de reconnaître, analyser et réagir face aux émotions humaines. Notre but
précis est d’analyser de larges volumes de données, et plus particulièrement des collections
de tweets. Nous réduisons donc notre champ d’étude à la reconnaissance d’émotions dans de
courts textes, à savoir des tweets.
Par nos travaux, nous souhaitons également pouvoir décrire plus en détail les expériences
émotionnelles détectées. Or, si l’homme est capable de ressentir un nombre important d’émo-
tions, la plupart des chercheurs n’en considèrent qu’un nombre restreint. C’est pourquoi nous
avons décidé de considérer les 20 émotions provenant du modèle « Geneva Emotion Wheel ».
Notre déﬁ sera de construire des systèmes de reconnaissance d’émotions plus nuancés que
ceux construits précédemment.
Nous commençons par une revue des méthodes existantes de construction de classiﬁeurs
d’émotions. Nous concentrons nos efforts sur deux méthodes : le crowdsourcing et le distant
supervision, sur lesquelles nous construirons nos systèmes de reconnaissance d’émotions.
Ces systèmes visent à classiﬁer des réactions recueillies sur Twitter lors d’événements sportifs.
Nous utilisons tout d’abord le crowdsourcing aﬁn d’obtenir des annotations manuelles des
tweets, et d’accéder à une connaissance commune de l’affectif. L’enjeu ici est de collecter des
annotations manuelles aussi informatives et ﬁdèles que possible. Pour atteindre cet objectif,
nous avons conçu une tâche d’annotation de tweets produisant des labels d’émotions et
les indicateurs émotionnels associés. Nous développons également une méthodologie nous
permettant de construire des lexiques émotionnels. Notre méthode et la pertinence des
lexiques générés pour des domaines spéciﬁques sont ensuite validées. Enﬁn, nous proposons
une méthode d’éducation et de motivation des annotateurs non-experts. Nous montrons
notamment qu’inclure un tutoriel et déﬁnir demanière judicieuse une récompense améliorent
la qualité des annotations.
Le distant supervision consiste quant à lui à apprendre des classiﬁeurs à partir de données
annotées de manière automatique par des heuristiques. Les heuristiques que nous appliquons
sont adaptées à des lexiques émotionnels dont la qualité peut être limitée, par exemple du fait
d’un nombre limité de termes émotionnels. Nous validons une telle approche et montrons que
traiter le déséquilibre des catégories d’émotions et incorporer des données pseudo-neutres
permet d’améliorer les performances des classiﬁeurs. Enﬁn, cetteméthode peut être appliquée
v
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pour construire des classiﬁeurs d’émotions dans différents domaines et ne nécessite que peu
de ressources initiales.
Un autre déﬁ de la reconnaissance d’émotions à partir de lexiques est de minimiser les
erreurs introduites par des opérations linguistiques telles que la négation et la modalité. Nous
proposons donc une méthode d’analyse de l’impact de ces opérations sur le changement des
émotions d’une part, et sur le degré de certitude de la présence des émotions d’autre part.
Nous montrons que ces effets varient selon les émotions, ce qui souligne l’importance de
traiter les émotions séparément aﬁn d’obtenir des classiﬁeurs de qualité.
Enﬁn, nous donnons des recommandations sur la démarche à adopter lorsque l’on souhaite
construire un système de reconnaissance textuelle d’émotions et sur la résolution des déﬁs
que cela soulève.
Mots clefs : Reconnaissance d’émotions, Informatique affective, Emotion, Lexiques émotion-
nels, Classiﬁcation de textes, Analyse de textes, Crowdsourcing, Distant supervision, Tutoriels,
Contrôle de la qualité, Twitter, Evénements sportifs, Opérations linguistiques, Analyse de
données, Réseaux sociaux
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1 Introduction
Emotions lie at the foundation of the human experience. We experience emotions on a daily
basis because of events happening around us and with us, interactions we participate in, and
our thoughts. We might feel happy while spending time with close people, angry because of
unfair treatment, or inspired by an online talk. Emotions motivate our actions and help deﬁne
our goals. They affect our decisions, behavior, and even our thought processes. Moreover,
expressions of emotions are important social signals that help us understand others’ feelings,
motivations, and intentions and to adapt and improve our interpersonal communications
and relationships. Emotions shape our life experience giving it color and meaning.1
Because of their crucial role in our day-to-day lives, emotions are an important research topic
across multiple disciplines, including philosophy, psychology, sociology, and lately computer
science. The ﬁeld of affective computing arose to model the experience of emotions computa-
tionally and give computers the power to relate to emotions [Pic95]. Automatic recognition of
human emotions is dreamed to foster multiple affective applications. For example, computer
assistants could help us regulate our emotions by increasing self-awareness and projecting pos-
itive emotions [KMP99]. Such technology could also enhance human-computer interactions,
by making computer agents more empathetic and human-like [Pic95, CDCT+01]. In addition
to potential user-facing applications, automatic quantiﬁable recognition of human emotions
would allow us to study emotions in society in general. This would help scientists better
understand and model the psychology of emotional experiences [MGP10], as well as provide
insights on emotional reactions to speciﬁc events, objects, or persons [DNKS10, TBP11].
Recognizing human emotions is not a well-deﬁned problem. Multiple different modalities of
emotion expression can be used to detect emotional experience. Humans express their emo-
tions non-verbally via gestures [Wal98], speech tones [KR12], and facial expressions [FL03].
Emotional experiences also affect the physiological state of the human body, for example, by
changing electrodermal activity [NALF04] and electrical activity of the brain [Pan98]. Addi-
tionally, humans describe their emotional states verbally, e.g. by using emotionally charged
1Based on a review of the different functions of emotions [KH99, HMnd].
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expressions (such as “Yay! We did it!”) or explicit statements (such as “So happy now”). In
this thesis, we focus on recognizing and categorizing such verbalized emotional statements
captured in text. Language (spoken or written) transfers the information and meaning in
interpersonal communications. Thus, the verbal channel provides access to more cognitive,
intended expression of emotions, allows distinguishing more speciﬁc ﬁne-grained emotional
states, and supports extraction of additional context details of emotional experiences. Fur-
thermore, compared to other non-verbal detection methods, which require physical or visual
access to personal emotion expressions, text-based recognition can work directly on top of
currently used online communication channels. This allows us to employ freely-available
linguistic corpora for a more large-scale analysis of emotional experiences.
To recognize emotions in text, we should conceptualize what we understand by emotions.
In this work, we consider “emotions” as ﬁne-grained categories or labels that can categorize
different emotional experiences. The objective of a text-based emotion recognition system
is to detect which emotion categories a writer expresses in a given text sample. For example,
when someone writes “Today was awesome,” the system should conclude that the author
is happy.
Many researchers attempted to address this problem in recent years. Machine-learning and
rule-based knowledge systems were shown to obtain adequate quality across different types
of textual data, including dialogues [LLS03, NPI11a], blog posts [AS07, Mis05], and tweets
[Moh12a, RRJ+12]. The related problem of sentiment classiﬁcation, where the objective is
to classify a text sample as positive or negative, attracted even a larger volume of research
[PL08, Liu12], especially in reviews [PLV02, HL04, TBT+11]. However, due to the multiplicity
and complexity of linguistic expressions, as well as the variety of their different contexts,
emotion recognition problem remains a challenging task. Also, the previous works mostly
focused on recognizing more pronounced, basic emotions (with up to 8 emotion categories)
or simply the polarity (positive or negative), which places the problem of recognition at a
coarse-grained level. Yet, humans naturally experience and differentiate multiple, more subtle
emotions, which presumably differ based on the patterns of cognitive evaluation of emotion-
eliciting events [Sch01]. We believe that only with the ﬁne-grained emotion recognition can
we provide enough details for insightful analysis. For example, only ﬁne-grained separation of
positive emotions can help us distinguish what makes people feel happy, interested, or in love
about the subject of study (being that a person, product, or event). Thus, instead of focusing
on a small number of emotion categories, our work addresses an even more challenging
problem: recognizing a ﬁne-grained set of more subtle, yet distinguishable emotions. Our
goal is to study how to build a new emotion recognition system for a ﬁne-grained set of emotion
categories and to address the challenges that arise in this process.
In this endeavor, we advance the frontier of the research on textual emotion recognition
in four directions. For building emotion lexicons via crowdsourcing, we investigate how to
collect more informative annotations of emotional data instead of asking for direct word-
emotion associations. For ensuring the quality of such annotations, we study how to elicit
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more truthful annotations in the context of our subjective task while standard quality control
techniques were researched in the context of more objective tasks. For building emotion
classiﬁers automatically via distant supervision, we study how to construct and improve
emotion classiﬁers using less restrictive heuristics than the previously suggested ones. For
treating the effects of linguistic modiﬁers, we suggest how to automatically extract a model of
the modiﬁers’ impact on emotional expressions instead of the commonly used hand-coding
techniques. This dissertation proposes our solutions to these problems and derives practical
recommendations for future developers of textual emotion recognition systems.
1.1 Motivation Scenario
We consider the emotional analysis of data from social media as the main application scenario
for our work. Social websites, such as Twitter, Facebook, TripAdvisor, and Livejournal, allow
users to share their personal opinions, experiences, and emotions on any subject with their
friends, subscribers, and the world. As of January 2015, Internet users are estimated to have an
average of 2.8 actively used social media accounts.2 These shared experience data are easily
accessible for analysis and already gave birth tomultiple research studies of collective behavior.
This allows the application of emotion recognition to summarize reactions to speciﬁc events
[KSMP14], as well as to analyze differences in emotional experiences across different locations
[SEK+13] and produce modeled characteristics of interpersonal conversations [KPV+14].
In this work, we focus on the scenario where we need to study some speciﬁc collected data
to obtain more details about the expressed emotional reactions. This scenario assumes that
we ﬁrst collect the data for a new domain of study, for example, from a speciﬁc platform for
analysis and on a speciﬁc topic of discussion, such as politics, sports, or brand relations. Our
goal is to analyze emotions within these data, for example to understand what emotions are
expressed for each speciﬁc sub-topic or entity. The available state-of-the-art emotion recogni-
tion systems are able to recognize only a ﬁxed set of emotions, while relying on more universal
emotional expressions [MT13, KPJD13, SV04, NPI11a]. However, due to the speciﬁcity of the
dataset, we require a new, application-speciﬁc set of emotion categories to distinguish. An-
other requirement is to have a better coverage of domain-speciﬁc expressions in order to
achieve better recognition quality. Thus, in our motivation scenario, we need to build a new
emotion recognition system capable of recognizing a new set of emotion categories within a
given new domain of textual data.
We further narrow this motivation scenario and focus on one speciﬁc type of linguistic data—
Twitter data. On Twitter, people share short status updates, called tweets, which are limited
in length to 140 characters, making it essentially a short-text format. The great beneﬁt of
using Twitter data is the highly available human-generated text in large volumes on practically
any topic of interest. This made Twitter the de facto most popular media for the recent
computational social science research [PGS12, DCCH13b, TSSW10]. In this work, we consider
2By the estimate from GlobalWebIndex [Man15].
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tweets a desired application domain for a novel emotion recognition system. The additional
domain speciﬁcity comes from the topic of tweets. For example, we consider tweets with
reactions to sporting events as a speciﬁc domain.
Another particularity of our motivation scenario is the set of emotion categories that would
allow to recognize speciﬁc details on emotions within a chosen domain. We considered
different emotion models and decided on the 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion
Wheel, GEW, version 2.0 [Sch05, SSS12].3 The categories of the GEW were chosen with the
goal of summarizing the different emotional experiences reported by participants in the
psychological studies. They comprise 10 positive and 10 negative emotions, including both
basic emotions, such as Happiness, Sadness, Anger, and Disgust, and more subtle emotions,
such as Pride, Pity, Awe, and Contempt.
This is the main application of our work, where we advance ﬁne-grained emotion recognition
in short text. Based on these speciﬁcations, we formulate the problem of multi-label classiﬁca-
tion in tweets, with 20 GEW emotion categories chosen as potential answer labels. Our main
driving research question is how can we build a new ﬁne-grained textual emotion recognition
system that is able to recognize a speciﬁc set of emotion categories within a speciﬁc domain of
data with a reasonable quality?
1.2 Research Agenda
Our goal is to study how to build from scratch a novel ﬁne-grained emotion recognition
system tailored to a speciﬁc domain. This development process commonly goes through six
steps, illustrated in Figure 1.1. First, we collect domain data for analysis (step 1) and select an
emotion model that is characteristic and of interest for the studied data (step 2). Then, we
annotate the subset of the data with the considered emotions (step 3) in order to obtain the
input knowledge for our emotion recognition system. We separate two main approaches to
annotating data: either to hire people to do it manually, or to annotate the data automatically
based on some heuristics (resulting in so called pseudo-labeled data). The next step is to build
the system itself based on those annotations (step 4). Afterwards, we evaluate how the built
system works (step 5). At last, we investigate how to improve the built emotion recognition
further to achieve better quality when applied to the studied data (step 6).
Different challenges arise during this process of building a new text-based emotion recognition
system. We highlight the researched problems on the Figure 1.1. When the process employs
manual annotations, how can we collect an adequate amount of informative annotations? How
can we ensure the quality of such manual annotations when they are performed online? How
can we build emotion recognition systems without requiring manual annotations? How can we
improve the quality of the built classiﬁers by treating the effects of different linguistic modiﬁers?
Our research aims to investigate and address these challenges. We detail each of them below.
3More details on this decision process can in found in section 3.2 in Common Material chapter.
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the common process of building emotion recognition (ER) systems
aligned with the studied research problems and the corresponding thesis chapters.
Challenge 1: Collecting scalable and informative manual annotations of emotions
Manually annotated data is an indispensable source of knowledge for building computer-
based recognition systems. While manual annotation should produce more reliable results
than pseudo-labeling, it has its own challenging aspects. When we ask annotators to assess
which emotion another person expressed, their answers are subjective to their own appraisal
process and past emotional experiences. Their answers also depend on their understanding
of the assessed emotional statement and its context. Furthermore, the level of emotion differ-
entiation can vary between people [Bar06]. Thus, every text document should be annotated
by several people to account for their differing judgment. Moreover, the more documents are
labeled, the more accurate and useful knowledge an emotion classiﬁer will be able to extract.
To achieve such scalable annotations, we suggest using paid crowdsourcing.
To construct domain-independent emotion lexicons, previous researchers employed crowd-
sourcing by requesting direct emotion annotations for a list of predeﬁned dictionary words
[MT13, WKB13]. However, such an approach is not effective for generating new domain-
speciﬁc lexicons, because it would omit multi-word and domain-speciﬁc emotional expres-
sions, as well as would involve labeling non-relevant words. In order to obtain more infor-
mative emotion annotations, we suggest asking workers to annotate indicators in text [AS07]
and to generate additional descriptors for each class. Combining these two ideas, we design a
crowdsourcing task for building a ﬁne-grained domain-speciﬁc emotion lexicon, and address
the following questions. How to formulate and present the task to online workers? How
to select documents for annotation? How to aggregate the crowdsourced answers into an
emotion lexicon? To what extent do annotators agree with each other when asked to label
emotions at a ﬁne-grained level?
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While crowdsourcing provides an affordable solution to collect an adequate number of an-
notations, it also introduces additional challenges for controlling the quality of non-expert
workers. We group them as the next sub-challenge 1.1.
Challenge 1.1: Ensuring the quality of the collected manual annotations
Using an online labor marketplace to perform crowdsourcing of data annotations requires
a delicate approach. Running a task without unique correct answers, such as emotion an-
notation, may attract malicious (or lazy) workers, who do not put enough effort to provide
good-quality answers. Moreover, workers might misunderstand the requirements of the task,
especially in cases when the task requires more attention to separate the nuanced categories.
How can we improve the quality of answers?
We suggest to study two quality control mechanisms aiming to preemptively ensure the quality
of answers: tutorials and framing of ﬁnancial incentives. While tutorials are imperative for
ensuring that workers perform the task as expected, their use in the context of subjective tasks,
such as emotion annotation, raises additional questions. To what extent does the inclusion
of the tutorial affect the quality of emotion annotations? How can we validate that workers
understand the task speciﬁcs, e.g. that we ask for the writer’s emotions, not their reactions
as readers? Researchers also proposed speciﬁcally formulated reward schemes to motivate
workers provide good-quality answers [Har11, HSSV15]. However, such schemes usually imply
a mathematical computation of reward bonus according to some function of answers’ quality.
How can we adapt such reward schemes to be employed with more ambiguous, subjective
tasks? Which bonus formulation is more suitable for our task of emotion annotation?
Challenge 2: Constructing lexicons from limited resources
Manual annotations are crucial for building accurate recognition systems, but they are expen-
sive and time-consuming to obtain. Even with crowdsourcing, we can afford to collect at most
thousands of annotated documents. How can we build emotion recognition systems without
manual annotations, by using other more limited sources of affective knowledge?
One solution is to obtain pseudo-annotated data automatically by applying some heuristics.
This approach to building recognition systems is referred to as distant learning or supervision
[GBH09, MBSJ09]. Previous researchers considered using emoticons and emotional hashtags
as input heuristics [Moh12a, DCGC12, YLC07]. However, such restrictive heuristics might
not provide adequate amount of pseudo-labeled documents when the input is limited to a
within-domain dataset. Therefore, we suggest using more applicable heuristics that label
text based on emotion lexicons, either of limited coverage or accuracy, or both. Such distant
supervision approach can be considered as a full-ﬂedged method for building an emotion
recognition system, or alternatively as a way to further adapt a built lexicon for the speciﬁc
application. We investigate how to apply the suggested distant supervision framework and
answer the following questions. Which initial lexicons lead to better-quality systems? Which
methods should be used for learning the emotion classiﬁers? How to ﬁnd their parameters?
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How to avoid bias towards speciﬁc emotions due to the skewed emotion distribution in the
pseudo-annotated data? Which heuristics can be used for pseudo-annotation of neutral text
documents? Is the inclusion of pseudo-neutral documents helpful for the learning process?
Challenge 3: Treating the effects of different linguistic modiﬁers
Another challenge of emotion recognition is that even the most explicit emotional terms
can relate to another emotion when they occur in the scope of a modiﬁer. For example, the
word ‘happy’ refers to Happiness, but can express another emotion when negated, e.g. in
the phrase ‘not happy’. The effects of different modiﬁers on emotions are either ignored
or hand-coded only for the most impactful modiﬁers, such as negations and intensiﬁers
[TBT+11, PZ06]. However, when researchers employ a novel model of emotion categories,
the effects of modiﬁers should be described with respect to that model. Yet, it might be time-
consuming to manually derive the ﬁne-grained rules of modiﬁers’ treatment, while ignoring
the modiﬁers’ effects will damage the quality of recognition.
We suggest to automatically derive a computational model of the modiﬁers’ effects. To do
so, we develop a data analysis method to quantify how different linguistic modiﬁers, such
as negation or modality, change the emotion of emotional terms. Using that method, we
investigate the answers to the following questions. How do differentmodiﬁers affect emotional
statements and, more speciﬁcally, how do they change their emotion distribution? Do the
emotions shift under a speciﬁc modiﬁer and, if yes, towards which emotions? How does the
modiﬁers’ presence change the conﬁdence of an emotional statement? How can we use this
information to treat the effects of modiﬁers in emotion recognition?
Our thesis follows this research agenda and addresses in turn each of the presented challenges.
However, they form only a subpart of challenges that can arise in the process of building an
emotion recognition system. The other problems that are left out of the scope of our research
include among others semantic representation of the feature space, automatic extraction of an
appropriate emotion model for the studied domain, unbiased within-domain data collection,
and modeling inter-dependency between emotion categories.
1.3 Main Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions to the ﬁeld of emotion recognition in text.
Human computation task for crowdsourcing informative annotations and building a ﬁne–
grained emotion lexicon Wedesign a human computation task for simultaneous annotation
of a textual corpus with emotions and discovery of linguistic emotion indicators. We employ
this task to build a domain-speciﬁc emotion lexicon suitable for ﬁne-grained analysis of
the tweets about the sports events. The built lexicon outperforms the domain-independent
baseline. This work shows the potential of using crowdsourcing to build accurate emotion
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recognition systems. Our manual annotation process indicates that people can clearly sepa-
rate the emotions at the desired ﬁne-grained level in large proportion of the tweets, while the
remaining tweets should be considered as expressing mixed emotional states.
Studyof twopreemptivequality controlmechanisms to ensure thequality of crowdsourced
annotations We investigate two mechanisms that can affect the quality and motivation of
the crowdsourced workers in emotion annotation. We study the effects of including an oblig-
atory tutorial that aims to ensure workers’ task understanding, and show that its inclusion
indeed leads to better-quality annotations. We also study different formulations of bonus
incentives, aiming to incentivize workers to produce better-quality answers, and show the
importance of careful qualitative bonus framing, at least when more difﬁcult data are being
labeled. Our research shows the value of properly managing the online crowd by incorporating
appropriate preemptive quality control measures.
Framework of distant supervision for building ﬁne-grained emotion recognition systems
from limited input lexicons We develop a distant supervision framework that allows build-
ing ﬁne-grained emotion recognition systems having only the emotion lexicons of limited
quality and unlabeled within-domain data. Using that framework, we build several systems
for the domain of tweets about sports events, starting from three different initial lexicons
and employing different training methods. The majority of them outperform the baseline
initial lexicons. We discover how the behavior of initial input lexicons and the choice of the
supervised learner affects the quality of the built emotion classiﬁers. We also show the positive
effects of rebalancing emotion categories within the pseudo-annotated data. And we reveal
the importance of including pseudo-neutral tweets during the learning stage.
Computational modeling of the modiﬁers’ effects on ﬁne-grained emotional statements
Wedesign a data analysismethod for deriving a computationalmodel of the differentmodiﬁers’
effects from the usage of modiﬁers and emotional expressions in Twitter. With this method,
we study the effects of six detectable modiﬁer types that affect the emotional terms in their
scope: negation, intensiﬁcation, modality, interrogation, past tense, and conditionality. Our
analysis shows that the effects of all modiﬁers vary across emotion categories, and reveals that
negation is not the only modiﬁer type that can have a large impact on emotions. In addition,
the extracted model speciﬁes how each emotion can change under each modiﬁer and suggests
how the effects of different modiﬁers could be treated in classiﬁcation.
Finally, based on the ﬁndings from our research, we generate general recommendations for
building emotion recognition systems in text.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
We continue this dissertation by presenting the background for our research in chapter 2. It
discusses in more detail what are emotions in general and how they can be conceptualized for
text-based emotion recognition. We will review different psychological and computational
emotion models, and argue for the application-speciﬁc or study-speciﬁc models. The second
part of the background chapter reviews the state of the art in text-based emotion recognition.
We present the modeling of different aspects of recognition, including different emotion
models, recognition models and methods. The same chapter also describes different potential
applications of text-based emotion recognition systems, as well as links our problem to other
related ones.
Chapter 3 “Common Material" formulates our classiﬁcation problem, justiﬁes the choice of
the Geneva Emotion Wheel [Sch05] as our emotion model, enumerates the input affective
linguistic resources, and presents the data used in this dissertation.
Chapter 4 “Crowdsourcing Emotion Annotations for Lexicon Construction" presents our work
on using crowdsourcing for collecting manual emotion annotations. It describes important
aspects of task design, presents how to aggregate annotations into an emotion lexicon, and
evaluates the quality of the resultant lexicon.
Chapter 5 “Preemptive Quality Control for Crowdsourcing" investigates two different ap-
proaches to preemptive quality control in crowdsourcing online emotion annotations. The ﬁrst
part investigates the effects of including an obligatory tutorial in the given online task. The sec-
ond part describes a crowdsourcing experiment studying the effects of different qualitative
framing of conditions for obtaining an additional reward.
Chapter 6 “Distant Supervision for Lexicon Construction" presents a framework of distant
supervision for building emotion recognition systems out from the emotion lexicons of limited
quality (either because of limited coverage or accuracy). We describe our method, present the
additional heuristics for detecting pseudo-neutral tweets, and investigate the quality of the
built systems within the distant learning framework.
Chapter 7 “The Impact of Modiﬁers on Emotional Statements" describes our effort to auto-
matically analyze the effects of six different linguistic modiﬁers on emotional statements. It
presents the data analysis method for extracting and modeling such effects computationally
based on comparison of the corresponding emotion distributions.
Finally, chapter 8 concludes this dissertation by reviewing its contributions, presenting our
recommendations on building a new ﬁne-grained textual emotion recognition system, and
suggesting the perspectives of future work to further advance and apply text-based emotion
recognition.
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2 Background
2.1 Foundations of Emotion Modeling
2.1.1 A Concept of Emotion
Emotion is a widely studied psychological concept. Emotions can explain humans’ behavior
and motivation, and can affect our memories and thoughts. However, there is no consensus for
their deﬁnition. Plutchik estimated that more than 90 deﬁnitions of emotions were suggested
in the 20th century [Plu01]. We report two exemplary operational deﬁnitions of emotion,
which were compiled based on ﬁndings and arguments from multiple researchers:
“Emotions are episodes of coordinated changes in several components (including
at least neurophysiological activation, motor expression, and subjective feeling
but possibly also action tendencies and cognitive processes) in response to exter-
nal or internal events of major signiﬁcance to the organism.” [Sch00]
“Emotion is a complex chain of loosely connected events that begins with a stimu-
lus and includes feelings, psychological changes, impulses to actions and speciﬁc,
goal-directed behavior.” [Plu01]
These deﬁnitions describe two generally agreed-upon properties of emotions.
First, emotions are activated as a response to some event important to an individual, i.e.
relevant to his or her needs, goals, and concerns. Scherer separates such events into external
and internal ones, where external events include behavior of other people, change of situation
or a novel situation, and where internal events include thoughts, memories, or sensations
[Sch00]. For example, we can feel happy when meeting an old friend and worried when
thinking about the future interview.
Second, emotions are experienced as interrelated changes within the different organismic
components, including physiological, subjective, behavioral, and cognitive ones [Sch00]. Phys-
iological (or neurophysiological) component describes bodily symptoms. These symptoms
11
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include the response of autonomic nervous system with a change of the arousal level (which
can be measured by heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, and skin conductivity) [NALF04]
and neurological response in the brain (which can be measured by electroencephalography
or more precisely by magnetic resonance imaging) [Pan98]. Another component are motor
expressions, such as facial and vocal expressions [BDY+04]. For example, we frown when
we are angry and smile when happy. Similarly, our voice can change when we experience
an emotion: we can have a different speech rate, intensity, and tone [EAKK11]. Calvo and
D’Mello [CD10] and Cowie et al. [CDCT+01] provide a comprehensive overview of different
methods of emotion detection fromneurophysiological andmotor expressions. The subjective
component consists of the corresponding subjective feeling or emotional experience, which
can be reported by a person. The behavioral (or motivational) component presents the action
tendencies induced by the emotion, for example, preparing the body to ﬁght when Anger is
experienced [Plu01]. Finally, the cognitive component presents the process of appraisal of a
stimulus event. It refers to the cognitive evaluation of different properties of the event, such as
relevance, pleasantness, or novelty [Sch01]. Researchers generally agree upon the emotion
presence in the ﬁrst three components (physiological, motor expressions, and subjective).
However, there is less agreement on whether or not the last two components (behavioral and
cognitive) are essential for the emotion experience [Sch00].
Emotions can be further characterized as having high intensity, low duration, rapid onset, high
focus on event, and ability to affect person’s behavior [Sch05]. Based on these characteristics,
psychologists can differentiate full-blown emotions from other affective concepts, such as
moods, interpersonal stances, sentiments (attitudes or preferences), and personality traits.
While emotions have an episodic nature and can last from seconds to hours, all other men-
tioned affective states usually have prolonged duration: from days and weeks for moods to
years and decades for personality traits [CDCT+01]. Additionally, moods and personality traits
differ from emotions by having less focus on a speciﬁc event, person, or other stimuli [Sch05].
Regardless of relatively clear boundaries of the given emotion deﬁnition as a psychological
concept, the same words can describe qualitatively different emotional states in English
language. For example, the word happy can be used to describe an emotion (“This makes me
happy”), a mood (“I feel happy these days”), and a personality trait (“I am a happy person”).
Because of that, emotion recognition in text rather considers all possible affective terms
as potential descriptors of a relevant emotional state. The emotion is then considered as
expressions of an experienced affective state in situ, whether it is an actual emotion, mood, or
even a personality trait.
2.1.2 Psychological Models of Emotion
Psychologists developed multiple emotion models to explain the nature of emotions and to
characterize them. Surveys generally distinguish such models based on how they conceptual-
ize emotions [Sch00, CD10, Iza13]. Instead of reviewing the full psychological argument on
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the emotions’ nature, we focus here only on the main approaches to represent emotions. We
distinguish two families of the emotion representation: dimensional and categorical models.
This section describes their differences and enumerates the example models.
Dimensional models
Dimensional models imply the representation of the emotional experience within a certain
continuous dimensional space. Such emotional spaces can be modeled by one to four dimen-
sions. The simple one-dimensional models can involve two alternative dimensions: valence
(also called pleasure or pleasantness) describes how positive or negative is the feeling and
arousal (also called activation) describes how aroused-activated or calm-sleepy a person is.
These two dimensions were combined into a model of “core affect” argued for by Russel
[Rus03] and adapted by many scientists. Three-dimensional models include again the dimen-
sions of valence and arousal, and add the dimension of dominance (also called control or
power), which represents how capable the person is to change or cope with the experienced
emotion [OMM75]. Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance model (PAD) [Meh96] is widely used in
linguistic community [BL99]. More recently, a fourth dimension of unpredictability was added
to better separate different reported affective states in the emotional space [FSRE07].
The dimensional representation is argued to be more psychologically primitive than the
categorical one (described below) meaning that it can describe any subjective feeling, even
across cultures [Rus03]. Also, the practitioners of dimensional models argue that any real-
world or language concept can be represented as a point in this space to capture its connotative
emotional meaning [OMM75]. Analogously, any emotional term, including the names of
emotion categories, can be described as a point in the corresponding dimensional space.
Categorical models
The ability of humans to categorize their emotional experience in terms of speciﬁc emotion
names or labels founds the basis for the categorical representation of emotions. While the cat-
egorical emotion models are mostly represented as the ﬁnite sets of emotion categories, they
can also model the hierarchical or inter-linked componential structure of emotion categories.
Discrete models of basic emotions A large group of researchers assumes the existence of
the small set of discrete basic or fundamental emotions, which are considered to be universal
across humans. They usually enumerate a short list of 7 to 14 emotions that have distinct
eliciting conditions, body expressions, and resultant action tendencies. Different principles of
distinguishing such basic or fundamental emotions were suggested. For example, Plutchik
[Plu80] based his classiﬁcation on the distinctive patterns of behavioral action tendencies (e.g.
ﬂight behavior induced by Fear vs. ﬁght behavior — by Anger). Ekman’s six basic emotions of
Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Disgust, Anger, and Surprise were motivated by Darwin’s research
on facial expressions of emotions, and are argued to have distinctive universal patterns of
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expression, antecedent, and behaviors [Ekm92]. The separation of fundamental emotions can
be also based on the evolutionary development of a speciﬁc neural circuit for each emotion
[Pan82]. The variety of ways to conceptualize basic emotions explains the lack of agreement
on which emotions should form the basic set.
Furthermore, humans by nature can differentiate larger variety of emotional states than those
studied as basic emotions. To explain the presence of other emotional states that humans
can differentiate, the theorists of discrete basic emotions postulate a mechanism of emotion
mixing or blending, where other non-basic emotions are generated as a certain mixture of the
basic emotions. For example, Plutchik [Plu01] suggested to model Love as the mixture of Joy
and Acceptance. Damasio [Dam94] suggested to distinguish between primary and secondary
emotions. The emotions that scientists suggest to be basic and fundamental are rather more
primitive, universal emotions called primary. Other more subtle emotions can be described as
secondary and their generation is considered to involve cognitive processes.
Cognitive-based Models Psychologists design cognitive modeling of emotions. Such models
describe the process of evaluation (or appraisal) of the emotion-eliciting event (or antecedent)
and the derivation of the emotional state based on the appraisal patterns. Each emotion
is assumed to be determined by the speciﬁc parameters of evaluation dimensions, such as
novelty, desirability, or relevance of an event. For example, the OCC model [OCC88] forms the
structure of the emotional concepts based on the evaluative analysis of their causes, while
distinguishing events, persons, and objects as potential causes of emotions. Many psychologi-
cal cognitive-based models correspond to componential models, which further specify the
mechanisms of the appraisals within the organism [Sch00]. Such models can differ in terms
of what emotional states they describe and what appraisal variables are used. For example,
Lazarus argues for the limited number of major emotions produced via speciﬁc patterns of
appraisals [Laz91]. At the same time, Scherer assumes that the multitude of emotions can be
potentially experienced, each being elicited by a speciﬁc combination of appraisal variable
outputs [Sch84]. However, he also argues for the limited number of commonly repeated
patterns that generate the modal emotions, corresponding to more primary emotions, such as
Fear, Disgust, or Joy.
Lexical and Self-Report Models The distinctive categories of emotions were also generated
as clusters of affective terms that are used in similar situations and that have similar charac-
teristics of usage in language. Such clusters can be referred to as semantic ﬁelds, and their
characteristics — as semantic properties. Manual cluster analysis of linguistic emotion terms
can reveal emotion taxonomies, or structural trees of emotion concepts [SSKO87]. The re-
duction of self-reported emotion words can also generate a categorical model of emotions.
For instance, the 11 affective scales of PANAS-X were derived by the factor analysis of the
self-reports on experience of 60 speciﬁc moods [WC99]. Scherer manually mapped the lexi-
con of affective words in several languages into the smaller number of emotion categories,
resulting in the Geneva Affect Label Coder (GALC) [Sch05]. For English, GALC includes 36
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emotion categories that are frequently used in self-reports and distinguished as separate states
by psychologists.
2.1.3 Applied Models of Emotion
While psychologists focus on revealing the underlying nature and mechanisms of emotions
(as well as their reproducibility and universality), researchers in computer-mediated emotion
recognition address emotion modeling from more practical, applied perspective. Applied
emotion models aim to describe the states and behaviors of artiﬁcial agents as modulated by
emotions, to differentiate speciﬁc affective states of users expressed in text or during human-
computer interactions, and to investigate the impact of particular relevant emotions within
the speciﬁc domain of study.
Computational Emotion Models Various models were developed in order to allow comput-
ers to reason about emotions as computationally modeled concepts [MGP10, LSZ12]. Their
internal structure mostly relies on the psychologically inspired cognitive representations of
emotions, such as appraisal models of Frijda [Fri87], Lazarus [Laz91], and Scherer [Sch84]
or cognitive OCC model [OCC88]. Such computational models provide the architecture for
cognitive processing of emotions: they model evaluation process of experienced situations
(“appraisal derivation”), derivation of the evoked emotions out of them (“affect derivation”),
and regulation of actions and cognitive states as outcomes of the experienced emotion ("af-
fect consequent"). These formalized system-structure descriptions are suitable for modeling
the affective cognition of artiﬁcial intelligent agents, such as robots and virtual characters
[Geb05, MG09]. However, at the current stage of their development, the derivation of the
appraisal attributes values (or “appraisal derivation”) is limited to the prototypical manually
coded situations.
Emotion Models for Text Analysis For the goal of text understanding and analysis, different
psychological emotion models were applied. Many researchers adapted basic sets of emo-
tion categories from Ekman [Ekm92] (6 emotions, including Happiness, Sadness, Disgust,
Fear, Surprise, and Anger) [KPJD13, Moh12a] and Plutchik [Plu01] (8 emotions, including 6
Ekman’s ones plus Anticipation and Acceptance) [MT13, SI13]. Among other used models are
9 emotions of Izard [Iza71, NPI11a] and the 11 categories from PANAS-X [WC99, DCGC12].
The set of emotion categories to recognize can be also induced automatically from the col-
lected within-domain data based on clustering principles [BB13]. This approach helps to
increase the separability of emotions as well as to produce their taxonomy [LK06]. Alterna-
tively, the researchers can employ the dimensional models, such as Valence-Arousal [Rus03]
or Pleasantness-Arousal-Dominance models [Meh96], to investigate the expressed emotions
[SDB+15]. Researchers also adapted the four-dimensional model, e.g. the Hourglass of Emo-
tions [CLH12], inspired by the Plutchik’s emotion structure. The dimensional representation
allows extracting the emotion labels based on the assignments of emotion regions to speciﬁc
emotion categories [KVC10].
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The more ﬁne-grained emotion models were adapted to capture more subtle emotions. The
OCC model with 22 emotion categories [OCC88] was also employed to discern the differences
in emotions in text [SPI09]. The Emotion Annotation and Representation Language (EARL)
from HUMAINE project distinguishes 48 emotions, combined into 10 higher-level classes
[HUM06]. The ﬁne-grained models of emotions were also imposed by the provided tools to
express own emotion on the web platforms. For example, researchers built emotion recogni-
tion systems aiming to separate the 132 mood labels (40 of which are frequently appearing)
assigned to blog posts in LiveJournal [Mis05], 40 emoticons from Yahoo! Kimo Blog [YLC07],
and 12 emotional reactions from the TED platform [PPB13]. With the growth of the avail-
able emotional data, differentiation of even a more ﬁne-grained set of all affective terms was
envisioned [MK15].
Emotion Models for Speciﬁc Application Domains In the area of emotion studies and af-
fective applications, modeling of emotions depends on what aspects of emotional experience
are relevant to the application or the studied domain. Researchers derived speciﬁc categorical
sets of relevant emotions evoked by food, music, pictures, movies, and visual interfaces. For
example, Desmet derived a set of 25 positive emotion categories evoked by consumer products,
based on the analysis of survey answers [Des12]. He suggests that deﬁning speciﬁc emotions,
such as Amusement, Relaxation, and Inspiration, as explicit design goals can guide the design-
ers to produce more successful products. To understand how emotions play role in learning,
Confusion, Boredom, and Interest are included in the studied emotions [CGSG04, AR10]. In
the studies of achievements and failures, e.g. in sport, the corresponding emotions of Pride
and Shame can be of relevance. While the impact of Love and Tenderness can be crucial
to study in the formation of romantic or friendship relationships, these emotions are less
important in the studies of business, scientiﬁc, or technical communications. The research
of professional communications does not study emotions per se, but related interpersonal
stances, such as Aggressiveness or Dependence [VD11]. Personal assistants that monitor user’s
stress and attention (for example, to ensure safe driving experience [GYT14]) can focus on
detecting the related emotions, such as Fear or Anger. Therefore, the set of categories to study
is rather an application-speciﬁc choice.
Overall, multiple different emotion models were developed both by psychologists and re-
searchers in affective computing. To unify the descriptions of different emotion models in the
computer systems, researchers develop emotion representation languages [SRI16, SBB+11,
HUM06] and ontologies [Gra09, HCSM11, LGG+08], which aim to represent different modal-
ities of detection and detected emotions themselves with the ﬁxed structures. This short
survey of applied emotion models supports the relevance of our motivation scenario, where
we assumed the need for developing an emotion recognition system that uses a new set of
emotion categories suitable for the within-domain data. The choice of the model for a speciﬁc
application rather depends on the goals of the application. In our case, the goal is to empower
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an analytical tool to discern speciﬁc emotional reactions, for which we adapt a ﬁne-grained
model of 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion Wheel, version 2.0 [Sch05].1
2.2 State of the Art for Emotion Recognition in Text
Emotion recognition in text is an increasingly popular sub-topic in sentiment analysis, which
aims to extract personal opinions, sentiments, and feelings expressed in text [PL08, Liu12].
While borrowing many methods from polarity and multi-category text classiﬁcation problems,
emotion recognition has evolved into a distinct ﬁeld of research due to the multiplicity of ways
to express and discern emotions in language. Recently, several papers surveyed this relatively
new ﬁeld [KLY+09, BP12, Moh16]. We ﬁrst summarize different aspects of emotion recognition
in text that can differentiate recognition systems, and then we describe the prominent existing
systems.
2.2.1 Different Aspects of Emotion Recognition Systems
Systems for emotion recognition in text vary along multiple aspects, for example, which
domain of the data is in focus, whose emotions are being recognized and at which segment
granularity level, how emotions are modeled, which recognition model is used and how it was
obtained. We review the main options across this manifold variation. While describing these
differing aspects, we classify our work accordingly.
Domain Emotions can appear in many domains, with emotion distribution and their ex-
pressions depending on the communication style (e.g. formal vs. informal), sharing channel
(e.g. Twitter vs. emails), and topic of discussions (e.g. politics vs. personal events). Different
source of data were analyzed, including social status updates (on Twitter [Moh12a, WCTS12]
and Facebook [PPSP+16]), blog posts (from LiveJournal [Mis05]), news [SG14] and news head-
lines [SM08], love and suicide letters [Moh12b, DH13], literature (fairy tales [ARS05]), emails
[HLH11], and instant messages [NPI10b, KPJD13]. Different topics of discussions were in the
focus of emotional studies, including politics [MZKM15], sports events [KSMP14], crisis events
[CS14, BJJW14], and mental disorders (e.g. depression [DCCH13b]). Researchers also aimed
at developing domain-independent (also called universal or general-purpose) systems, which
represent and use general affective commonsense knowledge on textual expressions and
indicators of emotional experiences. For example, universal affective lexicons are generally
applicable across the domains [SV04, MT13]. As was described in the motivation scenario
(section 1.1), this thesis aims at building domain-speciﬁc emotion recognition systems from
scratch. We focus on the domain of tweets (essentially informal short documents), with further
speciﬁcity on the topic of reactions towards sports events.
1We present more details and arguments on this choice in section 3.2.
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Perspective The perspective of emotion recognition speciﬁes whose emotions a system aims
to recognize from text: writer’s or reader’s. Generally, the user-generated content, such as
blog posts and status updates, is treated from the writer’s perspective, because researchers
are interested in what emotions the users express [Mis05, AS07, WCTS12]. In contrast, more
reader-oriented media, such as news and literature, are analyzed from the reader’s perspective,
because researchers focus on the reactions that the content evokes [SM08, LYC08, SG14].
Interpersonal conversations, such as emails, chats, and online discussions, could be studied
from both of these perspectives, but up to now the focus is on the writer’s emotion [NPI10b].
In fact, a third perspective can be distinguished—to detect the emotions of referenced persons,
such as Happiness of the third person in the phrase “He is happy”. This perspective is less-
studied and rather relates to detection of thewriter’s emotions attributed to a different emotion
experiencer. Our work focuses uniquely on recognizing emotions from the writer’s perspective.
Scope Different sizes of text segments for emotion recognition result in different scopes of
recognition. Researchers recognized emotions of words, sentences, short documents, para-
graphs and long documents, and even collection of documents. When the emotions of words
are recognized, the goal is to build a reusable affective lexicon, describing word-emotion
associations [PGH+13, MT13]. Recognition of emotions in sentences [KPJD13, NPI11a] and
short documents [WCTS12, Moh12a] allows for the precise modeling of each separate emo-
tional statement. Longer scope (paragraph or long document levels) can summarize the entire
emotional experience [Mis05, SG14]. Recognizing emotions in a collection of documents is
useful for summarizing and modeling all reactions towards a speciﬁc event or product (e.g.
detecting an emotional reaction towards a video based on the user’s comments [PPB14]). Our
goal is to recognize emotions in short text documents, such as tweets. This can help to analyze
the expressed emotional reactions on a speciﬁc topic.
Language Most emotion recognition works, including this thesis, focus on English language
because of the availability of many linguistic resources and corpora. Other frequently studied
languages are Chinese [QR10, RQ12, ZDWX12] and Japanese [TIM08, MKSR11]. Multilingual
systems were built for the problem of polarity classiﬁcation [Den08, BT14], but left under-
studied for emotion recognition.
Emotion Model As reviewed in the previous section 2.1.2, emotions can be modeled in
different ways. To recognize them in text, researchers adapted both dimensional and cat-
egorical models. Among the dimensional models, the most widely studied ones are uni-
dimensional valence scale (which is reminiscent of polarity classiﬁcation along with intensity),
two-dimensional Valence-Arousal space [Rus03], and three-dimensional Pleasure-Arousal-
Dominance model [Meh96]. There is less agreement on the choice of a categorical model to
recognize. Researchers adapted various models with different emotion granularity (i.e. with
different number of categories to recognize): from two (Happiness vs. Unhappiness) [WCL06]
to 40 top mood labels from the LiveJournal website [Mis05]. The most used categorical models
are the 6 basic emotions of Ekman [Ekm92] and 8 primary emotions of Plutchik [Plu01]. In our
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work, we adapt a more ﬁne-grained model of 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion
Wheel, version 2.0 [Sch05] (see section 3.2 for our argument on this choice).
Recognition Model We differentiate the systems based on the type of recognition model they
employ, that is how the affective knowledge is represented and how it is applied to derive the
emotions from the text. Researchers identiﬁed different classes of emotion recognition mod-
els: lexicon-based, keyword-spotting, rule-based, knowledge-based, statistical approaches,
machine-learning, learning-based, corpus-based, and lexical afﬁnity methods. We ﬁnd the
boundaries between these classes to be either ambiguous or too generic. Thus, in our classiﬁ-
cation, we attempted to ensure the clear separation between the suggested categories. Based
on our analysis of different systems, we distinguish ﬁve general classes of emotion recognition
models:
• Lexicon-based These systems rely on representing the direct associations of linguistic
terms (words or phrases) with emotions, stored essentially in the form of emotion
or affective lexicons [SV04, MT13, BL99]. The text is classiﬁed either by spotting and
aggregating the words from the lexicons [Ell92] (the keyword-spotting systems), or, for
more accurate results, incorporating the rules of syntactic relations between words to
derive the ﬁnal emotion of a statement [NPI11a] (the lexicon rule-based systems).
• Statistical Feature-based Such systems perform emotion recognition using a trained
machine-learning classiﬁer, deriving the emotions of the text from multiple text-level
features, e.g. the presence of n-grams or speciﬁc emotional cues [Moh12a, RRJ+12,
AS07].
• Prototype-based These systems represent each emotion category as one or multiple
prototype objects and classify the text by ﬁnding closely matched prototype objects.
Two sub-types of recognition models follow this description. One type is the model of
dimensional afﬁnity, where both documents and emotions are represented as vectors
in multidimensional space and the vector similarity metrics are employed to ﬁnd the
closest emotions of the text [KVC10, DA08]. Another type is the models employing
databases of emotional experiences, which use as prototypes the collections of labeled
textual emotion descriptions (raw [TIM08] or in reduced representations [BHM12]).
• Appraisal-based These systems employ psychologically-inspired cognitive appraisal
models to derive the emotion in text. They ﬁrst detect from the text the values of
appraisal component variables, and then employ a corresponding theoretical model to
derive an emotion category [SPI09, UH15].
• Hybrid or Other Hybrid systems essentially combine together several recognition
models, while a class of other emotion recognition models contains those models that
did not ﬁt to any of the presented types.
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In the described classiﬁcation, our work belongs to the class of lexicon-based models. The
next section 2.2.2 presents in detail different existing systems corresponding to each of these
models.
Construction Principle The principles of building emotion recognition systems differ de-
pending on how the knowledge about emotions and their expressions was obtained. We
distinguish the following ﬁve types of construction principles:
• Manual Coding In this approach, expert human raters manually build emotion recog-
nition systems, e.g. by annotating words with the associated emotions [SDSO68, TP10].
The rules for application of the lexicons and derivation of emotion label are usually
hand-coded as well.
• Crowdsourcing or Human Computation These methods build systems based on aggre-
gation of answers from multiple people, not necessarily experts. It can be performed in
the form of ofﬂine or online surveys [BL99, KPJD13], using paid marketplace platforms
[MT13], or as games with a purpose [PS10].
• Supervised These methods extract recognition models automatically from the an-
notated data. Both statistical feature-based [RRJ+12] and prototype-based [BHM12]
recognition models can be built in this way. The input data can be annotated manually
[AS07, ARS05] or collected from online resources with user-provided emotional labels
[Mis05, SG14].
• Semi-Supervised These methods aim to build emotion recognition models using only
a limited input knowledge about emotional expressions, e.g. a list of emotional seed
words or a small subset of annotated data. One subcategory of semi-supervisedmethods
is semi-supervised lexicon extension based on computed similarities between words.
Another subcategory is distant supervisionmethods, which adapt supervised techniques
but train classiﬁers on data that are generated automatically based on some heuristics.
• Unsupervised These methods ﬁrst build a reduced data representation, e.g. vector
space model or data clustering. The emotion recognition is then performed based
on the emotion prototypes deﬁned in the same representation [KVC10]. Because the
affective knowledge is added at the later stage, we refer to these methods as practically
unsupervised.
We separate the aspects of construction principle and recognition model because our survey of
the existing systems reveals that the same recognition models can be built using different con-
struction principles, while the same construction principle can result in different recognition
models. Yet, there are some strong relations between them, for example statistical feature-
based models are usually extracted via supervised techniques. Thus, we do not summarize
separately each of these principles, but describe instead the speciﬁc methods of construction
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of different systems in the next section. Our work concerns two of the presented construction
principles: crowdsourcing (chapter 4) and distant supervision (chapter 6). We describe the
detailed related works on those topics in the corresponding chapters.
2.2.2 Different Systems for Textual Emotion Recognition
Emotions can be expressed in language in different ways, for example by emotionally charged
expressions (such as yay! or what a jerk), or by explicit words (such as that was funny), or by
describing emotion-eliciting situations (e.g. I passed my exam). From any of those emotional
statements, humans arguably can infer the emotional state of the writer. In order to derive the
emotion expressed in the text, a system of emotion recognition should model and incorporate
the knowledge about associations of linguistic expressions with emotions. We separate ﬁve
classes for different recognition models: lexicon-based, statistical feature-based, prototype-
based, appraisal-based, and hybrid/other. Below we describe existing emotion recognition
systems, separated into these ﬁve classes of recognition models.
Lexicon-Based Systems
Lexicon-based systems rely on representing the direct associations of linguistic terms (words
or phrases) with emotions. Essentially they form emotion (or affective) lexicons, which list
terms that bear emotions with their corresponding emotion association. The emotion lexicons
can classify each linguistic term to one or several emotion categories, or associate it with the
weight for each emotion.
Existing Affective Lexical Resources With the increase of attention towards emotion recog-
nition, the number of available affective lexical resources grows. The ﬁrst developed emotion
(or affective) lexicons enumerate all terms directly expressing an emotion, such as “happy”,
“angry”, “frustrated”, etc. An example of such lexicons for English language is the list of approx-
imately 500 explicit affective terms studied by Ortony et al. [OCF87]. The explicit terms can
be clustered into a smaller number of categories, based on the semantic clustering analysis
[SSKO87] or based on manual categorization [Sch05]. For example, words “happy”, “joyous”,
“elated” are all assigned to category Happiness in the GALC lexicon [Sch05]. Other emotion
lexicons additionally contain terms indicative of an emotional experience, thusmore indirectly
expressing an emotion. Examples of indirect terms linked toHappiness are “approval” in Word-
NetAffect [SV04], “entertain” in NRC [MT13], and “visit friend” in EmoSenticNet [PGH+13].
All of these lexicons associate linguistic terms to speciﬁc sets of chosen emotion categories.
Other similar categorical lexical resources are available, including Synesketch [KPJD13], De-
pecheMood [SG14], AffectDatabase [NPI07]. The underlying emotion representation model
differs from one emotion lexicon to another. For instance, Plutchik’s basic categories are
used by NRC lexicon [MT13], Ekman’s categories – by WordNet-Affect [SV04], Synesketch
[KPJD13], and EmoSenticNet [PGH+13], and Izard’s – by the AffectDatabase [NPI07]. The most
widely used lexicon with dimensional representation is ANEW (Affective Norms of English
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Words), which contains connotative associations of words with pleasure, arousal, and domi-
nance scores [BL99]. In the social-linguistic studies, investigation of the affective text content
commonly applies the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), which contains limited
manually annotated words for some negative emotional categories, such as Sadness, Anxiety,
and Anger, as well as positive and negative words [TP10].
The emotion lexicons are similar in nature to sentiment lexicons, which store terms’ polarities
for polarity classiﬁcation and opinion mining, such as positive good, great, and awesome.
Commonly used examples of polarity lexicons include GeneralInquirer (GI) [SDSO68], Bing
Liu’s lexicon [HL04], OpinionFinder [WWH09], and SentiStrength [TBP12]. For example, Gen-
eralInquirer (GI) categorizes English words into multiple categories, including subjective ones,
such as Positive, Negative, and Emotional [SDSO68].
The presented affective lexicons mostly contain universal knowledge about emotional ex-
pressions and emotional connotations of terms, and thus can be applied across different
domains.
Keyword-Spotting The direct spotting of words from the emotion lexicons allows extracting
intuitively the emotions of the text by counting the appearing words or aggregating their
emotional weights. This idea was applied by multiple systems for emotion recognition [Ell92,
FG13, SH01], with theminimal reﬁnement to treat the effects of negations in some cases. It was
also employed for summarization of stylistic features of the text, e.g. to analyze differences in
emotion references across domains, times, or authors [Moh12b, DD10, CDH14]. The keyword-
spotting techniqueswere applied in the context ofmulti-modal emotion recognition to capture
the linguistic modality features [CW04]. Even though such simple approaches are intuitive
and comprehensive, they neglect the structure of the sentences and the contextual meaning
of words.
Rule-basedLexiconApplication Rule-based algorithms go beyond simple keyword-spotting
by taking into account syntactic structures and semantic composition of terms, e.g. by model-
ing the presence of negations, intensity modiﬁers, and conjunctions [KPJD13, MPI05]. We give
a detailed review of different possible strategies for modeling the modiﬁers’ effects in chapter 7,
where we suggest how to extract a model of such effects automatically. More complex rules
can describe how to derive an emotion of term compositions, e.g. of verb-noun phrases,
from the emotion associations of individual terms [NPI11a]. The rule-based systems are also
employed in the sentiment analysis research, where multiple lexicon-based systems adapt
compositional rules to increase the application quality of the built lexicons and compute
the ﬁnal sentiment intensity [TBT+11, TBP12, NPI11b].
Such rules for lexicon applications rely on knowledge about the grammar and semantic
composition, as well as about other syntactic and semantic properties of the words. Thus,
they are usually hand-coded by experts based on the exploration of linguistic data.
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Lexicon Construction Methods As lexicon-based recognition models are popular among
researchers, almost all construction principles were used to obtain them. Many sentiment
and emotion lexicons, especially older ones, were built based on manual expert annotations.
In such manual coding, the words are assigned to speciﬁc emotion or affective categories by a
small number of linguistic experts. The previously mentioned lexicons GI [SDSO68] and LIWC
[TP10] are example lexicons generated by manual coding.
More recently, crowdsourcing techniques allowed to scale the annotations to be performed
by multiple non-expert human raters. Ofﬂine surveys for collecting annotations can be
considered as a preliminary form of crowdsourcing. Researchers used it to directly annotate
words with the associated emotions in order to have a word-emotion association lexicon.
The NRC lexicon [MT13] was built using online crowdsourcing, where workers from Amazon
Mechanical Turk were asked to rate the strength of association of a given word sense with
each of 8 Plutchik’s emotions. The extended version of the ANEW lexicon was also built
using paid crowdsourcing [WKB13], while the original ANEW used an ofﬂine survey approach
[BL99]. More details on the prior crowdsourcing techniques and human-encoded lexicons
can be found in section 4.2, whereas the related approaches for ensuring the quality of the
annotations in crowdsourcing are enumerated in section 5.2.
The emotion lexicons were also build using semi-supervised lexicon extension methods, where
a small-sized input affective lexicon of the seed words is extended with new terms. The new
words are classiﬁed into speciﬁc emotions based on their similarity to the given input terms,
where similarity is computed either based on their semantic relations (e.g. synonymy) [SV04]
or based on their co-occurrences within linguistic data, e.g. web n-grams [PIMK13]. For
the latter, the approaches based on Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [TL03] are often
adapted to estimate correlation between words. WordNet-Affect lexicon [SV04], Synesketch
[KPJD13], and EmoSenticNet [PGC+12, PGH+13] were built using one of such semi-supervised
techniques.
Supervised approaches to lexicon construction use some input annotated data. The weights of
emotional terms are derived based on their statistical correlation with the emotion classes.
One common way to derive such weights is to compute Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
scores between terms and emotions [YLC07, Moh12a]. Another method, which was deployed
to build DepecheMood [SG14], is to build term-emotion matrix out of term-document and
document-emotion matrices. Furthermore, some machine-learning algorithms can also
output lexicon-format recognition models, e.g. SVM in binary setting [YLC07], but we rather
attribute them to the class of statistical feature-based methods.
Limitations While the above-mentioned lexicon-based methods can be applied to any tex-
tual data, due to their term-level nature they are unlikely to capture the full variety of emotional
expressions used in language. Also, without rigorous modeling of context and semantic com-
position that would cover all potential expressions variations, such approaches are error-prone
due to, for example, their failure to model different word senses (e.g. ‘like’ is emotional in the
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sentence “i really like this job”, while neutral in the sentence “do it like this”) or change in word
order [KLY+09]. As our system belongs to the class of lexicon-based models, it will be subject
to these limitations too. This leaves room for more advanced recognition models.
Statistical Feature-Based Systems
Statistical feature-based systems perform emotion recognition using a trained machine-
learning classiﬁer, deriving the emotions of the text from multiple text-level features. Various
linguistic, stylistic, and syntactic features are used in the context of emotion recognition.
Those include not only features typical for text classiﬁcation, such as n-grams, punctuation
marks, length of text, part-of-speech (POS) tags, but also topics, syntactic dependencies, word
clusters, concepts, and known affective terms. Such systems were developed for different
domains, including web-logs [AS07, Mis05], fairy tales [ARS05], news headlines [SM08], and
tweets [Moh12a, RRJ+12].
Many statistical feature-based systems are built via supervisedmethods that derive the emotion
recognition models from the annotated data. These data can come from manual annotations
[RRJ+12, AS07, ARS05] or from crawling the websites where users can provide emotion labels
to text documents (e.g. LiveJournal, where users can self-label their blog posts with moods
[Mis05], or Rappler, where users can react with emotional labels to a news article [SG14]).
Alternatively, the data can be labeled or collected automatically based on some heuristics,
following the distant supervision approach. Among the explored heuristics are the use of
emoticons [PB12, YLC07] and emotional hashtags [DCGC12, Moh12a, WCTS12], as well as of
the explicit patterns of emotional sharing (as in “i feel happy”) [KH11]. Using the data from a
speciﬁc website or domain results in building within-domain emotion classiﬁers.
The process of building the statistical feature-based models is essentially the process of train-
ing a given classiﬁer on the annotated dataset. Different classiﬁers, suitable for application
for text classiﬁcation tasks, were adapted for emotion recognition, including SVM [Moh12a],
Multinomial Naïve Bayes [WCTS12], and Logistic Regression [DCGC12]. Their learning and
application schema differ depending on how the classiﬁcation problem is formulated. The
frequent formulation for the categorical emotion models is one-vs.-rest classiﬁcation, where
a separate binary classiﬁer is built for each emotion category and its goal is to identify pos-
itive samples for the corresponding emotion separately versus all other emotion classes
[Moh12a, RRJ+12]. Alternatively, some machine-learning classiﬁers support solving a multi-
class classiﬁcation problem with one class output directly (e.g. Logistic Regression).
Feature engineering process often deﬁnes the quality of a built model. Currently used features
are mostly shallow linguistic features, such as n-grams, emoticons, hashtags, and punctuation
marks. Adding word clusters, intensiﬁcation patterns (e.g. word elongations), and negations
can help cope with informal text and its structure [KZM14]. Adding aggregation statistics
on terms from the known affective and sentiment lexicons as classiﬁcation features was
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shown to improve the quality of recognition [WCTS12, Moh12a]. Domain-speciﬁc features,
e.g. modeled topics of discussion, were also adapted [RRJ+12].
Instead of using such shallow features, it is desirable to generate features that are able to
better capture the semantic representation of the text. The ﬁrst step in this direction is
done via extracting the concepts from the text [GCHP11, PGH+13]. In the area of sentiment
analysis, learning word embeddings via deep learning was shown to achieve better quality of
recognition because of better semantic space representation of the text [SPW+13, MSC+13].
The deep learning approach was also adapted for reader’s perspective emotion classiﬁcation
of emotional statements from the Experience Project [SPH+11]. However, in contrast with
using word-level features, the dimensions of word embeddings are less interpretable.
Limitations Using supervised techniques for training such feature-based classiﬁers requires
substantial annotated data, which are expensive to obtain. Even when large annotated data
are directly available, they come from a speciﬁc domain. It is not clear how generalizable
such approaches are to be applicable across different domains. Finally, the models trained on
one speciﬁc dataset are likely to be biased towards the emotions and expressions within that
dataset.
Prototype-Based Systems
We distinguish a class of prototype-based systems, where the recognition model represents
each emotion category as one or multiple prototype objects and classiﬁes the text by ﬁnding
closely matched prototype objects. We separate this class in order to underline the difference
of such systems from other approaches. This group is further split into two subgroups: the
methods based on dimensional afﬁnity and the methods that use database of emotional
experiences.
Dimensional Afﬁnity This group combines systems that represent both documents and
emotions as vectors in multidimensional space and classify documents based on their afﬁnity
(or similarity) to emotion prototypes in that space. The construction methods of such dimen-
sional representation can be unsupervised: for example, they can be based on Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) or other dimensionality reduction methods of the term-document matrix for
the studied linguistic corpus [KVC10, SM08]. Prototype emotion vectors in this case are built
along with the document representation by adding pseudo-documents containing known
emotional words as prototypes. The text is then classiﬁed based on ﬁnding the closest emotion
vector in the dimensional space, e.g. based on Cosine similarity between the extracted vector
representations of the text and emotions in the same space. Such methods were deployed with
coarse-grained emotion categories of up to six emotions. It is not clear whether they would
work with ﬁne-grained emotion models.
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Using a Database of Emotional Experiences This group of systems combines those that
represent emotion categories as collections of example (or prototype) emotional statements
in the form of a database of emotional experiences and classify new text by ﬁnding the closest
examples in that database. Such databases are generated either based on self-labeled descrip-
tions of emotional expressions or via pseudo-labeling of the data. The example of the ﬁrst
is the ISEAR dataset (International Survey On Emotion Antecedents And Reactions) [SW94],
which collects human descriptions of events that caused speciﬁc emotion. The example of the
second is the repository of the emotional events extracted based on the grammatical relations
of the sentence clauses with explicit emotion words [TIM08]. The database entries can be
stored as raw text, with deﬁned word-based cosine similarity between two text documents. In
this case, the kNN-style classiﬁer can be employed directly to derive the emotion of the text
[TIM08]. Another approach is to use more structured representation of emotional events and
situations in the database. For example, EmotiNet represents descriptions of emotional events
as a sequence of atomic events in [subject, verb, object] structure, which are detected using
available semantic parsing tools [BHM12]. Similarly, split of sentences into nouns, actions,
and other transition operators was suggested to represent the emotion association rules for
derivation [WCL06]. More recently, researchers suggested to store the emotional entries in the
database in the semantically pruned form, where only words that convey emotional meaning
are included [SEHHE14]. This direction of research is promising, especially when combined
with more explicit emotional features. However, application of semantic parsers to short
informal text from social media is likely to lead to errors due to poor grammar of this text
genre.
Appraisal-Based Systems
Appraisal-based systems directly employ the theoretical rules of cognitive emotion generation
based on the appraisal of a situation, interacted person or object. They automatically extract
the corresponding appraisal variables from the text, and then apply the appraisal-based
or cognitive theory to derive an emotion label. Examples of such systems are those that
implement the OCC model [OCC88], by Shaikh et al. [SPI09] and Udochukwu and He [UH15].
The authors suggested to model different appraisal variables via automatic evaluation of
polarity of related concepts, i.e. happening situation, interacted person or object, as well
as via hand-coded rules. For example, the pleasantness of the events or attraction of the
object an be estimated based on the polarity classiﬁcation using sentiment lexicons. Whereas,
identiﬁcation of the events’ attribution (e.g. self vs. others) can be coded based on analyzing
the subject of the event. Such appraisal-based systems theoretically can achieve signiﬁcant
results, because of their grounding in emotion theory. Yet, the quality and applicability of
such approaches are not studied enough. Also, using such appraisal-based approach restricts
the choice of emotion categories to those that are modeled within the respective appraisal
theory. Thus, its potential adaptation to new emotion categories requires further investigation.
Finally, while the rules themselves are based on the emotion theories, the detection of the
appraisal components (variables) is currently coded manually.
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Hybrid and Other Approaches
Hybrid models rely on several sources of information and its representation for recognition.
For example, Liu et al. [LLS03] develop a hybrid system that relies both on the lexical-level as-
sociations of words with emotions and polarities and on the prototypes of emotional situations
(both extracted from the commonsense knowledge database). Lexicon-based approaches can
be incorporated into the statistical feature-based systems by including aggregation of words
from sentiment and emotion lexicons as features of classiﬁers. Such approach has shown
promise in improving the quality of emotion classiﬁcation [Moh12a, WCTS12].
We also assign to this category other approaches that did not ﬁt to the described types of
emotion recognition models. Kim et al. [KBO12] suggested to assign emotions based on the
topics discovered by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). First, the topics would be extracted,
and then automatically labeled based on the presence of seed keywords. The classiﬁcation
proceeds using the labeled topics. Another method of emotion classiﬁcation was suggested
by Wang and Pal [WP15]. They apply a constraint optimization approach, which allows to
incorporate within the same classiﬁcation framework the lexical features and topic similarity
constraints, as well as other constraints on emotion co-existence and bias towards frequent
terms.
2.3 Applications of Textual Emotion Recognition
Textual emotion recognition can support multiple affective applications. We enumerate here
the main envisioned applications across different areas. We compiled this list by reviewing
the stated motivation in the papers on emotion recognition [CDCT+01, Pic95, Moh16] and by
summarizing the papers that describe the affective applications themselves.
Applications Oriented towards End Users
Enhancing Human-Computer Interaction Automatic emotion recognition will help com-
puterized conversational agents to become more empathetic and human-like by respond-
ing properly to users’ emotions. Machines able to recognize the emotion of a current user
could adapt their behavior and appearance accordingly [Pic95, CDCT+01]. Research suggests
that users perceive agents who react to their emotions as more intelligent and adequate
[RN96, LLS03]. Interactive chat bots, robots, and personal assistants could beneﬁt from this
ability. Novel affective technology already marches into our lives (A Pepper robot is one ex-
ample [Pep14]). Such conversational agents could play a role of active listeners for lonely
people who need to share their daily experiences with somebody. They could also be personal
psychological assistants that help people to cope with their everyday emotional overload
[KMP99]. For example, they could show a funny picture in a right moment or provide an
appropriate inspiring citation.
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Enhancing Interpersonal Online Communications A computer can play a role of an emo-
tionalmediatormaking other people aware of someone’s emotion. Better awareness of another
person’s emotions can enhance the social group experience [Che15]. For example, a computer
could share the emotion of a user with another trusted user when the ﬁrst user needs social
help. Automatic visualization techniques can help to express and share the experienced emo-
tion with other users. For example, EmoHeart system visualizes a detected user’s emotional
state by changing his or her avatar correspondingly [NPI10a]. Similarly, Synesketch enhances
the instant messaging experience by artistically visualizing the shared emotions in the ad-
jacent window of the chat [KPJD13]. Automatic emotion recognition could improve online
support for companies by reacting quickly and appropriately to angry or frustrated customers.
Increasing Personal Self-Awareness Retrospective analysis of own emotions can help revive
the past memories and re-evaluate own experiences [LSH+06]. A machine equipped with a
reliable emotion recognition mechanism is appropriate for saving a history of our emotions
within an affective diary and presenting them later for analysis. Prototype systems in this
direction were already designed. One example is the Muse system that allows users to visualize
the emotional topics in their personal email archives [HLH11]. Another example is AffectAura—
a multi-modal emotion tracking and visualization system that allows users to retrospectively
analyze their emotional experiences [MKK+12].
Helping Children to Develop Emotional Intelligence People with low emotional intelli-
gence might lack understanding of the social interaction rules, including the emotional com-
ponent of such interactions. Children with autism can exhibit such behavior. Automatic tools
of emotion recognition could help them learn how to identify emotions themselves and help
reacting to the expressed emotions [AR11]. Developing emotional intelligence can also help
children to learn how to process and react to their own emotions.
Emotion-Aware Recommender Systems and Search Engines Knowing the emotional state
of a user, a recommender system could adapt the proposed items correspondingly [TBK10].
For example, a movie recommender system could avoid suggesting a movie with immensely
sad elements to a person tending to depression. Analogously, activity recommender systems
could suggest some relaxing activity to a stressed or frustrated user. Knowing affective proper-
ties of operated items (e.g. movies, music, news articles, or blog posts) either based on their
content or on users’ comments can also help ﬁnd and recommend more appropriate items
[AMPI07, KNS+11, SKCL09, PPB13]. For example, users could search for people with alike
emotional experiences or for a news article or blog post that evoke a desired emotion.
Applications for Studying Aggregated Emotional Reactions
Studying and Modeling Interpersonal Communications Emotions play an important role
in regulating our interpersonal communications and relationships. Automatic emotion recog-
nition can help analyze and model the impact of an emotional constituent in our conversa-
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tions. Researchers have studied the patterns of emotion transition in online conversations
[KBO12, KPV+14], how emotional expressions can inﬂuence the sharing behavior in social
media [PGS12], as well as how emotions impact collaboration, e.g. among the website contrib-
utors [ILC+14]. Other studies investigated whether the phenomenon of emotion contagion
(or assortativity) is present in deﬁning our social networks [BGRM11, CSK+14]. Emotion
recognition can also help to characterize our social roles, e.g. by separating supporters from
opponents [LYTL14], and identifying strong social ties, e.g. close friends.
Understanding Collective Emotional Experiences Quantifying the emotional experience
across populations, e.g. for different location, gender, age, and other demographic parameters,
can help characterize their differences. For example, it can help compare happiness index and
well-being across different locations [SEK+13]. Visualization of emotions shared in geo-located
social media can help understand the emotional ﬂow of the cities [GAAES14, GLHG16]. Sys-
tems that visualize the time-based emotion ﬂow can help capture the global emotional trends
[MdR06, BMP11]. Such systems provide the ﬁeld of digital humanities an unprecedented way
to capture and reﬂect upon the ongoing history of the global emotions. Automatic emotion
recognition can also empower psychology researchers to build and validate theoretical models
of emotions by studying shared self-revealed emotional experiences [MGP10].
Affective Analysis of Multiple Linguistic Corpora Understanding which emotions are ex-
pressed in the text becomes a ubiquitous component of linguistic analysis. Researchers
quantiﬁed affective content in news articles, books, movie plots, user-generated blog posts,
and other large linguistic corpora [Kle11, Moh12b, Har13]. Patterns of used emotional ex-
pressions are also indicative of human personality [MK15], mental disorders (e.g. depression
[DCCH13b]), and change in behavior (e.g. after child birth [DCCH13a]). As such, they are
important features for mining those characteristics from the user-generated content.
Affective Analysis of Social Media Social media allow people to share their experiences,
feelings, thoughts, and emotions. Besides the previously mentioned global understanding
of the collective emotional experiences, analysis of the shared emotional reactions can help
understand the collective experience and opinion regarding a speciﬁc topic, towards a person
or a product, or during an event. For example, EmotionWatch was designed to visualize and
summarize the emotional experiences evoked by speciﬁc global events [KSMP14]. Change in
the emotion ﬂow can help analyze the global events and trends [MdR06, BMP11]. Quantifying
emotions expressed regarding products and brands quickly becomes an important indicator of
the success or failure of the marketing strategies and products themselves [RQ12]. Researchers
also employed detection of the shared emotions to predict the stock market value [BMZ11]
and the outcome of political elections [TSSW10], as well as to discern public opinions on
controversial topics [GMC+14].
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2.4 Related Recognition Problems
Text-based emotion recognition is similar in nature to many other problems of text classiﬁca-
tion and analysis. We enumerate here the main related text recognition problems, as well as
other formulations of the emotion recognition problem.
First of all, textual emotion recognition is a sub-task of sentiment analysis. This area of research
concerns extraction of opinions, feelings, and sentiments expressed in text [PL08, Liu12].
The researchers in sentiment analysis mostly address the problem of polarity classiﬁcation
[PLV02, Tur02, GBH09], which classiﬁes whether the text is positive, negative, or neutral.
Another classical problem is subjectivity detection [WWB+04, WR05], which classiﬁes whether
the text is subjective (opinionated) or objective (factual, neutral). Both of these problems
share the recognition models and construction principles presented above for textual emotion
recognition, especially lexicon-based and statistical feature-based models. In fact, emotion
classiﬁcation can follow the hierarchical recognition model, where the text is ﬁrst classiﬁed
as whether neutral or emotional, second, as whether positive or negative for emotional texts,
and then only categorized into speciﬁc emotion categories [GIS10].
The sentiment analysis ﬁeld also formulates multiple other problems of analyzing subjective
text. One of them is sentiment-aspect mining [TM08, JO11, BE10, PPB14], which aims at
detecting the sentiment expressed in the text towards speciﬁc aspects of a described product,
particularly in the context of online product reviews. Such methods model both the sentiment
categories and product aspects (e.g. cleanliness of the rooms for hotels, or quality of battery for
the electronic devices). Following the same principle, the problem of emotion cause detection
was formulated for emotion recognition [CLLH10, RCR+11, NA13], where the goal is to identify
a trigger that evoked the expressed emotion.
Another related problem is detecting an opinion holder [KH05, KJM07], i.e. a person whose
sentiment is expressed in the text. For the area of emotion recognition, this problem is referred
to as experiencer detection, i.e. detecting a person who experienced a stated emotion. This
problem is especially relevant for the literature analysis, where the emotions are frequently
referenced from the third-person perspective rather than stated in ﬁrst person. For the domain
of tweets about politics, Mohammad et al. [MZKM15] showed that the emotion experiencer is
almost always the author of the tweet (however, this ﬁnding might be speciﬁc to the domain
of political discussions).
The textual multi-category emotion recognition in nature is essentially a text classiﬁcation
task. As such, it is related to the classical problem of topic categorization of documents
[Joa98, NMTM00], where the goal is to categorize textual documents, such as news articles
or web pages, into the speciﬁc topics, such as sports, politics, or art. Regardless the high
granularity of classes such topic classiﬁcation methods can achieve high accuracy, as the
topics can be distinguished at the word-level due to a large number of topic-speciﬁc words.
Emotion recognition is amore challenging problembecause even explicit emotional words can
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frequently appear across multiple emotion categories due to the different in their contextual
usage. Thus, more advanced text understanding models are required for its successful solution.
Emotion recognition can also help to identifymultiple characteristics of text and its author. For
example, the use of emotional expressions is predictive of the personality, gender, and age of a
writer, and thus can help to solve the related classiﬁcation problems. For example, extracting
features using emotion lexicons has shown promise for predicting reviews’ helpfulness [MP14],
personality detection [PGC+14, MK15], and polarity classiﬁcation [BMMP13, CdAP13].
Finally, emotion recognition from text is conceptually related to other emotion recognition
problems from alternative modalities. Those include emotion recognition from facial expres-
sions [FL03], gestures and body postures [Wal98], behavior patterns in computer interaction
(e.g. typing and mouse movements) [Koł13], physiological changes (e.g. galvanic skin re-
sponse or heart rate) [NALF04], brain activity [Ado02], and voice [KR12]. The extraction of
the evoked emotions was also addressed for music [KSM+10], images [MFL+05], and videos
[SPP12, HX05].
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3.1 Problem Statement
The objective of writer-side emotion recognition is to detect which emotions are expressed in
a given text document. As Twitter data are considered as the main domain of application in
this thesis, this problem can be translated into detecting emotions of the author of a tweet
based on its text. In this thesis, we model “emotions” as belonging to a ﬁnite number of
categories and formulate the problem of emotion recognition as a multi-label classiﬁcation
task. Given the set of emotion categories E = {e1,e2, ...,e|E |}, the system detects which emotion
categories are expressed in a given document d—in our case, a tweet— and produces a label
set Yd =
{
eik
}⊆ E containing the detected emotions. In order to separate neutral documents
from emotional ones, we use the extended set of categories E0 = {e0}∪E , where e0 represents
the Neutral or No emotion label. If e0 is within the multi-label output Yd (i.e. e0 ∈ Yd ) or if
no emotion is present (i.e. Yd =∅), we consider that a Neutral category e0 is assigned alone
(forcing Yd = {e0}).
This formulation implies using the categorical representation of emotions where an emotional
state is described in terms of a discrete set of emotion names. Compared to dimensional
models where emotional states are described as points in space (a more detailed description
of this alternative can be found in section 2.1.2), categorical modeling has an advantage
of allowing for a more ﬁne-grained analysis. For example, it allows us to separate nuanced
emotional states differing insigniﬁcantly within the dimensional space, such as thewidespread
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance or PAD model [Meh96]. It is also more natural for humans,
because in daily life we use emotion names to describe speciﬁc feelings rather than give
numerical evaluations or specify polarity. So far, themulti-item emotion classiﬁcation problem
has received much less attention than polarity or valence classiﬁcation.
Alternatively, we could also formulate this problem as a multi-class classiﬁcation task, where
only one category is assigned per document (tweet). However, previous research showed
that even for the small number of basic emotions the text can often express several emotions
[AS07]. Psychologists also pointed out that the level of emotion differentiation differs across
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people even from the same cultural background [Bar06], and thus people can describe the
same emotional experience with different emotion labels, choosing between more general
and speciﬁc categories. With the more ﬁne-grained emotion categorization, the chances for
the presence of emotion mixture, confusion, or overlap are higher. Therefore, multi-label
classiﬁcation corresponds better to the speciﬁcs of emotional experiences.
Another option would be to return as an output of the system an intensity or weight for each
studied emotion, as in soft or fuzzy classiﬁcation problems. Strapparava and Mihalcea [SM08]
suggested this formulation for the reader-perspective emotion recognition in news headlines
with six basic emotions. However, the more emotion categories are under investigation, the
more effort is required to extract reliable data annotation in this format. Thus, even though
such format can describe more precisely the expressed emotions, its direct evaluation is more
complicated.
Yet, we suggest to use this format for the intermediate, more precise weighted representation
of emotions expressed in text. To model the presence of the given emotions from E0 within a
text segment, we deﬁne the emotionality – emotion distribution represented as a tuple in the
probability space
P=
{
p = (p0, . . . ,p|E |),
|E |∑
i=0
pi = 1, ∀i pi ≥ 0
}
(3.1)
where pi represents the percentage of i th emotion in felt emotion mixture, or, in other words,
the weight of i th emotion. That is we will estimate for each text segment (whether it is
an entire tweet or a lexical term) what emotions it expresses by providing a weight for each
emotion. Note that in this formulation of emotionality we assume that the emotional states are
independent but can be present together. Also, the total weight of the emotional presence can
be computed as 1−p0 (corresponding to the sum of weights for all emotions, excluding neutral
state). Using this intermediate emotionality representation, we will detect the emotions of a
tweet in the multi-label format as the emotion categories having the highest weights within a
detected emotionality of the tweet.
3.2 Fine-Grained Emotion Model (GEW)
In this thesis, we use the emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW, version
2.0) [Sch05, SSS12] as the basis for recognition. The GEW was developed as a tool for obtaining
self-reports of emotional experience with a goal to structure the exhaustive list of possible
emotion names used in free-format self-reports with minimal loss in expressibility. The visual
representation of the GEW is shown in Figure 3.1. It presents 20 (10 positive/10 negative)
emotion categories that frequently appear in free-format self-reports and are studied as
categories of interest in psychological research. Each emotion category is represented by two
common emotion names to emphasize its family nature (e.g. Happiness/Joy). Throughout
the thesis, the ﬁrst names will be used for a shorter reference. These categories are arranged
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Figure 3.1: The Geneva Emotion Wheel, version 2.0, with 20 emotions placed the valence-
control space, and two additional categories of response for No Emotion and Other Emotion.
on a circle following the underlying two-dimensional space of valence (positive-negative)
and control (high-low). Several levels of intensity for each emotion category are presented as
answer options. Also, two alternative answers are possible: No emotion and Other emotion
with free-format input in the latter case. For the classiﬁcation purposes, we use the 20 main
emotions and No emotion category only, ignoring Other emotion as it can aggregate multiple
ambiguous categories.
The GEW has multiple advantages. Whereas common sets of basic emotions, such as from
Ekman [Ekm92] or Plutchik [Plu01], contain up to 8 categories, theGEW’s 20 categories provide
a more accurate approximation of the full range of emotions that humans are capable of
experiencing. The most commonly distinguished emotions are included in GEW, for example,
Happiness, Fear, Anger, Sadness, Surprise, Disgust, and Love. However, humans feel not only
these strong emotions, but also other, more subtle emotions. Such a ﬁne-grained model allows
us to discover more insightful details about emotional reactions. The GEW is advantageous
to other models of ﬁne-grained emotions. For example, to the OCC model [OCC88] contains
22 categories differentiated based on cognitive attribution of factors evoking emotion, such as
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how desirable or relevant for the person are the consequences of an event. Compared to this
model, we believe that the GEW emotions are more likely to be distinguished correctly based
solely on lexical terms (e.g. it can be difﬁcult to distinguish Gratiﬁcation from Satisfaction
without proper context modeling). Another alternative were the 24 primary emotions from the
Plutchik’s circumplex model [Plu01], adapted later into the Hourglass of Emotions [CLH12],
distinguishing 4 affective dimensions and specifying 6 levels of emotion in each. However, that
model lacks cognitive-based emotions such as Pride, Envy, or Pity, thus precluding the analysis
of potentially different context of their experience. Even more ﬁne-grained models could
be adapted, e.g. all 36 categories suggested by Scherer as summarizing personal experience
[Sch05] or 48 categories from HUMAINE Emotion Annotation and Representation Language
(EARL) designed to describe the full variety of emotional experience [SPL06]. Using them
could be insightful as well, but requires stronger discriminating power of the classiﬁers, as
well as leads to higher cognitive load for separating these emotions during the annotation. An
advantage of GEWas awell-designed emotion elicitation tool is in its structuredway to allocate
the emotions in the wheel structure for the annotation. This helps overcome the possible
difﬁculties in distinguishing the ﬁne-grained emotions. The desired, but limited emotion
granularity also reduces the cognitive load of analyzing the output of emotion recognition, e.g.
by avoiding a visual clutter within emotion summarization.
Another question one might want to ask is why do we aim at the ﬁne-grained emotion analysis
at all? We believe that only with the ﬁne-grained emotion recognition can we draw later the
insightful details for making decisions out of human behavior. Different emotions imply
different appraisal values and different elicitation situations, as suggested by appraisal emo-
tion theories (enumerated in the background section 2.1.2). Thus, by separating them, we
can extract more information on those different experiences and make the correspondingly
adjusted decisions. For example, Desmet [Des12] argues for a ﬁne-grained, but limited set of
positive emotions, which can help product designers to focus on the speciﬁc goals for evoking
emotions. Another argument for the ﬁne-grained models is the ﬁne granularity of computa-
tional emotion models designed to model the behavior of intelligent agents. The preference to
use more categories for deﬁning the behavior of such agents suggests that more categories
would also be needed to understand and distinguish the behavior of humans. Finally, with the
more ﬁne-grained model, we can identify the emotions speciﬁc to the studied novel domain
among the full list of considered emotions.
3.3 Used Affective Lexical Resources
Lexicon of Explicit Emotional Terms (GALC) A list of explicit emotional terms is associated
with the chosen GEW model—the Geneva Affect Label Coder (GALC) [Sch05]. It is a domain-
independent affective lexicon that enumerates for each emotion category the stemmed words
that explicitly express the corresponding emotion, for example, happ∗ for Happiness. Some
examples of the terms are given in Table 3.1. It was developed along with the GEW, for
automatically classifying free-format survey responses into given emotion categories.
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Interest/Enthusiasm absor*, alert, animat*, ardor*, attenti*, curi*, eager*, enrapt*, engross*, enthusias*,
ferv*, interes*, zeal*
Happiness cheer*, bliss*, delect*, delight*, enchant*, enjoy*, felicit*, happ*, merr*
Joy ecstat*, elat*, euphor*, exalt*, exhilar*, exult*, ﬂush*, glee*, joy*, jubil*, overjoyed,
ravish*, rejoic*
Surprise amaze*, astonish*, dumbfound*, startl*, stunn*, surpris*, aback, thunderstruck, won-
der*
Sadness chagrin*, deject*, dole*, gloom*, glum*, grie*, hopeles*, melancho*, mourn*, sad*,
sorrow*, tear*, weep*
Fear afraid*, aghast*, alarm*, dread*, fear*, fright*, horr*, panic*, scare*, terror*
Disappointment comedown, disappoint*, discontent*, disenchant*, disgruntl*, disillusion*, frustrat*,
jilt*, letdown, resign*, sour*, thwart*
Disgust abhor*, avers*, detest*, disgust*, dislik*, disrelish, distast*, loath*, nause*, queas*,
repugn*, repuls*, revolt*, sicken*
Anger anger, angr*, cross*, enrag*, furious, fury, incens*, infuriat*, irate, ire*, mad*, rag*,
resent*, temper, wrath*, wrought*
Table 3.1: Excerpt of explicit emotional terms from the GALC affective lexicon.
GALC contains 279 stemmed terms for 36 emotion categories, covering the variety of emotion
categories extracted from self-reports on emotional experience. From these, we use 212
stems associated with 20 GEW, 2.0 categories, leaving us with 10.9 in average per each emotion
category. However, we discovered that using stemswith awild token∗ at the end is undesirable,
as sometimes non-related terms would be also matched. For instance, one of the most
frequently mapped instances of the GALC stemmed term happ∗ (Happiness emotion) is
happy, which is the correct association, but the instance happen is also frequent while it
does not correspond to this emotion category. Other common mismatched examples include
made for mad∗ and please for pleas∗. Thus, we instantiate the stemmed words into actual
linguistic tokens by matching the GALC stems in the dataset of 15 millions of sampled general
tweets.1,2 Then, we manually discovered correctly matched emotional terms among the most
frequent instances. Based on this investigation, we also moved the terms matched to regret∗
into Regret category instead of the original Nostalgia. The new revised lexicon GALC-R is
composed of 1026 terms, 52.9 in average per emotion category. Note that some terms among
them correspond to two emotion categories: 18 terms to Pleasure and Happiness, and 13
terms to Awe and Surprise. The full list of the terms can be found in the appendix, section A.1.
Emotional Hashtags We specify the list of 167 emotional hashtags assigned to the 20 GEW
categories based on the previously introduced GALC lexicon [Sch05]. This list of hashtags
was aimed for crawling the tweets using Twitter API, and thus it could include only a limited
1These tweets were collected using Twitter Sample API, between 1st November and 10th December of 2014,
without any keyword ﬁltering, restricted to English. We used only non-retweets and non-replies.
2Alternatively, we could instantiate the GALC stems using a word dictionary, such as WordNet. Yet, instantiating
the stems based on their mapped entries from the actual tweets allows us to capture additional word variations
used in informal communications. For example, we could associate the stem happ∗ not only to tokens happy and
happiness, but also to happygirl, happyy, and happi.
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number of instantiated terms. Also, we aimed at direct explicit emotional hashtags, to avoid
disputable associations of emotions. To extract such a list, we matched the hashtags from
one million of collected tweets against GALC terms and discovered the top of frequent GALC-
based hashtags. Then, we manually excluded the confusing hashtags that could be used to
describe non-emotional concepts (e.g. the word glee is also the name of popular TV series) and
non-frequent hashtags. This resulted in the list of 167 manually chosen hashtags. It includes
such hashtags as #happy, #elated, #proud, #love, #loveit, etc. The full list is enumerated
in the appendix, section A.2. These emotional hashtags will be used to collect and detect
tweets reliably expressing a speciﬁc emotion, as required for building, reﬁning, and evaluating
emotion recognition systems.
3.4 Used Datasets of Tweets
Twitter is used in this thesis as a source of data, as it contains a large amount of emotion-
bearing tweets that are easy to collect, and because tweets are short enough to assume that
appeared emotional statements can summarize the whole emotional reaction of a tweet’s
author.
General Tweets Labeled by Emotional Hashtags In order to obtain the dataset of tweets
labeled with the chosen emotion categories, we follow the distant learning idea of using
the emotional hashtags appearing at the end of the text as a self-reported emotion label for
the tweet [WCTS12, DCGC12, Moh12a]. The constraint on the position of a hashtag helps
ensure that the hashtag is used as a label of the tweet and not as a part of the content text. This
automatic data collection eliminated the requirement of using subjective and time-consuming
manual annotation, as well as allowed collecting a dataset of signiﬁcant size for the subsequent
analysis. Concerning the quality, we rely on the previous evaluations of similar hashtag-based
labeling, which showed that the emotion of the hashtag correctly corresponded to the tweet
content in 83% of tweets for a large set of emotional and mood-descriptive hashtags [DCCG12].
17.6 millions of English tweets with the emotional hashtags were collected via Twitter Stream-
ing API between 27th February and 26th May of 2014. Among them, we extracted 1,729,980
tweets that had those hashtags at the end of the text, were not repeated, were no retweets,
did not contain URLs, and were assigned to only one emotion category. We refer to this
dataset as EMHASH_DATASET. The emotion category associated with an emotional hashtag is
considered to be an emotion label for the full tweet text. Figure 3.2 presents the distribution
of the associated categories. We can observe that Love is the dominant category present in
27% of tweets, followed by Happiness (18%), Sadness (12%), and Anger (11%). Note that we do
not have in this dataset any neutral tweets. Some example tweets are “My group of friends are
such good-hearted intelligent kids #lovethem”, “Yay for new tires!!! (: #happytweet” and “Last
party , last in college , last day with friends ,#sad”.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of emotion categories in the collected dataset of general tweets with
emotional hashtags. The category is assigned to a tweet based on the category of the hashtag.
Tweets about the Olympic Games In the motivation scenario (section 1.1), we suggested
to investigate how to build an emotion recognition system for the new set of emotion cat-
egories and for the new domain of application. Our particular application domain that we
consider are tweets with reactions towards sports events. This domain was chosen because it
contains various emotions with domain-speciﬁc emotional expressions, thus requiring the
development of a tailored emotion recognition system.
We focus on analyzing the emotions of the spectators of the Olympic games. Our data consist
of 33.2 million English Twitter posts collected over two weeks during the 2012 Olympic Games
by querying Olympic-related keywords using Twitter Streaming API. The list of keywords was
the following: “london2012", “olympics", “olympic", "olympicgames", "OG2012", included
with and without a hashtag sign ‘#’ in front. Table 3.2 enumerates example tweets for each
GEW emotion category, as labeled by the human annotators (the details of this annotation
process can be found in section 6.5.1).3 We refer to this dataset as OLYMP_DATASET.
3We preserve the exact writers’ punctuation and style in the provided tweet examples, except for replacing the
appeared usernames. The author of this thesis does not share any opinion or emotion expressed in the given
examples.
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Emotion Example tweet
Involvement Always wondering what <username>listens to before his races... #GoTeamUSA
Amusement i watch the olympics thats enough sport for meeeeeee
Pride YEEESSS! Holly Bleasdale gets it right on 3rd attempt at ﬁrst height.
Happiness just managed to get athletics tickets
Pleasure Wine olympics goodcompany =goodtimes
Love Nathan Adrian, i wish you knew my existence. Congrats on the gold also
Awe It is insane how smoothly and quickly these track women can run..
Relief Thank goodness all 204 ﬂags are coming in at once !!! #closingceremony
Surprise wow pll over the Olympics all night.
Nostalgia Wishing I would have stayed in gymnastics. . .
Pity Unlucky Tom Stalker! fault he nicked it! Judges are terrible at this Olympics..
Sadness Please don’t tell me the Olympics is ACTUALLY ending.
Worry Olympics on but I have no tv. What’s happening!!!???
Shame Too much cheating going on in this Olympics. Those asian badminton players, Cameron Van
der Burgh.
Guilt Watchin olympic instead of doin project
Regret Work be crampin my style with these Olympic games! I always miss the good stuff!
Envy You live the dream life Jack snap out of it! #sojealous
Disgust Olympic girls look like men...
Contempt Easily amused British public. Makes me sick. Crack on Olympics, let’s get it over with.
Anger Why is water polo always on when I want to watch the Olympics?
Involvement +
Pleasure
Olympic tickets arrived. Absolute win.
Amusement +
Pleasure
Love the hurdles! Love seeing them falling over hahahaha.
Happiness +
Love +
Surprise
<username> OMFG. I think Kate Bush is going to be at the Olympic closing ceremony!
#Babooshka
Involvement +
Worry
Every time I watch the Olympics it gives me chills.
Involvement +
Regret
Its too damn hard to do anything productive when the Olympics are on
Nostalgia +
Sadness
Can’t believe the Olympics is over tomorrow already
Shame +
Contempt
If you have to choose between a house and food, or gymnastics, then your priorities are
wrong if you choose gymnastics.
Regret +
Anger
Aish!!! AGD is cancelled this week due to london olympic...
Disgust +
Anger
Omg olympics are so long and boring #saidnobody
Table 3.2: Examples of manually annotated Olympic-related tweets.
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for Lexicon Construction
4.1 Introduction1
Our goal is to build an emotion recognition system for analyzing the ﬁne-grained emotions
within short text documents, such as tweets. One way to achieve it is to allow a computer
to learn from human commonsense knowledge. The data collections manually annotated
with emotions are a valuable source of extracting such knowledge based on which emotion
recognition system can make its decisions. Traditional approaches to label textual data
involve ofﬂine labeling by expert raters, which is an expensive and time-consuming process,
mainly due to the valuable, but limited time resource of experts. Crowdsourcing presents
an alternative annotation method, which can scale easily the data annotation process, but
requires increased attention to the task design and quality control, due to the less trustworthy
and less experienced annotators.
With the multi-class ﬁne-grained classiﬁcation, an additional annotation challenge arises: if
emotion representation is not carefully designed, the annotator agreement can be very low.
The higher the number of considered emotions is, the more difﬁcult it is for humans to agree
on a label for a given text. Low quality of labeling can lead to difﬁculties in extracting powerful
classiﬁcation features. This problem is further compounded in parsimonious environments,
like Twitter, where the short text leads to smaller number of present emotional cues. Moreover,
with tweets having problems with grammar and being short, their sense is not always clear to
annotators without additional context, which may cause additional problems in annotations.
All this presents challenges in collecting high-quality training corpora for building emotion
recognition systems operating with a ﬁne-grained emotion category set in short text. The
question remains open: How to reliably annotate data with ﬁne-grained emotions, while
obtaining maximum useful information for building emotion classiﬁcation system?
In this chapter, we show how to tackle the above challenges while designing a novel human
computation task for emotion annotation, which we run using an online labor market, the
1The presented annotation task was developed in collaboration with Claudiu Musat.
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Amazon Mechanical Turk or AMT (www.mturk.com). We directly employ the Geneva Emotion
Wheel (GEW) [Sch05]—a well-designed emotion assessment tool introduced in the previous
chapter,— which helps us to overcome the possible difﬁculties in annotation. In a given task,
we show to the annotators the tweets and ask them to classify the tweets’ emotional content
into one of the 20 provided emotion categories. To simplify the task, we ask the annotators
for one emotion label per tweet, while the aggregation of their answers will generate the
multi-label annotation of each tweet. In order to increase the usefulness of annotations, the
action sequence requires raters to additionally specify the textual constructs that support
their decision. We view the selected textual constructs as probable classiﬁcation features and
refer to them as emotion indicators. We also ask workers to provide new analogous emotion
indicators that could be used as a replacement for the selected ones. The proposed method
thus simultaneously produces an emotion annotated corpus of tweets and creates an emotion
lexicon. The resultant emotion lexicon is a list of phrases indicative of emotion presence with
the weights of associated emotions. It consists solely of the phrases selected by respondents,
while their weights are learnt based on their occurrence in the annotated corpus.
Following our motivation scenario presented in the thesis introduction, we aim at building
a ﬁne-grained emotion lexicon for a speciﬁc domain — the tweets with reactions towards
the sports events. The emotion recognition within this domain opens great opportunities
to understand the fans’ reactions and to summarize their emotions for enhanced collective
experience of emotion. For annotation, we thus focus on the tweets related to a ﬁxed sports
event, the Olympics 2012.
We show that the human-constructed lexicon, OlympLex, is well-suited for the particularities
of the chosen domain, and also for an emotion model with a high number of categories. We
show that domain speciﬁcity of the lexicon matters, and that non-specialists, using their
common sense, can extract features that are useful in classiﬁcation. We use the resultant
lexicon in a binary polarity classiﬁcation problem on the within-domain data and show that it
outperforms several traditional lexicons. In multi-label emotion classiﬁcation, we show that
it is highly accurate in classifying tweets into 20 emotion categories of the Geneva Emotion
Wheel (GEW), version 2.0 [Sch05]. As a baseline for comparison, we use the GEW compatible
lexicon, the Geneva Affect Label Coder (GALC) [Sch05]. The experiments show that OlympLex
signiﬁcantly outperforms this baseline.
In short, the contribution of this chapter research is two-fold. First, we propose and investigate
the properties of the annotation task for simultaneous collection of data labels and indicative
linguistic features. Second, we describe and validate the human computation method for
creating a domain-speciﬁc emotion lexicon.
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4.2 Related Work
We review themain ideas related to crowdsourcing tasks, while focusing on collecting linguistic
annotations, extracting common-sense knowledge, and generating affective information. We
also discuss different approaches to use annotations for building affective resources.
Crowdsourcing Human Annotations Online data annotation via crowdsourcing became
available with the development of the web and its economy. It provides a way to outsource
expensive and time-consuming manual data annotation to “an undeﬁned, generally large
group of people in a form of an open call” [QB11]. The process of crowdsourcing data annota-
tion usually implies that multiple human raters each perform a small task and their answers
are aggregated in the resultant data annotation. In the most common case of crowdsourcing,
annotations are conducted via online labor markets, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (or
AMT), where annotators get paid for each performed micro-task. An annotation micro-task
can be to label one image, text document, or audio ﬁle, according to the desired classiﬁca-
tion taxonomy. Crowdsourcing was used to create ground-truth corpora for many linguistic
tasks, including word sense disambiguation [Rum11], named entity detection [FMK+10], and
document-query relevance assessment [ABY11]. Snow et al. [SOJN08] collected crowdsourced
annotations for ﬁve linguistic tasks, including reader-side emotion classiﬁcation, and showed
that with the aggregated crowdsourced answers (some required redundancy) are comparable
in quality with the expert annotations. In the ﬁeld of affect recognition, paid crowdsourcing
was successfully applied to collect emotion and sentiment annotations of images (including
landscapes [QOC14] and facial expressions [TMM13]), audio (including speech utterances
[STCD12] and music songs [SCS+13]), and text documents (e.g. tweets [NKR+13]). Morris
and McDuff [MM14] surveyed different approaches to collect annotated affective data using
crowdsourcing. They discuss not only annotation of the provided data, but also generation of
the original content, e.g. by acting, or ﬁnding speciﬁc affective content within a given collec-
tion. In this work, we use paid crowdsourcing to collect ﬁne-grained emotion annotations of
selected short text documents (tweets).
An alternative to paid crowdsourcing are games with a purpose (GWAPs) that use fun as intrin-
sic motivation for attracting and engaging users [VAD04, VAD08]. The examples of designed
GWAPs in the linguistic domain include ESP Game, asking users to generate labels for images
until agreement is achieved [VAD04], Verbosity, asking one user to describe attribute relations
for a given word so that another user could guess the word [VAKB06], and Concept Game,
using gamiﬁcation principles for validating the extracted commonsense relations between
concepts [HB12]. For emotion recognition, another GWAP was designed for generating the
emotionally annotated dataset [PS10]: it asks one user to generate a sentence expressing a
speciﬁc emotion, while another user should guess what emotion it is. In this work, we use
more predictable paid crowdsourcing, because it allows to ensure the required number of
annotators is attracted and the full corpus is labeled within a desired time frame.
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Building Affective Lexical Resources using Human Annotations In order to build emotion
recognition systems, researchers manually annotated with emotions (not always via crowd-
sourcing) different text documents, including tweets [RRJ+12], fairy tales [ARS05], blog posts’
sentences [AS07], and news headlines [SM08]. Emotion recognition systems are then built in
a supervised manner using the collected annotated corpora for training the machine-learning
classiﬁers over extracted linguistic features.
An alternative approach for building emotion recognition and sentiment analysis systems is
to annotate emotions and sentiment of separate words, by requesting their direct annotation.
An example of such approach for multi-category emotion recognition is the construction of
the NRC lexicon, which was also extracted via crowdsourcing on AMT [MT13]. The authors
developed a task where, for a given word from WordNet, annotators rated to what extent a
given word is associated to each of the 8 Plutchik’s basic emotions [Plu80]. Affect Database
was created in a similar way, but annotating terms into 9 emotion categories by three ofﬂine
annotators and including emoticons, slang terms, and interjections for annotation [NPI07].
For binary polarity classiﬁcation, manual annotation of words was used to construct various
sentiment lexicons, including ANEW [BL99], its enlarged version [WKB13], and VADER [HG14].
In these annotations, raters were asked to label the intensity of polarity (positive or negative)
for context-free potentially emotional terms. Such lexicons, generated by labeling context-free
words, form a general-purpose knowledge, which can be applied within any domain. However,
these lexicons might miss the concepts and emotional expressions used in the context of a
speciﬁc domain.
In contrast to such context-free approaches, in this work, we harvest emotional labels of
the potential features in context, taking into account the studied domain. The terms are
associated with emotions in the context of the tweet they appear in. We use the approach
suggested by Aman and Szpakowicz[AS07] where humans are asked to select an excerpt of the
text that expresses emotion. The similar approach for polarity classiﬁcation was suggested as
well, where workers in the crowdsourcing task are asked to ﬁnd and label sentiment-related
features in the review text [BMF14]. Asking users to directly select indicative features in the
text was also shown to be beneﬁcial for sentiment analysis in the GWAP setup [MTGF12]. In
this work, in addition to selecting indicative features from the text, we ask the annotators for
additional interchangeable, emotional expressions that can be used in the described situation.
Such additional indicators will extend the set of annotated emotional expressions. Therefore,
our human computation task produces simultaneously document-level labels and various
potential indicators of the stated emotion.
To summarize, the main differences of our emotion lexicon compared to its predecessors lie in
the usage of a new ﬁne-grained emotion set, new methods of human computation employed
in its construction, and its speciﬁcity to the context of Twitter posts and sport-related events.
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4.3 Domain Data for Annotation: Tweets about Gymnastics
Social media platforms such as Twitter have become a common way for people to share
opinions and emotions. Sports events are traditionally accompanied by strong emotions
and the 2012 summer Olympic Games in London were not an exception. Our motivation
scenario is to analyze the emotions shared by the spectators of the Olympic games. We
consider the tweets about the Olympics posted during the 2012 Olympic games as a data
source for this analysis. However, we also assume that the same emotions are expressed in
similar manner for all the sports disciplines. We thus narrow the scope of our annotation to a
single sport – gymnastics.
Traditionally, the gymnastics teams from the USA make strong bid for victory. Thus, we assume
that a large group of English-speaking nations may be interested in it. Then, gymnastics is
a dynamic type of sport where each moment of performance can play a crucial role in ﬁnal
results, enhancing the emotional experience in audience. Also, it is less commonly practiced
individually than, for instance, running or swimming. Thus, the occurrence of the term
‘gymnastics’ in tweets from the Olympics period will rather signal a reference to the Olympic
gymnasts than description of a personal exercise session.
We used the hashtag #gymnastics (hashtags represent topics in tweets) to obtain the tweets
related to the gymnastic competitions during the Olympics 2012 time, between July 26th and
August 14th 2012. This resulted in 199,730 such tweets. An emotional example is “Well done
#gymnastics we have a SILVER yeayyyyyyyyy!!!! Wohoooo”. A subset of these tweets will be used
for the annotation and evaluation of the proposed method.
4.4 HumanComputationTask forEmotional LabelingandEmotion
Feature Elicitation
We create a Human Computation task, using the online labor market (Amazon Mechanical
Turk or AMT) to simultaneously accomplish two goals. The ﬁrst one is to have a reliable,
human annotation of the emotion categories within a text corpus. That is we aim to collect
the most probable emotion labels corresponding to the tweet as felt by its author. The second
goal is to enable the workers2 to provide us with the lexical features needed to construct an
emotion lexicon. That is we aim to collect emotional cues (called indicators) representative
for each emotion. These can be words or word sequences (n-grams).
Both goals are incorporated into the designed AMT Human-Intelligence Task, or HIT. This
approach guarantees that the emotion cues and emotion labels are tied together by the same
person in the same context. We developed the task for annotating a subset of the collected
tweets with emotion-related information. In this section we describe the design of this task,
iterations of the annotation launches, as well as provide the statistical description of the
collected data.
2The users of AMT are called workers, because they receive micro-payments for doing the HITs.
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Figure 4.1: The screenshot of the emotion annotation task interface. Possible answers are
included for overview.
4.4.1 Task Description
Our task comprises the annotation of one tweet presented to a worker. The task interface for
labeling one tweet is shown on Figure 4.1. For simplicity, the work ﬂow is explicitly divided
into small action steps with a given order.
Action 1. A worker is asked to read a tweet text and imagine that he or she was the author of
it. This is to ensure that the most probable writer’s side emotion is being labeled, instead of
the workers personal reaction as a reader of the tweet. All the following actions (2, 3, and 4)
should be performed following this idea. To assure it, the mentions of the author of the tweet
in the task instructions are replaced with a direct address to the worker as “You”. We chose
this presentation style because it was believed to help workers put themselves in the author’s
place, and also to make the task more socially appealing.
Action 2. For the given tweet, a worker should identify what dominant emotion the author
of the tweet felt when writing it (emotion label) and how strong it was (emotion strength).
Even though an emotion mixture could be felt, a worker had to choose one emotion that
prevailed all others. This kept him focused on one main emotion in the next actions asking for
the emotional indicators. To elicit this information, we directly employ the Geneva Emotion
Wheel (GEW, version 2.0 [Sch05]), designed to elicit and categorize emotional responses. As
was described in section 3.2, the GEW presents 20 emotion categories, each represented by two
names, in the structure of the wheel. Three circles are shown for each category standing for
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different strength labels (low, medium, or high).3 Thus, each circle corresponds to a speciﬁc
combination of emotion label and strength. A worker should click on one of the circles to
answer. Two additional answer options are available: No emotion and Other emotion. We
required workers to type the emotion name if Other emotion circle was selected. Additionally,
the GEW layout allows the extraction of polarity label based on the chosen option, because
the right side of the wheel corresponds to the positive emotions and left side corresponds to
the negative ones.
Action 3. In case an emotion was present, a worker is asked to choose the excerpts of the
tweet indicating its presence, the tweet emotion indicators. These indicators play the role of
emotional cues given in the tweet text and are linked to the chosen emotion label via the text
context. A worker is asked to ﬁnd the expressions of the chosen emotion present in the tweet
text. They can be either one word, emoticon, or a sequence of the tweet words (n-grams). We
ask to aim for shorter expressions and to also include the words modifying the strength of
emotion (e.g. to choose so excited instead of excited).
Action 4. As the last action, a worker is asked to input additional emotion indicators of
chosen emotion. Similarly to the tweet emotion indicators, a worker should input the textual
expressions of the chosen emotion. However, in this case the expressions have to be not
from the tweet text, but generated based on the personal experience. The provided emotion
indicators are also emotional cues, but outside of the tweet scope. For example, a worker could
state that s/he uses poor thing to express Pity. Having this question allows us to collect a wider
variety of possible emotional expressions that are similar to and inspired by those appeared in
the tweet text. This question is also directed as additional validation of workers engagement
and qualiﬁcations, as it would be more difﬁcult for non-native speakers to produce other
emotion indicators.
In the presented task interface, the visible instructions are concise and describe only the main
actions to remember. Detailed instructions are shown under a mouse hover over the large
question marks near each action to explain.4 They describe what should be the output and
explain the main concepts. For example, in the instructions for action 3 we explain what
can be an emotion indicator and how it should be stated in the answer. The clue words in
the instructions text are highlighted and the text is structured hierarchically to make it more
legible.
Alternatively, we could split our human computation task into three separate subtasks: label
emotion in the tweet, select tweet indicators, and provide additional analogous indicators.
This would follow the common guideline for designing crowdsourcing tasks that suggests to
split the task into small chunks [CTIB15]. However, by combining the three subtasks together,
we ask annotators to read and understand each tweet only once. It makes the annotation
more efﬁcient in this sense. Furthermore, this task design allows us to use the subtasks about
3We use three strength options instead of the ﬁve in the original version to simplify the choice for workers.
4These detailed instructions are given in the appendix, section A.4.
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Figure 4.2: The screenshot of the comprehension quiz questions shown after the ﬁrst step of
the tutorial for the annotation task.
emotion indicators as validation of workers’ engagement as well as additional effort barrier for
malicious workers. Last but not the least, this will allow us to connect the provided indicators
directly to the speciﬁed emotion label.
4.4.2 Preemptive Quality Control: Tutorial
We also include an obligatory tutorial into the described task. It forces the workers to review
the detailed instructions and validate their understanding. It also provides examples of
answers. Another role of the tutorial is creating an additional barrier to start the task, which
can discourage poorly motivated workers. As such, the tutorial plays a role of a preemptive
quality control measure: it helps to select workers who are willing to put more efforts in the
task and teaches them how to perform the task better. We describe below the design of our
tutorial for the task.5
As the task ﬂow itself is divided into actions, we separate analogously the tutorial into manage-
able steps. We present the detailed instructions for each action alongside the same interface
sub-part for this action. This is done to simplify the learning process for workers. Moreover,
an example of appropriate answer is shown for each answer-requiring action (2,3, and 4)
to exemplify the required output. Providing the examples in the tutorial is assumed to give
workers better understanding of what are good-quality answers and what answers they should
provide.
We use the same tweet as an example during the explanation of all task actions to limit the
memory load of workers. However, the annotated tweet examples are valuable for overview
and repetition of learned instructions. Thus, we include an additional step showing the full
unchanged task interface with the included answers for another tweet example. No other
examples are given in order to limit the number of steps in the tutorial and preserve its
simplicity.
5The detailed steps of the tutorial and its quiz questions can be found in the appendix, section A.4.
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In addition to the detailed instructions and examples of fulﬁlled answers, the tutorial should
also verify that workers indeed read and understood the provided information. We include
quiz questions to avoid not-attentive behavior and to enforce additional thinking about the
instructions. The quiz consisted of four multiple-choice comprehension questions, one for
each task action (e.g. “What is the dominant emotion?” for action 2). The Figure 4.2 shows an
example of quiz questions appearance. The answer options were carefully chosen based on
the common pitfalls.For instance, in the pilot launches we discovered that some workers input
the names of other, non-selected emotions as additional emotion indicators (for action 4).
Thus, to inform the workers that such answers are undesirable, we include this misconception
as an incorrect option in the related multiple-choice quiz question. This allows workers
who misunderstood the instructions and selected an incorrect answer to get feedback on its
incorrectness and to avoid making this error in the annotation process.
An alternative could be asking workers to practice the actions on the examples with provided
feedback. We refrained from it: Due to the high subjectivity and ambiguity of the task, it
is problematic to deﬁne an appropriate feedback for every situation. For instance, input of
additional emotion indicators (action 4) is not even entry-based, and thus cannot be predicted
in advance.
To summarize, our tutorial contains four instruction steps, interrupted by three quiz steps.
The ﬁrst three instruction steps describe each task action in details, and the last one reviews a
full task interface with the example answers given. During the ﬁrst three steps, workers are
presented with one positive tweet and the example answers for each task action are shown
for this tweet. To balance the perspective, the example tweet at the last step is negative. The
quiz questions are shown as intermediate tasks between tutorial steps. To proceed to the next
step, a worker is asked to answer multiple-choice questions testing his understanding of the
task actions and related concepts described on this tutorial step. Until the worker provides a
correct answer for each question stated on the step, he will not have access to the next step.
However, we do not eliminate any worker based on their quiz performance. We believe that
incorrect answers induce more thoughtful reconsideration of the instructions.
4.4.3 Task Design Development and Annotation Launches
The design of the annotation schema and the corresponding instructions as well as the search
for the optimal HIT parameters took several iterations. Table 4.1 contains the statistics on
each iteration of annotations.
For the labels, we evaluate the quality of the provided answers using inter-annotator agreement
metrics. We do not have the ground-truth labels to evaluate the correctness of annotations,
because the goal was to collect such ground-truth labels. The inter-annotator agreement is
computed separately for each tweet as the percentage of agreed label pairs, and then averaged
across all labeled tweets. Beside emotion agreement, we also consider polarity agreement. The
polarity label of an answer is deﬁned as the polarity of its emotion label. No emotion implies a
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Neutral polarity. For answers with Other Emotion, we manually detected their polarity based
on provided emotion name if applicable, or setNeutral polarity otherwise. Strength agreement
considers four strength labels: No Emotion, Low, Medium, and High, and all answers of Other
Emotion are assigned to Low strength.
For analyzing the provided indicators, we compute the average number of tweet and additional
emotion indicators, Jaccard-based inter-annotator agreement of tweet indicators, and average
acceptability of indicators per answer. For all of these metrics, we consider only the answers
where non-neutral emotion label was assigned. To compute the agreement between the two
lists of tweet indicators returned by two workers for a same tweet, we ﬁrst extract for each
indicators’ list an unordered set of linguistic tokens that appeared in it. Then, we compute the
agreement as the Jaccard similarity between these two sets of tokens, computed as |T1∩T2||T1∪T2| (it is
an alternative for inter-annotator agreement described in [AP08] and adapted to the speciﬁcs
of our task input). For each tweet we compute the average Jaccard-based agreement across
all answers’ pairs as the inter-annotator indicator agreement. The reported agreement of
tweet indicators is the average per-tweet inter-annotator indicator agreement. We also suggest
to evaluate the acceptability of the indicators. It validates the indicators’ compliance with
the answer requirements. In our case, to determine whether a tweet indicator is acceptable,
we validate that it appears in the text of the tweet (while ignoring the differences in main
punctuation signs, case, and elongation patterns). For additional indicators, it is more difﬁcult
to derive a simple heuristic for measuring their acceptability. We noticed that even though we
asked for new emotional expressions, many users returned the given names of emotions as
additional indicators. We believe that users returned them as an alternative emotion label for
a tweet, and as such they should not be accepted as alternative emotional expressions for the
main stated emotion. We report the average percentage of indicators (tweet or additional) per
answer.
We started our research from the preliminary within-lab and crowdsourced annotations for an-
other set of 14 emotion categories (iterations 1–3). Only later our taskmatured to the presented
task interface and annotations in terms of the described GEW categories (iterations 4–5). We
present here all iterations and subsequent decisions in chronological order.
Iteration 1 Firstly, we annotated 200 tweets (set S1), using respondents within our labo-
ratory, into a set of 14 emotion categories that we considered to be representative for the
emotions incited by sport events: Love, Pride, Excitement, Positive Surprise, Joy, Like, Other
Positive, Anger/Hate, Shame, Anxiety, Shock, Sadness, Dislike, Other Negative. For each tweet
an annotator gave the emotion label and chose corresponding tweet emotion indicators. The
tweets of S1 included both tweets with predeﬁned explicit emotional words and without.
Emotion agreement of the obtained annotation is 38.5%, with Fleiss Kappa [Fle71] of 0.32.
Considering the difﬁculty of classifying emotions into multiple categories and the expert-like
nature of this annotation iteration, such annotation quality can be regarded as acceptable
for the multi-label classiﬁcation. The data from this annotation allowed us to extract new
emotion indicators used in the domain of sports events, such as ‘congrats’ and ‘goteamgb’.
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Iterations
Metrics 1 2 (Ben) 2 (Ball ) 3 4 5 4+5
14 emotions (preliminary) 20 GEW emotions
Polarity agreement 78.5 68 33.3 66.7 73.9 75.9 75.7
Emotion agreement 38.5 24.7 13.3 29.3 25.8 29.7 29.3
Strength agreement - - - - 38.2 44.4 43.8
Agreement of tweet indicators 44.8 44.8 0 23.8 17.9 43.7 41.0
# of tweet indicators 1.6 1.28 0.48 1.26 1.20 1.72 1.67
# of additional indicators - 0.24 0.27 1.39 1.31 2.06 1.99
% of accepted tweet indicators 81 89 15 65 65 92 89
% of accepted additional indicators - 95 100 94 56 95 91
Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics on the data collected over the emotion annotation iterations.
Iteration 2 We launched two batches of HITs on AMT: Ball and Ben . One HIT asked for the
full annotation of one tweet. A HIT batch is deﬁned by a set of tweets to label, with some
parameters speciﬁc for AMT, such as the number of different workers for each tweet (we used
4 in all our launches), the payment for one HIT, or speciﬁc worker requirements (e.g. for Ben
we also required that workers should be from the United States). We grouped 25 tweets from
S1 with payment of $0.05 per HIT in Ben , whereas for Ball we included only 10 tweets with
payment of $0.03 per HIT. The annotation schema used again the same 14 emotions. For each
tweet an annotator gave the emotion label and provided tweet emotion indicators. The ﬁeld
for additional emotion indicators input was presented as optional.
We discovered that the answers in Ball had an unacceptable quality, with the low agreement
both in labels (13.3%) and indicators (0%). This can be explained either by lower understanding
of English or less reliability of workers from all around the world compared to the U.S. workers.
Consequently, all our next iterations had the requirement on workers to be from the U.S.
Iteration 3 We launched a new annotation batch to annotate the full setS1 with the same 14
emotions. Starting with this iteration, the payment was ﬁxed to $0.04 per HIT, i.e. per labeling
one tweet. The additional emotion indicators ﬁeld was shown as compulsory. The experiment
showed that AMT workers generally followed the instructions achieving emotion agreement
only slightly worse than the agreement achieved in our within-laboratory ofﬂine annotation
(iteration 1).
Iteration 4 At that moment, we decided to use the more ﬁne-grained and well-researched
GEW emotion categories. Thus, we launched another HIT batch to annotate S1 again, in
terms of GEW emotion categories (with an interface and task model described in section 4.4.1
on Task Description). The details of the HIT description and ﬁnal parameters are given in the
appendix, section A.3. Particularly, the payment for labeling one tweet was set to $0.04 and we
requested 4 workers’ answers for each tweet. Even though a new task contained more answer
options, emotion agreement stayed in the same range between 0.25 and 0.3.
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Iteration 5 We launched a ﬁnal batch with the described GEW schema to annotate more
tweets. We selected Olympics related tweets that had a high likelihood of being emotional. We
ﬁrst selected tweets using the emotion indicators obtained during the previous iterations and
found more than 5 times in the collected corpus (418 terms). For each keyword in this list we
extracted up to 3 tweets containing this term (1244 tweets). In addition, we added the tweets
without keywords from the list, but posted by the users who used these emotional keywords
in their other tweets, supposing that these users are more likely to express their emotions.
Overall, 1800 tweets were selected, but 13 were excluded later because they were not written
in English.
The results from the iteration 4 were promising, but we discovered possible misunderstanding
of the task instructions which could be addressed by inclusion of the tutorial. Therefore, we
designed the tutorial described in section 4.4.2 and included it into the next, 5th iteration. The
tutorial was shown to a worker before labeling the ﬁrst tweet, and the worker could not submit
that HIT until he passed the tutorial.
Further analysis of the data from iteration 4 showed that half of the workers who submitted
high number of answers (3 out of 6 workers who labeled more than 50 tweets) actually sub-
mitted poor-quality answers, with either high percentage of random and neutral emotion
labels or with repeated misconception problems. To avoid such accumulation of non-usable
answers, we set a limit on the number of assignments submitted per worker in iteration 5,
which could be surpassed only after manual authorization. The round number of 50 assign-
ments was chosen as a limit to afford conclusive decisions on worker’s quality and yet bound
the number of possible incorrect answers to the acceptable amount. Only 10% of workers
exceeded this limit in launch 4. This limitation worked as follows: After workers accepted their
51st assignment, they were shown a message about the impossibility to submit it until we
review their previous work. If no quality-related problems were revealed during the manual
review of their answers, we authorized such workers to continue performing the task. Even
though no notiﬁcation message was sent, 24.4% of approved workers returned and continued
performing the HITs without any further limitations.
Hence, the iteration 5 differed from the iteration 4 in two ways (besides having new tweets
to label). It included 1) the tutorial and 2) the limitation on number of answers per worker.
We can observe that the quality metrics are better in iteration 5, potentially because of these
two changes. We analyze to what extent the tutorial impacted these improvements in the next
chapter 5 on the quality control.
During this largest and ﬁnal iteration, we attracted 674 different workers for annotating
emotions in the selected tweets. On average (when aggregating at worker’s level), each worker
spent 93.8 seconds on one tweet and annotated 10.7 tweets, with 3 being the median and
724 – the maximum. When averaging at the answers’ level, annotation of one tweet took 68.7
seconds (it is smaller than the per-worker average because the annotation of a ﬁrst tweet in
average took longer: 108.9 seconds vs. 64.7 for all other tweets).
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The resulting corpus contains the data gathered during the iterations 4 and 5. It consists of
1987 tweets each annotated by 4 workers with emotion label, emotion strength, and related
emotion indicators. The Fleiss Kappa [Fle71] for emotion labels is 0.24 which is considered
to be fair by Landis and Koch [LK77], but quite low compared to usual kappa values in other
tasks (e.g. polarity annotation usually has Kappa in a range of 0.7–0.8). We conclude that
the annotation in terms of multi-category emotions is highly subjective and ambiguous task,
conﬁrming our assumptions on existence of emotionmixtures and providing further argument
for treating emotion recognition problem as multi-label classiﬁcation. While in the context of
one-class annotations the values of Kappa less than 0.3 can raise concerns for the reliability of
annotated data, in this work we alleviate this concern by directly aggregating all the provided
tweet’s labels into a multi-label.
We further note that the strength agreement is low: its Fleiss Kappa is 0.13, which corresponds
to only a slight agreement. Thus, we suggest to ignore such strength labeling in the current
version. To improve it, more related examples and explanations should be provided in the
tutorial. Another alternative could be to simplify the task and ask workers to provide only the
labels without considering the strength of the emotion.
4.4.4 Posterior Quality Control via Answer Filtering
The results of crowdsourcing usually require additional reﬁnement. The workers who give
malicious answers intentionally or due to lack of understanding worsen the data quality. We
detect such workers automatically using the following two criteria:
Average Polarity Conformity A worker’s answer has a polarity conformity of 1 if at least
one worker indicated the same polarity for the same tweet (0 otherwise). A worker’s average
polarity conformity is computed from all his answers. This criterion aims to detect the workers
who repeatedly disagree with all other workers on polarity.
Dominant Emotion Frequency The dominant emotion of a worker is the one which appears
most frequently in his answers. A worker’s dominant emotion frequency is the percentage
of the dominant emotion among the worker’s answers. This criterion aims to detect workers
biased towards a speciﬁc emotion.
A worker who has the average polarity conformity below a predeﬁned threshold or the domi-
nant emotion frequency above a certain threshold is considered to have an insufﬁcient quality
and all his answers are excluded from the corpus. The threshold for each criterion is com-
puted as a percentile of an approximated normal distribution of workers criterion values for
probability limit of 0.01.
To increase the conﬁdence in the computed criteria values, we establish a minimum number
of tweets Tmin any worker should annotate to be subjected to the criteria. To establish this
number for each criterion, we use the following algorithm:
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Let Xn(w) be the criterion value computed using only ﬁrst n answers of worker w in order of
their submission. For each worker we detect Nmin(w) – the minimum number of answers
after which the criterion value stops varying greatly:
|Xn(w)−Xn−1(w)| ≤ 0.05, ∀n ≥Nmin(w) (4.1)
We then compute Tmin as the ceiling of the average value of of Nmin(w) among workers who
annotated at least 20 tweets. It equals to 9 for the criterion on average polarity conformity,
resulting in 0.68 for its cut-off threshold. And it equals to 12 for dominant emotion frequency
criterion, resulting in the threshold of 0.42 for it.
The described procedure on detection of bad workers allowed the analysis of 83% of the
answers. Using it, we excluded 8 workers, with their corresponding 260 answers.
In addition to removing these workers, we also excluded potentially incorrect answers: 736
answers that had a polarity conformity of 0. This additional ﬁlter was applied to all the
remaining answers from the previous method. We also excluded the 121 answers with Other
emotion and the answers for 12 tweets, that were left with only 1 answer by this stage.
As a result of the quality control step, 14.2% of initial answers were excluded. Overall, 1957
tweets with 6819 corresponding annotations remained. After the posterior ﬁltering, the Fleiss
Kappa [Fle71] increased to 0.33 for emotion labels and to 0.18 for strength labels.
4.4.5 Analysis of the Collected Data (SREC)
The pre-ﬁltered answers compose the ﬁnal Sport-Related Emotion Corpus (SREC). It contains
1957 tweets, with 3.48 answers per tweet in average.
Label Distribution To provide a glimpse of these data, we present the distribution of emo-
tion categories among all answers in SREC in Figure 4.3. The most frequently answered
emotion category was Pride, followed by Involvement. Even though the large proportion of the
labeled tweets was selected using certain keywords, this annotation distribution is likely to be
reminiscent of the emotions in the gymnastics dataset, because we did not put any criteria
on the emotions of those keywords. The discovered emotions are natural in the context of
sports events, however more coarse-grained emotion models could not distinguish them.
For example, using Ekman’s set of six basic emotions [Ekm92], most of the positive tweets
would likely to be labeled with Happiness. This highlights the advantage of ﬁne-grained GEW
emotion set to express the subtleties of the domain.
We also analyze the distribution of polarity labels in the tweets that have perfect polarity
agreement (comprising 92.7% of the annotated tweets).6 This polarity distribution is skewed
as well: 63.3% of tweets are positive and only 26.3% of tweets are negative. The neutral (or non-
6Note that the polarity agreement is high due to the removal of answers with disagreeing polarity during the
ﬁltering process.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of emotion labels in crowdsourced workers’ answers comprising the
SREC data (i.e. after the application of posterior quality control).
emotional) tweets comprise 3.2% of all labeled tweets, while polarity disagreement appears
in 7.3% of tweets. The small presence of neutral tweets conﬁrms the success of our tweet
selection process to ﬁnd mostly emotional tweets. We aimed for emotional tweets in the
annotation in order to obtain larger number of different emotion indicators for the lexicon.
Case Analysis of Label Agreement and Disagreement Out of 1,753 tweets with agreed pos-
itive or negative polarity, 65.7% have no deﬁnite majority label for emotion (we consider
majority label as deﬁnite if either all or three out of four workers returned the same label for a
tweet). This shows that for some tweets, it was easy to state the polarity, positive or negative,
but harder to agree on a speciﬁc emotion. For example, the tweet “YES YES YES! Congrats
boys!! #teamGB #gymnastics #olympic2012” was labeled as positive by all four workers, but
two of them labeled it with Pride and two other with Happiness. Similar negative example
without deﬁnite emotion is “referees on #gymnastics disgrace again”, which workers labeled
differently as Contempt, Regret, Disgust, and Anger. Moreover, the average number of different
emotion labels per tweet is 2.24. These facts conﬁrm the difﬁculty of ﬁne-grained emotion
labeling and the need for modeling the problem of emotion recognition as a multi-label classi-
ﬁcation problem instead of the multi-class classiﬁcation, where only one class is assigned to
the document.
The other 34.3% of tweets with agreed positive or negative polarity have a deﬁnite dominant
emotion. The examples include “Oh, how i miss #gymnastics ): <URL>” labeled three times as
Nostalgia and once as Love, “Way to go fab ﬁve!!! :) #takinhomethegold #gymnastics #woooo”
labeled by all four workers as Pride. This shows that speciﬁc emotions are deﬁnite for some
tweets, potentially due to the use of more explicit emotional expressions.
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We further analyze the 7.3% of tweets where workers did not agree on the polarity of the
tweet. The most common case of such disagreement is simultaneous presence of positive and
negative labels (71.8%). Such tweets can represent a mixture of emotions, e.g. during tense
moments: “bloody hell tell me someone saw that guy fall off the bar!! OUCH.. #gymnastics
#Olympics” is labeled with Involvement, Surprise, Pity, and Worry. They can also express
several different emotions towards different subjects: “Congrats 2 Aly Raisman and Gabby
Douglas for making it 2 the #gymnastics all-around. Def feel badly 4 poor Jordyn Wieber. :(
@NBCOlympics” is labeled twice with Pity, and once with Love and Pride. Some of this polarity
disagreement also appears to be due to the difﬁculties and differences in interpretation of
some tweets: e.g. some writers interpreted the tweet “Nothing I’m interested in on all day
now all the cool stuff on at once #Olympics2012 #gymnastics #swimming” as Involvement and
Happiness, and others as Anger. One potential task improvement could be to add a possibility
to ﬂag the tweets that are difﬁcult for understanding or contain several contradicting emotions,
as well as the option to skip them.
The disagreement on whether the tweet is neutral explains the remaining 28.2% of polarity
disagreement cases. The neutral category is mostly confused with some positive emotions
(89.6%), as in the tweet “#TeamGB 2nd at the end of round 1 of the #Gymnastics #London2012”
labeled twice as No emotion, once as Involvement, and once as Pride. Such tweets rather
describe the emotion-provoking situations without explicit reference to emotions. To further
improve agreement, we could explicitly state whether to recognize emotions in such factual
tweets or label them as neutral. Asking workers to ﬂag such tweets could also be beneﬁcial by
allowing their separate treatment.
Co-Occurrence of Emotion Labels To understand which speciﬁc emotions appear together
in the annotations, we compute a confusion matrix between emotion category labels returned
by workers. Such annotation-based confusion matrices can show to what extent annotators
agree on each category. In this work, we compute a normalized symmetric confusion matrix
as follows. For each returned label (an answer label), we detect which emotion categories are
labeled together with it in the same tweet (paired labels). Note that all labels participate in
both sides of the computation, making the raw confusion matrix symmetric, with each pair
of returned labels counted twice (once per each direction). To obtain a normalized matrix,
we divide each cell count by the sum of the row counts (i.e. we normalize based on answer
labels). Without this normalization step, the counts would be difﬁcult to compare across
emotion categories because of their unequal presence in the annotation. Figure 4.4 presents
the resultant confusion matrix as a heat map. The values in each row provide an estimate of
how likely a speciﬁc paired label would be provided given that the answer label is known.
We can observe a visually clear diagonal in this confusion matrix, meaning that emotion
categories co-appear with themselves relatively frequently. However, the average of such
diagonal values is far from perfect agreement (0.34). The highest diagonal value corresponds
to No Emotion (0.725), while the smallest one – to Guilt (0), for which the answers did not
match any paired labels. As expected, we can observe that some emotions are often labeled
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Figure 4.4: The normalized confusion matrix between the emotion category labels returned in
the annotations for the SREC data.
together, e.g. Happiness has high co-occurrence with Pride and Pleasure, Surprise – with Awe,
Disgust and Contempt – with Anger. One can observe that Involvement, Pride, and Pleasure
frequently co-appear with other positive emotions, while Regret and Anger frequently co-
appear with other negative emotions.7 There is also an interesting confusion pattern between
Sadness, Pity, and Regret: Pity often appears with Sadness and Regret, Sadness – with Regret
and Pity, whereas Regret often appears with Sadness and Anger, but less with Pity. It is worth
mentioning that some emotion categories seem to be more distinguishable than others, e.g.
Amusement, Pride, Worry, Anger, and No Emotion frequently co-appear with themselves (their
diagonal values are ≥ 0.45). Knowing the confusion matrix of annotated labels, it could be
interesting to derive from it an emotion similarity function in order to take into account the
emotion inter-dependence in the classiﬁcation process.
7Note that this is partially because of their higher frequency among all the answers.
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the SREC corpus.
Analysis of Provided Indicators We further analyze the collected SREC data to understand
the properties of annotated emotion indicators. In the beginning of section 4.4.3, we intro-
duced the concept of indicators’ acceptability: tweet indicators should be from the tweet
text to be accepted, while additional indicators should not refer to the given GEW emotion
names. Only 94% of tweet indicators were accepted after the posterior data ﬁltering. To
discover why some tweet indicators are not accepted, we manually explore 100 non-matched
tweet indicators. We ﬁnd that 43 of them correspond to the GEW emotion names, and other
5 are adjectives related to the given emotions, e.g. ‘happy’. This reveals the misconception
the workers commonly have about what they should input as the tweet indicators. Another
common case of non-accepted tweet indicators (32 out of 100 reviewed cases) are misspelled
(e.g. ‘lovley’ instead of ‘lovely’) or changed closely to the original indicators (e.g. ‘can’t wait’
instead of ‘cant wait’). These cases show that misspelled and almost identical words should
be treated as similar in order to increase the robustness of the emotion recognition. Among
other non-accepted cases are indicators with missing words (e.g. ‘immense on bar’ instead of
‘immense on the horizontal bar’) and new emotional expressions not from the tweet text.
To understand the properties of the accepted emotion indicators, we compute the distribution
of their length in terms of word number. Figure 4.5 shows how many of accepted indicators
(tweet and additional) have a speciﬁc word number. We can observe the monotonous decrease
of indicators number with the increase of word length for both tweet and additional indica-
tors. Also, the number of unigrams is higher for additional indicators, while the number of
longer indicators is comparable. We additionally investigate the applicability of the provided
indicators: we consider the indicator as applicable if it appears at least once within the full
dataset of Olympic tweets OLYMP_DATASET (excluding the labeled ones). Overall, 85% of
tweet and additional indicators are applicable. The dependency of the applicability on the
word length of the indicators is shown on Figure 4.6. It shows that unigrams have almost
perfect applicability. The same plot also shows that the greater is the number of words in the
indicator, the less applicable it is. This is easily comprehensible when we consider that the
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exact combination of words in the longer indicator is less likely to appear. To increase the
applicability of provided tweet indicators, one strategy could be to cautiously select the tweets
with more repeatable expressions, while ensuring that they are likely to be emotional. Fixing
the spelling errors within the provided indicators could also be helpful. In the next section, we
suggest using only the repeatably provided emotional indicators, which can imply their higher
applicability (as well as provide more conﬁdent information on their emotion association).
4.5 Building an Emotion Lexicon from Annotations
Our emotion recognition aims to detect expressed emotions, in terms of the emotion set E0
containing 20 GEW emotion categories e1, . . . ,e20 and No Emotion (or Neutral) category e0 (as
presented in section 3.1). To model the presence of these emotions within a text, we use the
emotionality – emotion distribution represented as a tuple p = (p0, . . . ,p|E |) in the probability
space P, deﬁned in equation (3.1).
4.5.1 Lexicon Construction
An emotion lexicon is traditionally deﬁned as a list of terms that are indicative of emotion
presence, along with their speciﬁc emotion associations. In our case, we will use as the lexicon
terms the words and word sequences (n-grams) that were returned by workers as emotion
indicators. The term’ emotion association is represented as the term’s emotionality w(t ) ∈P.
The process of constructing the lexicon consists of ﬁnding the appropriate emotion indicators
and assigning them emotionalities based on the collected annotations.
We use an annotated corpus for building our lexicon. As described in the previous sections, it
has the following format: each annotation answer speciﬁes an emotion label for a tweet and
provides tweet-based and additional emotion indicators. The lexicon construction process
consists of the following steps:
1) Among all tweet and additional emotion indicators provided by workers, we select those
that were suggested more than once.
2) For each tweet d , we aggregate the emotion labels corresponding to that tweet in the
annotated data. We extract its emotionality p(d) ∈ P by computing the frequency of each
allocated emotion label.
3) Each time a term t is returned as an additional emotion indicator, we construct a link
between this indicator and the corresponding answer’s emotion label. This link is represented
as an emotionalityl ∈Pwith weight 1 for the linked emotion category.
4) Then, for each selected emotion indicator t , we compute its ﬁnal emotionality by averag-
ing all the emotionalities associated with it. This includes the emotionalities of the tweets
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where this indicator occurred without a negation and the emotionalities of the corresponding
indicator-emotion links from additional emotion indicators’ ﬁeld.
5) We deﬁne an indicator to be ambiguous if its dominant polarity (i.e. polarity having the
highest sum of the weights for the corresponding emotions) has summary weight smaller
than 0.75. All such terms are removed from the resultant lexicon. In this way, we eliminate
emotionally ambiguous terms that appear almost evenly in both positive andnegative contexts,
e.g.‘man’, ‘results’, ‘live’, and ‘lot’.8
4.5.2 Resultant Lexicon: OlympLex
Following the speciﬁed process over the full SREC data, we computed an emotion lexicon,
OlympLex, that contains 3,193 terms. The ratio of positive terms to negative ones is 7:3 (term
polarity is deﬁned as dominant polarity of term emotion distribution). Unigrams compose
37.5% of the lexicon, bigrams – 30.5%, all other terms are n-grams of a higher order (up to 5).
Table 4.2 presents the top terms within OlympLex associated with each emotion category. For
each category, it enumerates the terms whose weights for the corresponding emotion are the
highest among all terms.
We can observe that in general the top emotion associations are reasonable and rather express
the corresponding emotions explicitly. However, for some emotion categories, the top associ-
ated terms are also associated with other emotion categories (i.e. the highest weight within
the term’s emotionality corresponds to another emotion). Such terms are marked with * in the
table. This is especially characteristic for the emotion categories that appear less often in the
annotation, such as Guilt, Relief, Nostalgia, and Envy. Thus, we hypothesize that this behavior
is due to the lack of the explicit terms for those emotions in our annotated dataset, or, when
such terms are present, a weaker evidence of their association with a corresponding emotion.
4.5.3 Lexicon-Based Emotion Recognition
Using the constructed lexicon, we compute the result emotionality for a text d p(d) ∈ P as
follows. We sum up all the emotionalities of the lexicon terms w(t ) found within this text with
the number of their occurrences nt (d), and normalize the result to obtain an emotionality:
p(d)=
∑
t∈d nt (d) w(t )∑
t∈d nt (d)
(4.2)
If no indicators are present in the text, a full weight is given to No emotion category (p0 = 1).
We also ignore all negated indicators occurrences detected by the negation words (no, not, *n’t,
never) placed one word ahead of an indicator.
8 We note that this simple procedure also removes some ambiguous emotional terms, e.g. ‘jeez’, ‘weeping’,
and ‘miss’, which could be potentially beneﬁcial for restricting the set of possible emotions present in text. This
behavior may be avoided by further tuning of the threshold or by adapting more advanced feature selection
methods, e.g. selecting terms having high PMI score with positive or negative emotions as we do in chapter 6.
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Emotion Top 20 OlympLex terms per category
Involvement very interesting, bring it home, encouraging, ready, entertaining, encouragement, cant wait, c’mon, let’s
do this, looking forward to, comeonteamgb, curious, keep it up*, kill it tonight, pretty ﬂy*, curiosity, neat,
this is crazy, got your back, this is exciting*
Amusement lolol, hysterical, amusing, lmfao, hilarious, joking, funny, amused, hahahahahaha, humorous, lmao,
haha, hahahaha, humor, lol, hahaha, freaken, laughing, f’n, roﬂ
Pride standing ovation, atta girl, we did it, whoop whoop, conquered, they did it, we were incredible, yesssss,
she’s the best, proudtobeanamerican, stoked, awesome job, wohoooo, get it girls, killing it, we won,
pumped up, usa usa usa, shazam, steady as a rock
Happiness hurray, woo hoo, jubilant, sohappy, elation, all right, smiling, yes yes yes yes yes, winner*, yippee*, excel-
lent work*, job well done*, love this girl*, hell yeah, yes baby, lifted my spirits, amazingly perfect, woiii,
gogabby, yahoo*
Pleasure much fun, utter amazement, hunky, enjoying, this is so exciting, loving it, thrilling, enjoyed, hotties, fun,
entertained, stunningly graceful*, endless respect*, best ever, thank you so much, smiley, she’s amazing,
entertainment, pleasurable, exciting
Love hatred for none, obsession, love you, adorable, <3, 2cute, looking good, cuties, tenderness*, sexy, adore,
in love*, luv*, sweet, grateful*, thank you so much*, attractive*, grace*, cute, adoration*
Awe superhumans, how the heck, very impressed, question, awestruck, insanely talented, strength, im-
pressed, spectacular, astonished, beyond me, speechless, admiring, astonishing, talented, oh my good-
ness, astonishment, dazzling, beautiful to watch, sooooo good
Relief thank god, sigh of relief, phew, panic over, relief, about time*, relieved*, relaxed*, yayyyyyy*, incred-
ulous*, satisﬁed*, accomplishment*, ﬁnally*, satisfaction*, content*, thank you*, glad*, defeat*, nuts*,
oooh*
Surprise that was crazy, surprising, wowsers, that was amazing, out of this world, shocked, shock, holy crap, holy
fuck, feeling awe, surprise, holy cow, surprised, no way, amaze*, stunned*, oh my god, yikes*, incredu-
lous*, woah*
Nostalgia desire, conquer*, the bomb*, yes yes yes*, ):*, grace*, oh my god*, wish*, buzzing*, crushed*, ﬁne*,
loved*, interest*, regret*, hold my breath*, :’)*, goteamgb*, boring*, luv*, winning*
Pity feel sorry for, poor ukraine, pitiful, feel so bad, what a shame, feel for, empathy, feel so sorry, sorrow,
painful, sympathetic, heartbroken, aww, disapointed*, awww, too bad, feel bad*, pity, poor girl, poor
Sadness :’(, heartbreaking, poor jordyn weiber, very sad, feel bad*, unjust, such a shame, heartbroken*, crushed,
regret, a shame, empathy*, sympathy*, how sad*, ):, sad, depressed*, sympathetic*, uncomfortable*,
noo*
Worry scared, frightened, fearful, nervousness, hold my breath, uh oh, anxiety, worried, worry, fear, exhausted,
pity compassion, stressful, scare, how sad*, heartbreaking*, oh no, crushed*, uncomfortable*, tension
Shame lazy, pathetic, remorse, shameful, booing*, facepalm*, awkward, uncomfortable, embarrassment*, diss-
apointed*, ashamed*, ouch*, oops*, shame*, rude*, wondering*, awful*, dumb*, a shame*, disgust*
Guilt stink, eating disorder*, guilt*, sorry*, negative*, feel so sorry*, astonishing*, too bad*, exhausted*,
blame*, regret*, horrible*, feel so bad*, yikes*, at least*, nbcfail*, guess*, addicted*, rude*, :(*
Regret bummed out, this sucks, saddened, let down, not happy, sadly, oops, disappointed, not fair, bummer,
what a pitty, nooooooo, poor quality, not gooood*, depressed, shame, what happened, dammit, un-
happy, annoyance*
Envy jealous, disapointed*, oh well*, eating disorder*, nooooooo*, enthralled*, embarrassment*, cheated*,
annoying*, fml*, dammit*, neat*, hideous*, favorite*, wish*, lazy*, crushed*, satisﬁed*, ugh*, epic*
Disgust squicks me out, gross, disgusting, ugly, offended, dislike, terrible, nasty, yuck*, hideous, loser, ashamed,
odd*, prick*, lame, scorn, displeasure*, boring*, disgust*, horrible
Contempt sobbing, get over it, get it right, asshole, not gooood*, dumb, facepalm, fuck you, nbcsucks*, what the
hell*, loser, mean, screwed up*, scare*, dickheads*, disgrace, disgusted*, contempt, sucks*, frustration*
Anger this is ridiculous, stupid pricks, fed up, frustrating, ignorant, furious, irritating, stupid japanese, still
annoyed, fuming, pissed off, screw this, fuck dis, sort it out, piss me off, asswad, damn it, annoyed,
stupid, irritated
Table 4.2: The top 20 terms from OlympLex for each emotion category. We report only the
terms that were annotated at least 4 times as emotion indicators. The terms are ordered by
decreasing the weight of the corresponding emotion category within their emotionalities. The
terms marked with * do not have the highest weight for the stated emotion.
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Based on the found emotionality p(d), we can extract two types of labels for the text document:
polarity label and emotion multi-label. The output polarity label of our classiﬁer is the
dominant polarity within the emotionality, i.e. a polarity having the highest sum of the weights
for corresponding emotions. The output emotion multi-label is deﬁned as a set of dominant
emotions in the emotionality. This set contains the emotions having the highest weights pi .
4.5.4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our lexicon as a classiﬁer on the SREC corpus. As we build this lexicon essentially
out of the same data, we apply ten-fold cross-validation to avoid possible overﬁtting. The
existent universal lexicons are used for benchmarking. As they require no training, we test
them directly over the full available data.
Polarity Classiﬁcation
We consider the basic polarity classiﬁcation task with 3 classes (Positive, Negative and Neutral).
We use only 1,826 tweets that have one dominant polarity based on the workers’ answers. This
dominant polarity is taken as a true polarity label of a tweet.
We compare our classiﬁer (applied within polarity classiﬁcation settings) with three existent
sentiment lexicons and three emotion lexicons. As sentiment lexicons, we test GeneralInquirer
[SDSO68], Bing Liu’s lexicon [HL04], and OpinionFinder [WWH09]. All of them provide the
lists of positive and neutral terms. As emotion lexicons, we test WordNet-Affect [SV04], NRC
[MT13], and GALC [Sch05] (in the stemmed format). These lexicons enumerate the terms for
each given emotion category. To apply them for polarity classiﬁcation, we generate the lists of
positive and negative terms from them: we assign a polarity to a term based on the polarity
of an emotion associated with it. All of those lexicons are general-purpose lexicons, which
are suitable to apply to any domain. To classify the text into the polarity with a given polarity
lexicon, we apply a lexicon-based approach, similar to ours. We sum up the number of found
lexicon terms in the tweet text for each polarity category and output the polarity having the
highest sum value. If no polar terms are found, the Neutral polarity is assigned. Furthermore,
if two polarities have the same sum weight, the output polarity is Neutral as well.
To evaluate the experiment results, we use the standard classiﬁcation evaluation measures:
accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. We consider only non-neutral classes (Positive and
Negative) for precision and recall. Table 4.3 shows the results of our classiﬁer, compared
with other presented lexicons. The proposed lexicon OlympLex outperforms every other
lexicon, both in terms of accuracy and F1-score. This is because even though other studied
lexicons have high precision, their recall is relatively low; whereas OlympLex has both high
precision and recall. As OlympLex was the only lexicon ﬁtted to the Olympic gymnastics data,
its superiority reveals the advantage of domain-targeted lexicon construction and the ability
to capture domain-speciﬁc emotional expressions.
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Lexicon P R F1 A
OlympLex* 81.7 73.2 77.2 72.5
BingLiu 80.4 52.9 63.8 53.6
OpinionFinder 66.0 46.6 54.6 46.6
GeneralInquirer 69.8 44.4 54.3 44.5
NRC* 60.6 39.7 48.0 40.4
WnAffect* 78.6 28.1 41.4 30.1
GALC* 81.6 25.6 39.0 27.9
Table 4.3: The results of polarity classiﬁcation on the SREC data. We compare OlympLex with
other sentiment and emotion lexicons. P=precision, R=recall, F1 = F1-score, A=accuracy. The
sign * marks lexicons that employ several emotion categories instead of only polarities.
Emotion Classiﬁcation
We evaluate emotion recognition results in the setting of a multi-label classiﬁcation problem.
The output is a set of labels instead of a standard single label answer. Our classiﬁer returns
a multi-label output OC for a tweet extracted from the tweet emotionality p(d). The set of
emotion labels given for this tweet by workers forms a true output – a set of true labels (OT ) of
emotion classiﬁcation.
As a baseline for multi-category emotion classiﬁcation we consider the GALC lexicon [Sch05],
described in section 3.3. In these experiments, we use its original stemmed format and detect
any word in the text that starts from its stems.
Multi-label Evaluation We use the standard evaluation metrics adapted for multi-label
output [TK07]. For each tweet, we compute the precision P = |OC∩OT ||OC | , which shows how many
of emotions outputted by the classiﬁer are correct; the recall R = |OC∩OT ||OT | , which shows how
many of true labels are found by the classiﬁer; and the accuracy A = |OC∩OT ||OC∪OT | , which shows
how close the sets of the classiﬁer and true labels are. These values are averaged among all
applicable tweets. For computing precision and recall, we use only the tweets with non-neutral
answers inOC andOT correspondingly (meaning that No emotion label is not present in a set).
We show the comparative results of the two lexicons in Table 4.4. Compared to the GALC
baseline, our classiﬁer has both higher precision and recall. Higher recall is explained by the
Lexicon P R F1 A
GALC 49.0 10.2 16.8 12.5
OlympLex 53.5 24.9 34.0 25.4
Table 4.4: The aggregated results of multi-label emotion classiﬁcation on the SREC data. We
compare OlympLex with the baseline GALC lexicon. P=precision, R=recall, F1 = F1-score,
A=accuracy.
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GALC OlympLex
Polarity Emotion P R F1 P R F1
Positive
Involvement 52.4 2.4 4.6 49.4 17.6 26
Amusement 51 11.6 18.9 55 24.6 34
Pride 89.6 6.7 12.5 60.8 59.4 60.1
Happiness 46.3 8.8 14.8 45.1 9.8 16.1
Pleasure 44.8 5.9 10.4 48.8 17.9 26.2
Love 38.1 27.4 31.9 48.0 8.2 14
Awe 42.9 6.7 11.5 54.2 23.7 33
Relief 100 17.1 29.2 50 4.9 8.9
Surprise 38.3 9 14.6 33.3 6 10.2
Nostalgia 20.5 14.5 17 28.6 3.2 5.8
Negative
Pity 75 2.5 4.9 57.8 31.4 40.7
Sadness 52.5 19.6 28.6 41.7 9.3 15.3
Worry 54.8 21.5 30.9 43.2 15 22.2
Shame 18.5 9.8 12.8 25 3.9 6.8
Guilt 25 5.6 9.1 0 0 -
Regret 53.3 3.4 6.4 36.3 12.4 18.5
Envy 100 11.1 20 55.6 13.9 22.2
Disgust 50 1.4 2.8 39.4 9.4 15.2
Contempt - 0 - 42.1 4.7 8.5
Anger 48.4 10.8 17.7 53.3 26 35
Table 4.5: The results of emotion classiﬁcation on the SREC data at per-category level. We com-
pare OlympLex with the baseline GALC lexicon. P=precision, R=recall, F1 = F1-score.
fact that our lexicon is larger and contains longer n-gram terms. In addition, it includes not
only explicit emotion expressions (e.g. sad or proud), but also more implicit ones (e.g. yes or
mistakes).
Per-Category Evaluation Another way to evaluate the output of multi-label classiﬁer is to
evaluate it for each emotion category separately. For each category we compute precision,
recall and F1-score. The results of this evaluation in comparison with the benchmark GALC lex-
icon are presented in Table 4.5. Overall, our lexicon performs better on most of the categories
(12 out of 20) in terms of F1-score. The highest F1-score is achieved for the Olympic-related
emotion of Pride. The categories where GALC outperforms OlympLex are again mostly those
that have less data in the annotations. For some of those categories, particularly for Relief,
Nostalgia, and Guilt, the superiority of GALC can be explained by the lack of corresponding
explicit terms in the built lexicon. Therefore, we hypothesize that adding the known explicit
terms in the resultant lexicon can help further improve the quality of emotion recognition.
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4.6 Discussion and Future Work
We designed an annotation task for simultaneous data labeling and indicator elicitation.
In contrast with more common goal of having annotating data for building and validating
the emotion recognition system, our task directly aims at building an emotion lexicon for
ﬁne-grained emotion recognition based on the human-provided features. In this section, we
discuss the main ﬁndings revealed by this work and suggest directions for future work.
Emotion Granularity We show that, despite the relatively high granularity of chosen GEW
emotions, every emotion category is present in the annotated dataset. Such a detailed emotion
representation allows us to create a more accurate description of the sentiment evoked by the
chosen event of the Olympic Games. For instance, we ﬁnd that Pride is the dominant labeled
emotion, followed by Involvement. If we have used less coarse-grained emotion models of
commonly recognized basic emotions, we would not have been able to capture these details.
This advocates for using more tailored, ﬁne-grained emotion models.
The ﬁne granularity of annotation results in the presence of several emotional states per
tweet, in some cases due to co-experience of emotions as a mixed state and in other cases
due to presence of several emotions towards different subjects (e.g. different athletes). This
conﬁrms the need to treat emotion recognition problem as multi-label classiﬁcation, instead
of multi-class classiﬁcation.
The ﬁne granularity of emotion categories also makes it more challenging to achieve high
performance scores in emotion classiﬁcation. An interesting future direction could be to
evaluate the average human performance with the same metrics as for classiﬁers in order
to establish the upper-bound on the classiﬁers’ performance. It could be also beneﬁcial to
incorporate the notion of emotion similarity in performance evaluation, as it would allow us
not to penalize classiﬁers on similar, but not-matching answers. More research is required on
how to deﬁne similarity scores between the studied emotion categories.
Advantage of Human-Generated Domain-Speciﬁc Lexicons We applied the GALC lexicon to
all the tweets related to the Olympics and found that its terms are found in 31% of data. This
indicates that people do express their emotions explicitly with emotional terms. However, a
list of currently available explicit emotional terms is not extensive. For instance, it does not
cover slang terms. Moreover, people do not limit themselves to only explicit emotional terms.
Our method highlights the possibility of employing the human common knowledge in the
process of extracting novel emotion-bearing features.
Our lexicon, constructed based on the answers provided by non-expert humans, was built
with a context-sensitive method and includes domain-speciﬁc expressions. This led to a sig-
niﬁcantly higher recall and accuracy on the target domain, compared to the general-purpose
lexicons. We benchmarked the cross-validated version of created OlympLex lexicon with
the existing universal-domain lexicons for both polarity and multi-emotion problems. In
suggested settings, we showed that it can outperform general-purpose lexicons in the binary
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classiﬁcation due to its domain speciﬁcity. We also obtained signiﬁcant improvements over
the baseline GALC lexicon, which was the only preexisting one compatible with the GEW.
However, high domain speciﬁcity of the created lexicon and restricted variety of data used in
its construction implies possible limitations of its usage for other types of data. Its porting and
generalization to other domains is one of the future directions.
Potential Tweet Selection Our analysis of the crowdsourced answers reveals several potential
ways to improve the answers’ usefulness by selecting more beneﬁcial tweets to label. For
instance, we observe the imbalance in the annotated emotions, as no constraints were placed
to guarantee equal distribution of emotions or polarities. This results in extracting less textual
indicators for negative emotions, such as Sadness and Worry. In order to increase the discrimi-
nating power of a built emotion recognition system, it can be better to provide equal amount
of information on each emotion class, or at least on different polarities. Furthermore, we show
that not all returned emotion indicators actually appear in other tweets, making them not
applicable. Selecting tweets with higher number of applicable potential emotion indicators
can help increase the coverage of an emotion recognition system built from the same amount
of annotated tweets. Incorporating different criteria for selecting tweets to label in order to
maximize the usefulness of the labels follows the principles of active learning [Set09], and thus
can be beneﬁcial to apply with annotation iterations [Set11].
Potential Task Redesign Our answers’ analysis also shows the potential advantage of asking
workers for more information about the tweet. For example, knowing whether the tweet’s
only purpose is to share news or facts (even if emotion-provoking) and whether the meaning
of the tweet is non-understandable or contradictory would allow us to process such tweets
separately from more explicit and clear emotional tweets.
We also ﬁnd that the provided additional emotion indicators are frequently unique and not-
repeated in the annotated data. Thus, to include such answers in the lexicon, we can either
design a separate validation task or implement an iterative task ﬂow where the new tweets to
label will contain new expressions to validate.
In the future, it could also be interesting to explore how to extract similar emotion annotations
using different gamiﬁcation principles [DDKN11, VAD04, BMF14].
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we present a human computation method for building a domain-speciﬁc ﬁne-
grained emotion lexicon. Our designed annotation task, unlike most previous approaches, in-
volves both document-level emotion labeling and emotional features extraction. We show that
non-expert human annotators, using their common sense, can successfully attach emotion
labels to tweets, and also extract relevant emotional features. Using their answers, we carefully
construct a linguistic resource for emotion classiﬁcation. We show that such human-generated
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lexicon can be successfully used in ﬁne-grained emotion classiﬁcation, outperforming various
existing lexicon-based methods. Compared to the previous domain-independent lexicons,
the domain speciﬁcity of our lexicon, imposed by the presence of domain-speciﬁc emotional
expressions, makes it more accurate for analyzing emotions within a given domain. The
suggested method can be reused to construct additional lexicons for other domains.
An important aspect of our work is the ﬁne granularity of the studied emotions. Recognizing
ﬁne-grained emotions enabled us to capture the subtleties of the emotional responses in
the target domain—tweets regarding the 2012 summer Olympics in London. In this dataset,
we found that the prevalent emotion is Pride, a detail which is unattainable using common
coarse-grained emotion models. This research also shows that annotators can indeed dis-
tinguish the nuances of 20 ﬁne-grained emotions from the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW).
They agree on a speciﬁc dominant emotion label at least in one third of the annotated data.
However, the frequent presence of mixed emotional states validates our approach to model
emotion classiﬁcation as the multi-label classiﬁcation task. This also justiﬁes the need to
model weighted emotion associations in the emotion lexicon instead of storing hard links to
emotions.
While such crowdsourcing approach to build emotion lexicons is shown to be successful, our
analysis of the collected answers suggests that the task design itself should prevent errors in
the annotation and stimulate workers to return truthful, acceptable answers. We investigate
in the next chapter two different preemptive mechanisms aiming to improve the quality of
answers in the crowdsourcing environment.
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5 Preemptive Quality Control for
Crowdsourcing
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we showed the possibility to use crowdsourcing for collecting emotion
annotations of microblog posts. However, the quality of the answers returned by non-expert,
non-experienced, remote workers presents an important concern for the usefulness of such
crowdsourcing process. Due to anonymity and diversity of skills, each person’s capability
and motivation for performing the desired task is not known a priori. The problem is further
pronounced for online labor markets, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, or AMT (mturk.com).
Unfortunately, the use of monetary rewards as motivation to perform tasks may attract un-
truthful or unskillful workers. Therefore, the quality control measures play a crucial role in
making such human computation system viable.
The standard techniques for quality assurance, such as combining answers from different
workers and posterior removal of non-satisfactory answers [IPW10], assume the existence of a
correct answer. Our emotion annotation task requires subjective evaluation of given objects
(text documents in our case), which is considered to be a judgment process. Thus, it is an ex-
ample of judgment tasks. This class of tasks comprises many other tasks allowing to assess the
content of objects, including evaluation of web pages’ quality [KCS08], assessment of answers’
relevance [Kaz11], and collection of opinions about products. The common characteristic of
judgment tasks is that human raters are asked to judge objects (e.g. documents) with regard to
their own opinions, beliefs, preferences, and feelings, as well as common sense. Therefore,
judgment tasks are subjective in nature and, as such, lack unique correct answers. In the task
of text emotion labeling, one worker can label the text “I have spent the full day shopping” as
Pleasure, while another one can label it as Regret. Both answers should be considered as valid
because both emotional experiences are possible in this situation. All this makes it difﬁcult to
establish the validity of a speciﬁc answer based only on the (dis-)agreement with the majority
label, especially when only limited number of answers is available.
One solution is to detect repeated disagreement with peer answers, as adapted in previous
section for the posterior quality control measure. But that requires having multiple answers
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from the same worker. Another solution could be to use “trap door” questions for validation
of workers’ answers. Yet, we would need to use easier, less ambiguous texts to label in order to
ensure a speciﬁc emotion to be correct, which could make these questions easier to recognize
by malicious workers trying to answer only them correctly. Therefore, a special care has to
be taken to preemptively ensure workers can and will put their effort to provide appropriate
truthful answers to all questions.
In this chapter, we study the effects of two prominent mechanisms of such preemptive quality
control: including obligatory tutorials and framing of ﬁnancial incentives. Both studies employ
our task of emotion annotation as a case study.
The ﬁrst quality control mechanism we investigate is the inclusion of tutorials for inducing
shared task understanding. It is directed to teach workers how to perform the task properly
in order to increase their ability to produce acceptable answers. The main goal of tutorials is
to explain to people the task they are going to perform in the form of simple understandable
instructions. To achieve this goal, our designed tutorial includes detailed instructions for
each task action as well as examples of potential answers. It additionally requires passing
the comprehension quiz that tests for the correct understanding of the given instructions.
Strict guidelines for ofﬂine annotation and inclusion of clear instructions in crowdsourcing
are considered to be essential for collecting reliable human annotations [WHA12]. Using
tutorials aims at establishing a common comprehension of the judgment process speciﬁcs
and task requirements. With an increase of task comprehension, the quality of the result work
is deemed to increase. Yet, the exact quantiﬁcation of the tutorials’ impact remains under-
studied, especially for the class of judgment tasks. In the following study, we are interested
in the general impact of the tutorial on the workers’ task performance and behavior. We
investigate how inclusion of the tutorial that teaches task comprehension affects the quality of
the workers’ answers in crowdsourcing, as well as their engagement. The ﬁndings suggest that
including the tutorial for our emotion annotation tasks helps both to alleviate the common
misunderstandings of the instructions and task questions and to make workers produce more
content per one annotation. At the same time, the additional effort required to pass the tutorial
stays within reasonable limits. Our analysis also shows the potential of using the same tutorial
format as a qualiﬁcation test based on the instructions’ comprehension quiz.
The second quality control mechanism that we study is inclusion of ﬁnancial incentives in the
form of qualitatively described bonuses. This is directed to motivate workers to put more effort
into doing the task properly in order to obtain a bonus reward. Previous research showed the
potential ofmotivatingworkers by introducing additional ﬁnancial incentives, such as bonuses
for good-quality or agreeing answers [HSSV15, Har11]. However, the conditions of such
bonuses are usually formulated quantitatively in terms of mathematical formulas, whereas a
lay person from MTurk is unlikely to fully understand the implications of such computations,
especially in the case of non-mathematical judgment tasks (such as emotion labeling). We
study in this work the effects of alternative, qualitative formulation of bonuses, which are
described in plain English without any mathematical formulas. We refer to this approach as
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qualitative framing. We perform an online crowdsourcing experiment to investigate which
bonus formulation is most effective. It compares several peer-oriented incentives (e.g. asking
for agreement with other workers [FPTJ14]) with other social-based incentives (e.g. asking to
comply with expert answers or rely on personal judgment of quality [SHC11]). We analyze
their effects on the workers’ answers quality, while varying the difﬁculty of the tasks. The
results demonstrate better workers’ performance under a well-formulated incentive framing
inspired by game-theoretic bonus schema of Peer Truth Serum [FPTJ14]. This framing asks
workers to provide answers that both agree with those of other workers and at the same time
novel. The positive effect is observed only for categorical labeling and only when the difﬁculty
of the task is high, while when the task is easy there is no difference of which incentive to use.
In short, we investigate the effects of two different quality control measures aiming to improve
the quality and reliability of the annotations, as well as to motivate workers to put more efforts.
We show that including a well-designed tutorial can help to avoid workers’ misconceptions,
while alsomotivate workers to returnmore informationwithin each annotation. By varying the
qualitative formulation of bonus incentives, we show that when the tweets are more difﬁcult
to annotate it can be beneﬁcial to ask workers to think about other workers’ answers while
providing an original answer. This line of research helps ﬁnding the optimal presentation of
the annotation task.
5.2 Related Work
Ensuring Quality of Crowdsourcing A variety of methods exist for improving the quality of
the crowdsourced answers (for a more detailed review, read [QB11, ABI+13]). One group of
such techniques consolidates the posterior measures. They are applied after collecting the
task outputs and imply statistical ﬁltration of malicious answers or speciﬁcation of answer
aggregation methods to detect true labels [IPW10]. Such methods were designed for tasks
with deﬁnite or veriﬁable answers. In case of judgment tasks, the variance can be higher
both due to the differences in personal opinions and poor answers. The preemptive quality
control measures should be a prior step allowing collecting the data of better quality before
their posterior reﬁnement. Such measures try to enforce the desired level of quality before
acquisition of the results. Tutorials and motivational incentives belong to this category of
methods, as well as worker’s selection, task practicing, screening processes, and task design
itself.
Selecting workers having the desired initial prerequisites is one mechanism of preemptive
quality control. AMT allows to specify that only workers having speciﬁc qualiﬁcations are
allowed to perform the task, e.g. those that have high approval rate in the previous tasks
[Kaz11], or those from a certain location to target the demographics of the workers. Manually
designed qualiﬁcation tests are also possible, e.g. requesters can test the level of English
comprehension for the language labeling tasks [HG14]. Another approach is to screen for
non-attentive or malicious workers by including veriﬁable validation questions that test
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workers’ attention and understanding of the task material [KCS08, MT13, DHSC10]. For
example, Mohammad and Turney [MT13] included the validation question on the correct
understanding of the meaning of the word being labeled. Simplifying the task ﬂow for workers
is another way of preemptive quality control, as the simpliﬁed task requires less cognitive
effort and thus leads to less errors [CTIB15]. The simplicity of visual presentation [FKTC13],
split of task units and payment schemas [MKC+13, KKMF13] also have effect on the result
answers’ quality. Optimization of parameters for monetary reward, such as the amount of
work per pay rate, acceptance conditions, bonuses and penalizations policies, can be adopted
to obtain the appropriate quality [HZP+10].
In prior research in human computation, several works mentioned the improvements in
quality due to inclusion of the training or comprehension validation process, which can be
considered as a tutorial process. For example, practicing on the task, especially when feedback
is given, was shown to improve the quality of the results in objective tasks with speciﬁc answer
[OSL+11, SDFF12]. Heer et al. [HB10] suggested to present a practice judgment task in the
form of ﬁxed multiple-choice questions with only one clearly correct answer. Giving clear
instructions seems to be an indispensable step for achieving more reliable crowdsourced
annotations [SBDS14].
The quality of the collected answers also depends on whether workers have motivation to
perform a better job. Reward schemas and persuasive social messages were suggested as
incentives to increase workers’ motivation [SHC11].
We further review the studies of the two prominent ways of preemptive quality control that we
will discuss in this chapter: tutorials and motivation incentives.
Tutorials Research Tutorials facilitate the learning of speciﬁc knowledge or skills. Being
a method of educational instructions, computer-based tutorials were studied within the
instructional-design theories [Rei13]. An instructional-design theory “offers explicit guid-
ance on how to better help people learn and develop”. It suggests the framework for for-
malization of the possible methods and design principles for instructions, along with the
situations when (not) to apply them. However, such theories are rather conceptual and
require further speciﬁcation for concrete applications. Speciﬁc examples of tutorials were
investigated thoroughly within several domains, including manuals for computer software
[BBMC89, CSKFMR87, CR86, Har95, KP05], online library tutorials [Mes12], and tutorials in
video games [AOL+12].
Research on tutorials generally involves investigation of different tutorial parameters. A num-
ber of works aimed to study the inﬂuence of various learning methods, such as learning by
examples or by principles [BBMC89, CR86, EC11]. The different styles of instruction pre-
sentation were also investigated, from incorporation of visual illustrations, with or without
animations and videos [Har95, Mes12], to varying levels of interface interactivity, visibility and
freedom of actions [AOL+12, HT07, KP05]. Our work does not aim to study possible tutorial
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parameters, but rather only quantify the impact of the tutorial inclusion in the context of
human computation.
The previous researchers on tutorials in other, non-crowdsourcing domains suggest to mea-
sure efﬁciency and effectiveness of tutorials. The design of our metrics for tutorials evaluation
follows these best practices from the previous works in other domains. The efﬁciency is
normally measured via the statistics of the learners’ performance in tutorial, while the effec-
tiveness of tutorials is evaluated via learners’ performance on the real tasks requiring usage of
the knowledge presented in the tutorial. In such evaluations, researchers record time spent on
tutorial and real tasks, as well as the number of errors [BBMC89, HT07, KP05]. Some studies
take into account the opinions of the participants [Har95, Mes12]. Andersen et al. [AOL+12]
investigated the impact of different tutorial settings on the users’ engagement, using the online
games as a case study. The engagement was measured from the behavioral data, such as the
total time spent on the game, number of completed levels, and return rate. The authors have
found that tutorials do not always have a positive inﬂuence, which indicates the importance
of testing the tutorial implementations. Based on these works, we suggest to evaluate the
tutorial impact both on the quality and engagement of the workers, as well as to investigate
the workers’ performance and effort in the tutorial.
Unfortunately, in crowdsourcing domain, the exact effects of tutorials are under-studied
because inclusion of the tutorial or any sort of instructions is rather taken for granted by the
task developers. We attempt to quantify the effects that a tutorial can bring to a judgment task,
with the example of our designed human computation task for emotion annotation.
Incentives Research As in online labor market (e.g. MTurk) the primary incentive for do-
ing tasks is a monetary reward, the effects of ﬁnancial incentives are widely studied in the
crowdsourcing research. However, the evidences of their positive effects on workers’ per-
formance are inconclusive. Several researchers showed that payment magnitude has no
effect on the quality of the workers’ answers, only on their willingness to perform more tasks
[MW09, RKK+11]. At the same time, placing additional performance-based bonuses (i.e. those
that reward better workers’ performance) was shown to have positive effect for crowdsourc-
ing tasks [Har11, HSSV15, FPTJ14]. The experiments of Ho et al. [HSSV15] suggest that the
effectiveness of ﬁnancial bonuses can depend on the type of a studied task, on the amount of
bonus and base payment, as well as on the criteria for obtaining a reward. There are additional
evidences that such effects can depend on the difﬁculty of the task [MKC+13]. In this work,
we evaluate how much the effects of ﬁnancial incentives depend on the framing of the bonus
criteria, while varying the difﬁculty of the task.
The effects of extrinsic, ﬁnancial incentives can be intertwined with different intrinsic incen-
tives, such as fun, altruism, or glory. Rogstadius et al. [RKK+11] showed that workers’ accuracy
can be improved signiﬁcantly through intrinsic motivators (by framing the task as for charity),
especially when the monetary reward is low. Shaw, Horton, and Chen [SHC11] extensively
compared 14 different social, ﬁnancial, and hybrid incentives for a content analysis task.
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Only ﬁnancial incentives that asked to prospectively think about the responses of their peers
produced a more accurate output. Paying bonuses based on the answers matching other
workers’ answers was conﬁrmed to improve accuracy in counting tasks [HF13, FPTJ14]. Our
work aims at investigating alternative formulations of bonus criteria that are also based on
peer agreement and social conformity, but framed in a qualitative simpliﬁed language without
referencing to any mathematical formulas.
Another distinguishing property of our experiment is the use of a judgment task. The described
studies of ﬁnancial incentives mostly used syntactically generated tasks with directly veriﬁable
answers, such as counting objects or ﬁnding spelling mistakes. That made it possible to set
objective bonus criteria, e.g. percentage of correct answers or range of difference from the
exact quantitative answer (e.g. ±3). Yet, in reality, not all crowdsourcing tasks have unique
irrefutable ground-truth for validation and bonus computation. Punishing a non-conforming,
but truthful answer in a judgment task would be undesirable. Our task of emotion annotation
requires less strict bonus formulations.
Overall, using a well-designed judgment task of emotion annotation, we conduct the online
experiment to discover whether any particular framing of ﬁnancial incentive (formulated with
the qualitative, non-mathematical description of bonus criteria) is more effective for obtaining
better-quality answers. We also analyze the differences in such effects depending on the level
of task difﬁculty, where we expect easy condition to have less or no effect of speciﬁc incentives
compared to the difﬁcult condition.
5.3 Impact from Including a Tutorial
We start our analysis of the preemptive quality control measures by analyzing the effects of the
tutorial inclusion. To understand such effects, we compare the data collected previously from
two batches for our emotion annotation process: one batch with workers without the tutorial,
and another one with an obligatory tutorial. This comparison reveals the positive effect of the
included tutorial on the quality of the workers’ answers, both in terms of emotion labels and
emotion indicators.
5.3.1 Study Data and Methodology
In this study, we analyze the observed differences of including the tutorial in the designed
emotion annotation task. With this goal, we analyze the data from two last crowdsourcing
batches described in section 4.4.3. Both of the batches used the same interface for labeling
the tweets based on GEW emotions and indicators (section 4.4.1), while the ﬁrst one (batch 4,
or B4) did not include any tutorial, and the second one (batch 5, or B5) included the obligatory
tutorial designed to help workers understand the task (section 4.4.2). Batch B5 additionally
included the manual review process for workers aiming to submit more than 50 answers, i.e.
to label more tweets. The sizes of the batches were also different: the ﬁrst batch B4 aimed at
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Actual batches B4 B5
Tutorial None Obligatory
Limitation on # of answers None 50; Authorization for > 50
# of tweets 200 1787
# of answers 800 7148
Transformed batches B−T B+T
Limitation on # of answers 50 50
Limitation of workers None No repeated
# of workers 57 654
# of answers 502 5667
Table 5.1: The summary of the batches used for our tutorial analysis. B4 and B5 represent the
actual setup without changes; B−T and B+T represent a synthetic setup restricting differences
to the tutorial inclusion.
a pilot annotation of small amount of data, and the second batch B5, standing for the ﬁnal
annotation of the large number of the tweets. These differences between two batches are
summarized in Table 5.1, under the section Actual batches.
To analyze the tutorial effect, we have to exclude the possible inﬂuence of the assignment
number limitation. To achieve this goal, we use only the ﬁrst 50 answers from every worker
in both batches, resulting in the synthetic batches B−T and B+T respectively. This approach
simulates a design where both batches have the same limitation on the maximal number
of submitted assignments per worker without permission to continue. However, in our ex-
periments several workers (15) participated in both batches: ﬁrst in B4 without tutorial, and
later in B5 with tutorial at the beginning. We exclude the answers of those workers from the
batch B+T as their task performance could also be contingent on the potential training effect
appearing because of repeated practicing on the task.
As a result, we have the data from the two experiments differing in the tutorial’s presence.
Table 5.1, section Transformed batches, describes the statistics on these two resultant batches:
B−T without the tutorial and B+T with the tutorial. Their comparison allows for the analysis
of tutorial’s effectiveness, while the batch with tutorial alone provides statistics of tutorial’s
efﬁciency.
5.3.2 Effectiveness: Quality and Engagement Analysis
We quantify the effect of the tutorial inclusion on the output quality and observed engagement
of workers. All considered quality metrics are calculated ﬁrst as the average metric for workers
answers, and then averaged across the workers. Thus, we include for this analysis only
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B−T B+T
Statistics on the workers’ engagement
% of workers submitted only one answer 40.4 32.6 p = 0.116
# of HITs per worker median 2 3
mean 8.81 8.67 p = 0.470
average time spent on one HIT (seconds) 87.5 94.2 p = 0.204
average total time spent on annotation (seconds) 544.7 611.9 p = 0.304
Statistics on the quality of workers’ answers a
average polarity conformity 87.2 90.2 p = 0.129
average emotion conformity 46.4 55.8 p = 0.026
average strength conformity 70.1 76.5 p = 0.048
average # of tweet indicators per answer 1.41 1.77 p < 0.001
average # of additional indicators per answer 1.46 2.09 p < 0.001
average % of accepted tweet indicators per answer 78.3 93.5 p < 0.001
average % of accepted additional indicators per answer 72.1 95.9 p < 0.001
Table 5.2: Comparison of workers’ performance in the batches without the tutorial B−T and
with the tutorial B+T . All the metrics are averaged on per-worker basis. The results indicate the
gain in annotation quality after the tutorial was included in the task. Statistically signiﬁcant
changes (p-value < 0.05) are highlighted in italic.
aOnly workers who submitted more than one HIT are considered in this case in order to have a more represen-
tative averaging.
workers who answered more than once. We apply the criterion of answer conformity1 and
compute Polarity conformity of a worker’s answer with respect to the considered polarity
classes (Positive, Negative and Neutral); Emotion conformity with respect to the available
21 emotion classes (20 emotion classes of GEW plus No Emotion); and Strength conformity
with respect to four strength classes: Low, Medium, High, No (with No corresponding to No
emotion answer in the wheel). We adapt again the idea of the answer acceptability: we deﬁne
the acceptability criteria for both types of emotion indicators and compute the percentage
of accepted indicators per answer. A tweet emotion indicator is accepted if it appears in the
text of the judged tweet, while an additional emotion indicator is accepted if it does not
coincide with one of emotion names used in GEW. As was discussed, the last was a common
misconception workers had that we tried to avoid. Even though the submission of such non-
accepted answers could be avoided by changing the task design, they were allowed in the
current more straightforward implementation. In addition to the acceptability metrics, we
include metrics evaluating the amount of worker-generated content. We record the number of
1To overcome introduced imbalance in numbers of answers per tweets in synthetic batches, we used all available
answers for the tweet given in batches B1 and B2 for computing of answer conformity measures. However, as
expected, only answers of B−T and B+T are taken into account in averaging the result statistics.
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provided emotion indicators, both tweet and additional. We suppose that the more engaged
the workers are, the more indicators they will return.
The results of batches comparison on these metrics are presented in Table 5.2 as Statistics
on the quality of workers’ answers. For all considered metrics the workers in the batch with
tutorial B+T have consistently better quality than in B−T (i.e. without the tutorial). These
gains are statistically signiﬁcant for all metrics except polarity conformity. Higher emotion
conformity signiﬁes the importance of the tutorial in developing and establishing shared
knowledge of the emotion judgment. The relatively similar level of polarity conformity can be
due to two factors. First, workers can have the inherent higher consistency in use of polarity
concept compared to use of emotion concepts. Second, no explicit instructions on the polarity
distinction were given either in the task interface or in the tutorial. One can also observe the
highly signiﬁcant gain for all the metrics concerning the indicators, including their number
and acceptability. This reveals ability of the tutorial to eliminate the common misconceptions
in understanding of indicators concept.
We further evaluate the impact of the tutorial’s presence on the workers’ engagement. We
compute general statistical metrics appropriate to assess implicitly the engagement level
of workers for any repeatable human computation task. Number of HIT answers submitted
per worker, both median and mean, reﬂects for how many times workers stayed engaged or
motivated to continue performing our task. Similarly, we record the percentage of workers
submitted only one answer without subsequent continuation (or non-return workers in other
words). It shows the ability of the task to engage workers in the beginning. We also measure
time spent per each tweet, as well as in total on annotation for each worker. These engagement
statistics reveal the amount of effort workers input into tasks.
The statistics comparing the engagement level in two batches are presented in Table 5.2 as
Statistics on the worker’s engagement. One can observe a slightly higher retention rate in
the tutorial-included batch, as shown by lower percentage of non-returning workers, higher
median on the labeled tweets, and increased total time. However, none of the investigated
engagement metrics showed a statistically signiﬁcant change.
5.3.3 Efﬁciency: Tutorial Performance
To evaluate the efﬁciency of tutorial inclusion as an entrance barrier for non-serious workers,
we captured the statistics on the tutorial requests and completions and measured the drop-out
rate. We found out that only 78.6% of workers who were exposed to the tutorial ﬁnished it. This
means that the other 21.4% of workers left the task after ﬁnding out about the tutorial existence
or due to its difﬁculty. This number is not too high and we consider it to be acceptable in
elimination of non-serious workers.
To understand better the behavior of workers during the tutorial, we save time spent on each
tutorial and quiz steps, as well as the number of errors made in quiz questions for all workers
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Tutorial steps S1 S2 S3
Quiz questions Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Average quiz time (s) 38.9 13.7 14.7
Average step time (s) 30.4 26.0 14.4
Average error number 0.36 0.31 0.14 0.38
% of workers made errors 23.8 17.6 11.7 32.4
Table 5.3: Quantitative statistics of workers’ performance in the tutorial. We report average
spent time and number of errors in each tutorial’s step.
who submitted the tutorial.2 As our quiz questions present multiple-choice options, we
consider as one error any submission of an incorrect answer. The values of these statistics,
clustered into steps and corresponding questions, are presented in Table 5.3. One can see that
question Q4 (on the additional emotion indicators) caused the most problems for workers, as
shown by the highest number of errors on this question. This might be due to the shortness of
time spent on the related instructions, indicating a potential drop in attention, or because
of higher internal ambiguity of the related task question. Nevertheless, workers afterwards
spent more time reviewing the full example in the last step (24.5 seconds in average). From the
overall statistics, we found that the average time spent on the tutorial is 2.8 minutes, which is
less than one third of the average total time spent on the tweets’ annotations (10.2 minutes,
without counting the tutorial time). We also found that, out of all workers completed the
tutorial, 49.1% managed to ﬁnish it errorlessly. The average number of errors throughout the
full tutorial is less than the expected number of errors in case of random guessing (1.2 vs. 5.33).
5.3.4 Tutorial–Task Performance Relations
To show the efﬁciency of tutorial in dependence with the result task performance, we in-
vestigate the correlation between the number of errors made in tutorial and the quality of
later answers. For task performance, we adopt the same answer quality metric, using again
the answer-based averaging, without grouping them per worker, but employing only all the
answers from the batch B+T . The dependency results can be found in the Table 5.4. The total
number of errors in the tutorial is categorized into four classes to reﬂect possible differences in
workers’ quality: no error (0) corresponds to ideal workers, one error indicates non-attentive
workers as we presume it could be made due to lack of attention paid or misunderstanding of
instructions, 2−5 errors stands for problematic but sincere workers as it is yet less than the
number of errors with random choice, whereas more than 5 errors implies workers answering
randomly. The results reveal that with the increase of the number of errors in tutorial the
quality of later answers is decreasing. By setting the limit on the accepted maximum number
of errors we can also detect possible non-serious workers. As by the nature of the tutorial,
2Unfortunately, at the time of running this experiment, we did not save those statistics for workers who quited
the tutorial.
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# of errors in tutorial 0 1 2–5 6–9
# of HIT answers 2998 1259 1177 233
polarity conformity 90.5 90.1 86.7 71.2
emotion conformity 57.4 55.6 46.2 37.3
strength conformity 76.9 75.9 72.6 60.9
# of tweet indicators 1.77 1.73 1.54 1.25
# of additional indicators 2.04 2.16 1.70 1.41
% of accepted tweet indicators 97.4 92.8 88.1 72.8
% of accepted additional indicators 95.6 92.9 93.2 81.6
Table 5.4: Dependency between number of errors made in the tutorial and the quality of the
annotations. We highlight in bold the scores that are statistically signiﬁcantly different from
those of the workers with no errors in the tutorial (p-value < 10−3).
we aim to teach all workers, we suggest to develop additional tutorial steps for such workers,
instead of eliminating such workers. The workers would have to continue training until they
learn or leave the task.
5.3.5 Discussion
The results of this study conﬁrmed most of the speculated impacts of the tutorial. Due to the
enforced training process of task understanding, the tutorial inclusion increased the quality
of workers’ answers for all main considered quality metrics. For example, we achieved a 19%
increase for the metric evaluating the quality of emotion labels (emotion conformity) after the
tutorial inclusion. Moreover, in that case, with the tutorial we were able to collect on average
54% more of emotion indicators, and their accuracy was higher on 35.4%, all statistically
signiﬁcant. The evaluation of tutorial’s efﬁciency showed that the efforts required by the
tutorial are acceptable and that the performance in the tutorial is indeed representative of the
future performance on the task.
Note that this analysis was purely observational, and thus there could be other compounding
factors that affected the outcome. For example, we run the two batches under comparison
at different times and the tweets used in the batches were different (even though similar in
nature). Additionally, we could not control for the workers who left the task during the tutorial
session. The last factor is the most difﬁcult to ignore, as we cannot then separate whether the
observed difference in quality is due to the effect of teaching during the tutorial or the workers’
self-selection, leaving in the pool of contributing workers only those who are more engaged
and motivated to perform this task a priori.
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5.4 Qualitative Framing of Incentives3
As a preemptivemeasure of quality assurance, it is desirable tomotivate workers beforehand to
put more efforts and provide better-quality answers. Previous research showed the potential of
motivating workers by introducing additional ﬁnancial incentives, for example, by providing
bonuses for good-quality or agreeing answers [HSSV15, Har11]. However, the conditions
of such bonuses are usually formulated quantitatively in terms of mathematical formulas,
whereas a lay person from MTurk is unlikely to fully understand the implications of such
computations. In this study, we report the results of a crowdsourcing experiment comparing
the workers’ answers quality while qualitatively framing ﬁnancial incentives based on different
principles for motivating workers. We formulate qualitative framing of rewards as describing
bonus conditions with plain English, without using mathematical formulas. We investigate
the effects of different social and peer-oriented formulations of framing on obtaining better-
quality answers in crowdsourcing judgment tasks. These effects are studied while using again
our emotion annotation in text as a test task.
We also consider two different levels of task difﬁculty in order to analyze whether the effects
differ. It is expected that, when the task is easy, the quality of the work should not vary much
under different incentive conditions. However, when the task is more difﬁcult and requires
particular effort from the workers, one can expect that the incentive used has more impact on
the quality of the workers’ answers.
Our experimental results verify this for categorical labeling: for difﬁcult tasks, it is beneﬁcial
to use one speciﬁc and well-formulated incentive, while there is no difference which one to
use for easy tasks. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that the Peer Truth Serum, which asks workers
to both agree with their peers and provide non-common answers, gives systematically better
performance results (in terms of label agreement and correctness) compared to the other
tested incentives in more difﬁcult task condition.
5.4.1 Experiment Design
We again use the same emotion annotation task in our experiment. It asks workers to annotate
emotions expressed in given tweets from the writer’s perspective. The experiment design
schema is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the preview of the HIT, all workers were shown the
participatory call for annotating 10 tweets with emotion labels and indicators. They were also
informed that they will be asked to follow a short obligatory tutorial before doing the task,
and to answer optional demographic and task feedback questions. The base payment was
set to $0.5 USD, and there was information about a chance to obtain an additional bonus
of $0.1 USD (without speciﬁc details shown in the preview). Each worker could perform
this HIT only once. Our experiment aims to distinguish the effects of different qualitative
framing of ﬁnancial incentives, while varying the level of the task difﬁculty. Thus, we follow
3The experiment described in this section is the result of joint work with Sephora Madjiheurem.
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Figure 5.1: The schema of the experiment design for studying the effects of the different
framing of ﬁnancial incentives.
a between-subject factorial experiment design, with 2 levels of task difﬁculty and 6 bonus
descriptions. After accepting the HIT, each worker was randomly assigned to one of the 2×6
treatment conditions, with the ceiling of 100 workers submitting their answers per condition.
We describe below which bonus descriptions we used to test different qualitative framing
of ﬁnancial reward in our experiment. We provide their exact text that was presented to the
workers right before starting tweet annotation, and describe the underlying principle of each
incentive in greater details.
Normative “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers demonstrate an
additional effort."
Because it would be hard to imagine a way of quantifying “an additional effort" in such a
task, this incentive only appeals to the worker’s honesty. This also follows the norms of MTurk
where obtaining the reward is implicitly contingent on the workers’ performance, because a
requester has an option to reject any work of insufﬁcient quality.
Experts’ Approval “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers are extremely
accurate according to our experts."
This treatment condition is expected toworkwell onworkers who respond to authority. Indeed,
it implies that their work will be examined by experts, as if they were watched.
Professors’ Approval “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers are ap-
proved by our professors."
By suggesting that the workers’ answers will be reviewed by professors, this incentive appeals
to the respect workers may have for accomplished and recognized academics. This also can
lead to an increase of intrinsic motivation to help students or research projects.
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Peer Agreement “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers agree with those
of other workers."
The goal of this incentive is to make the worker think about what answers other workers would
give in order to match them.
Peer Truth Serum (PTS) We formulate two alternative descriptions of the same PTS principle:
First formulation, PTS1 “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers are more
surprisingly common with other workers than collectively predicted."
Second formulation, PTS2 “You can qualify for the additional $0.1 bonus if your answers both
agree with those of other workers and at the same time novel."
The previous incentive (Peer Agreement) assumes that the majority should be right and moti-
vates workers to return answers that the majority of their peers would return. However, in case
of judgment tasks, we want to motivate workers to provide their own believed answers even in
case when they disagree with the majority. Peer Truth Serum, which combines elements of the
Baysian Truth Serum [Pre04] with Peer Consistency [HF13] is a way to achieve this [FPTJ14].
We used here two different formulations of the Peer Truth Serum, both with the intent to make
workers analyze whether the majority answer they expect is the truth and only report what
they believe is the truth.
We do not include in our experiment any condition without bonuses (either with or without
speciﬁc instructions) for several reasons. First of all, the focus of our study is to ﬁnd which
qualitative formulation of bonus conditions is more advantageous. The bonuses instructing
for better quality answers were already shown to be more effective than no bonuses and no
instructions [HSSV15,Har11, FPTJ14]. Using only socially framed instructions (e.g. Normative)
without bonuses were shown not to be effective for crowdsourcing, while joining ﬁnancial
incentives with peer-oriented instructions was more successful [SHC11]. Moreover, providing
instructions for better answers without bonuses could lead to the refusal of performing the
task, because the conditions of answers’ acceptance are not clear enough. Our goal is to
advance the research on crowdsourcing incentives by comparing in more detail the less
studied, but potentially effective incentives (i.e. with a bonus). The effects of bonus vs. no
bonus are considered to be ﬁxed and out of scope of the current experiment.
To discover whether the effects of ﬁnancial incentives differ depending on the difﬁculty of
the task, we prepare two non-overlapping datasets with different levels of difﬁculty: easy and
difﬁcult.
Easy dataset The ﬁrst, “easy” dataset consisted of 70 tweets manually chosen such that they
were emotional and not difﬁcult to interpret, thus requiring less effort to annotate. They all
are chosen from the tweets with emotional hashtags (e.g. #happy) or emojis, but those cues
were removed from the text when presented to workers. The example tweet is “You said it
would be different but like usual nothing has changed.” While selecting the tweets we tried to
balance the presence of all 20 emotions based on the presumed labels.
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Difﬁcult dataset The second, “difﬁcult” dataset comported 70 emotional tweets that were
less obvious to interpret and required more attention to annotate. 35.7% were tweets that
contained negated emotional terms, such as “I do not regret a single thing being born as
Dusun.” We assumed that inaccurate or inattentive workers could not notice negation and
interpret such tweets in a direct way. Also, assigning negated emotional expressions to speciﬁc
categories could require more effort than assigning direct emotional expressions. We also
included in this dataset 38.6% sarcastic tweets, for example “Best part about rush hour is
driving into it going Chicago!!! #not.” They are assumed to be more difﬁcult to interpret
because of their indirect sense. The remaining tweets were those that we discovered while
exploring the tweets with emotional hashtags, e.g. those that we found confusing or those that
expressed more than one emotion, such as “Yesterday I had a pitty party for myself and today
I’m feeling grrrreat and happy. #overit #backatit #strongminded #StayPositive.”
The overall ﬂowof theHITwas the following. First, we askedworkers to optionally answer some
demographic questions (pre-study questionnaire). Second, the workers followed the short
tutorial containing detailed instructions on the expected answers and the comprehension
quiz. After having completed the tutorial, workers were shown the description of conditions
for obtaining a ﬁxed bonus (the text was speciﬁc to each treatment condition). Then, they were
asked to annotate 10 tweets, randomly selected from the corresponding treatment dataset
(easy or difﬁcult). In the end, workers could provide us with a feedback by answering a post-
task questionnaire (this step was again optional). Notice that while the speciﬁc conditions for
obtaining a bonus were described to workers, in reality, we gave the bonus (along with the
base payment) to every worker who submitted the full HIT.
5.4.2 Experiment Run
The collection of data took place between May 13th and June 3rd 2015. During this time,
1,875 workers accepted the HIT and 1,190 of them (63.5%) completed the task fully (labeled
all 10 tweets). Each worker was randomly assigned to one of the treatment condition. We
aimed to have 100 workers per condition, but due to a technical issue with saving answers of
some workers, this number was not always reached. To deal with the growing concern around
cheating of workers [VdVE11, KCS08], unreliable labels were ﬁltered out. More precisely, we
removed the tweet labels that were generated in less than 3 seconds, as well as the answers
from workers who provided only one or two labels for all of their tweets. In total, 5,647 labels
provided by 567 workers were retained for 70 easy tweets and 5,497 labels collected from 568
workers for 70 difﬁcult tweets. On average, each tweet was labeled by 79.6 different workers
with a standard deviation of 2.9.
We also compute the drop-out rate under each treatment condition as the proportion of
workers who did not ﬁnish labeling all 10 tweets among those who have completed the tutorial
(thus, only the workers that gained access to the annotation task are taken into account).
Overall, the drop-out rate is 27.3%. The Chi-Squared test of independence suggests that there
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is no signiﬁcance difference of the drop-out rate between the different treatment conditions
(on the easy dataset : χ2 = 1.95, DF = 5, p-value = 0.85, on the difﬁcult dataset : χ2 = 2.58, DF =
5, p-value = 0.76).
Almost all workers (98.8%) answered at least one question from the demographic question-
naire. The collected answers showed that the workers were residing in at least 31 different
countries, with a large majority of those who answered residing in the USA (86.6%) and India
(10.3%). It also appears that most workers were between the ages of 18 to 25 or 26 to 35 (37.9%
and 36% respectively). A large majority (70%) reported that they are regular users of social
media, and most of the workers are native English speakers (79.9%) or have an advanced level
of English (14.6%). A one-way ANOVA signiﬁcance test of the distribution of demographic
parameters among the different groups showed that the distributions are not signiﬁcantly
different across all six groups (p-value > 0.58).
We also observed that on average workers spent 13.2 seconds on the bonus instruction page,
suggesting that the average worker indeed read instructions as opposed to skipping this step.
5.4.3 Performance Metrics
The worker’s performance is evaluated both in terms of the provided emotion categories and
emotion indicators. We compute the agreement with the peer answers from workers in the
same condition. We also compute the correctness according to the gold annotations, which
are extracted based on the workers’ majority votes. The average of scores at the workers’ level
is reported, i.e. we start by computing each metric for all worker’s answers and then compute
average among workers. The computation of each metric for one worker’s answer on one
tweet is described in detail below.
Category Agreement The agreement of the worker’s emotion category label is computed as
the percentage of agreed peer labels for the same tweet.
Category Correctness To compute category correctness, we ﬁrst obtain the ground-truth
categories by aggregating the workers’ labels from all incentive conditions. For each tweet,
we extract the majority label (the one that is assigned most often for the tweet) and all the
categories with a relatively high assignment number (we use the threshold of 0.5 minimum
ratio from the majority label count). This means that for each tweet several emotion categories
can be present in the ground-truth data. For easy dataset, each tweet has in average 1.51
ground-truth labels with a standard deviation of 0.85, and for difﬁcult dataset — 2.00 labels
with a standard deviation of 1.36. In average, majority labels on the easy dataset are returned
by 42.5 workers, while the other agreed labels in the ground truth – by 18.5 workers. Similarly,
on the difﬁcult dataset, majority labels are returned by 34.6 workers in average, and other
ground-truth labels – by 14.2 workers. These high coverage scores motivate our decision to
use the workers’ answers themselves to extract the ground-truth correct labels for the studied
tweets. If many people specify that the tweet expresses a certain emotion, it is difﬁcult to argue
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with that consensual association. Therefore, the worker’s label is considered to be correct if it
is within the set of extracted ground-truth labels for the tweet.
Tweet Indicator Agreement To compute indicator agreement, we split all provided indicators
into tokens and generate a set of non-repeated tokens as the current tweet indicator answer.
To compute agreement between two sets of tweet indicator tokens, we apply a standard
Information Retrieval metric of Jaccard similarity. For each worker’s answer the tweet indicator
agreement is the average agreement of that token indicator set with the token sets from peer
workers.
Tweet Indicator Correctness To construct the ground-truth set of tweet indicators, we detect
the answers with correct category labels and aggregate them as follows. We consider as correct
all the tokens that appear in the answers at least as often as the half of occurrence number
of the most appearing token. The tweet indicator correctness is then computed as Jaccard
similarity between the considered set of tweet indicator tokens and the extracted correct set.
Additional Indicator Number We also measure the engagement of a worker in producing new
additional emotion indicators, as detected by the number of additional indicators.
In our analysis we used one-way ANOVA for testing the differences in mean agreement and
correctness scores within each dataset. The multiple comparisons between incentives condi-
tions were accounted for by correcting the p-values correspondingly, using the Tukey-Kramer
correction.
5.4.4 Effects of Incentives on the Quality of Category Labels
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 depict the comparisons across the incentives conditions on category agree-
ment and category correctness respectively. Focusing on the easy dataset, we observe that
for both metrics there is no signiﬁcant effect of the incentives (p-value of one-way ANOVA is
0.183 for category agreement and 0.571 for category correctness). Nevertheless, the incentives
signiﬁcantly affect worker’s performance on difﬁcult dataset. Indeed, p-value of one-way
ANOVA is < 10−7 for category agreement and 0.033 for category correctness. Pairwise com-
parison of the incentives reveals the advantage of PTS2 incentive: it is signiﬁcantly better
than any other incentive in terms of category agreement (the highest p-value is 0.045 when
comparing with PTS1), and it leads to the highest category correctness while signiﬁcantly
outperforming the Normative condition (with p-value 0.023). The Normative condition, which
is the only condition that appeals to nothing else but workers’ honesty, in its turn results in
the lowest category agreement on the difﬁcult dataset, signiﬁcantly different from PTS1, PTS2,
and Professor’s Approval incentives (the highest p-value in those comparisons is 0.034). These
observations can be summarized and explained as follows.
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(b) Difﬁcult dataset
Figure 5.2: The effect of incentives on average category agreement of workers. Error
bars indicate a standard error.
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Figure 5.3: The effect of incentives on average category correctness of workers. Error
bars indicate a standard error.
Finding 1. No inﬂuence of incentives for category labels’ quality on easy dataset.
Finding 2. Advantage of PTS2 and disadvantage of Normative for category labels’
quality on difﬁcult dataset.
One potential explanation for the differences in ﬁndings between datasets could be that
labeling easier tweets may require smaller effort than labeling more difﬁcult tweets. Indeed,
the category label of easy tweets is likely to be more obvious for workers, and thus they might
return agreeing labels without thinking about the prospective validation of their answers.
Thus, the speciﬁc framing of incentives is not important when the task is easy.
When the task is difﬁcult, workers are required to put a larger effort to decide on a speciﬁc
emotion. We hypothesize that this made the framing of incentives a more important factor,
which led to the observed differences in the incentives’ effects on the difﬁcult dataset. The ex-
periment results show higher category correctness and agreement of PTS2. Other researchers
suggested that the peer-oriented incentive schemes (of which PTS is an example) can be
effective because workers start to prospectively think about the answers of other workers
[SHC11]. One hypothetical beneﬁt of PTS-based incentive schema is overcoming workers’
bias towards speciﬁc answers, e.g. those that they believe to be chosen by majority [FPTJ14].
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(b) Difﬁcult dataset
Figure 5.4: The effect of incentives on average tweet indicator agreement of workers.
Error bars indicate a standard error.
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Figure 5.5: The effect of incentives on average tweet indicator correctness of workers.
Error bars indicate a standard error.
The beneﬁts of PTS-based incentive schema were shown before for counting tasks [FPTJ14].
This work conﬁrms its advantage for a realistic judgment task (at least when more difﬁcult
data are being labeled). Additionally, in difference with the previous works, we also reveal that
a more clear formulation of PTS2 (“agreeing and novel”) results in better category agreement
than another commonly accepted formulation of PTS1 (“surprisingly common"). This shows
the importance of designing more clear formulations of incentive instructions, at least when
the task is difﬁcult.
5.4.5 Effects of Incentives on the Quality of Indicators
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show average tweet indicator agreement and correctness under the in-
centive treatments. The effects are different from the ones with category labels. First of all,
the indicators output signiﬁcantly differs among the incentives only for indicator agreement
on easy dataset (with one-way ANOVA p-value < 10−7). This is because of signiﬁcantly lower
agreement scores for PTS1 and Experts’ Approval schemes: they are both lower than either Pro-
fessors’ Approval or Normative incentives (with p-value< 0.04), while the indicator agreement
of PTS1 is also lower than of PTS2 and Peer Agreement. The Normative incentive, which was
performed among the worst ones for category labels, achieves the highest indicator agreement
on the easy dataset.
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Second, no differences between incentives in terms of indicator agreement or correctness is
detected on the difﬁcult dataset. Yet, the results tend to suggest a reverse picture that on the
easy dataset: Normative incentive has the lowest tweet indicator agreementwith the borderline
p-value of comparison with the highest agreement achieved by PTS1 (p-value = 0.061).
Additionally, we investigate the effects of incentives on the number of given additional indica-
tors as the measure of workers’ engagement in the task. The average number of additional
indicators is 2.1 with standard deviation of 1.0. We again found no signiﬁcant differences in
those numbers between different incentive on either easy or difﬁcult datasets.
These ﬁndings are summarized and explained below.
Finding 3. Advantage of Normative and disadvantage of PTS1 and Experts’ Ap-
proval incentives for tweet indicators’ agreement on easy dataset.
In search for the explanation of this effect, we investigated other properties of returned tweet
indicators. We found that not all tweet indicator tokens actually appeared in the text of the
tweets, and that tweet indicator agreement is highly correlated with the percentage of the
tokens that do appear. The Pearson correlation coefﬁcient between them is 0.87. Further
investigation reveals that many of not-acceptable tweet indicators (36.2%) are names of
emotion categories used in the labeling (e.g. “pride elation”). The differences in tweet indicator
agreement among incentives could be then due to the subtle change in understanding of what
is a tweet indicator. We hypothesize that ﬁnancial incentives conditioned on answers of the
peers or another validation process might bias workers to think about indicators as additional
labels representation of tweets.
Finding 4. No inﬂuence of incentives for tweet indicators on difﬁcult dataset.
We hypothesize that this can be due to the high difﬁculty of selecting speciﬁc indicators for
difﬁcult tweets. Within the easy tweets there are more explicit terms (e.g. “beyond excited”)
that are easy to identify as indicators of the chosen emotion. Annotating tweets in the difﬁcult
dataset requires selecting longer spans of implicit text, for which the expectations are less clear
and output is harder to validate. This uncertainty might make workers to ignore the ﬁnancial
incentives.
Finding 5. No inﬂuence of incentives for number of additional indicators.
The number of additional indicators remains stable across different incentives conditions.
This could be expected as none of the suggested incentives implied that bonus would depend
on the amount of inputted data.
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5.4.6 Perceived Evaluation
With the post-questionnaire, workers voluntarily reported how well they understood the
task (task comprehension), how enjoyable it was to complete the task (task enjoyment), how
easy they found the task to be (task easiness), and how much effort they invested in the task
(cognitive effort). This information was retrieved using a 5-point Likert scale with the following
options: (1) Strongly Disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Neutral, (4) Agree, and (5) Strongly Agree.
Whilewe did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant difference in either task enjoyment or task comprehension
between datasets or incentives conditions, we found a statistically signiﬁcant difference in task
easiness and cognitive effort between the aggregated groups of two datasets. Not surprisingly,
workers who labeled tweets from the easy dataset found the task easier than those who labeled
more difﬁcult tweets: mean of task easiness is 3.86 (SD = 0.89) on the easy dataset vs. 3.57
(SD= 1.05) on the difﬁcult dataset, p-value< 10−5. Similarly, workers who labeled tweets from
the easy dataset reported putting less cognitive effort for doing the task than workers from the
difﬁcult dataset condition: mean of cognitive effort is 4.64 (SD = 0.63) on the easy dataset vs.
4.53 (SD = 0.80) on the difﬁcult dataset, p-value = 0.04.
Overall, the analysis of the post-questionnaire answers allows us to conclude that the incen-
tives have no effect on the workers’ perceived evaluation in general. The worker’s answers
also verify that the difﬁcult dataset is indeed perceived as more difﬁcult than the easy dataset
and that it requires additional cognitive effort to label. The latter implicitly approves our
methodology for selecting tweets for the difﬁcult and easy datasets.
5.4.7 Discussion
In this study, we investigate how different qualitative framing of ﬁnancial incentives can affect
the workers’ answers in a crowdsourcing judgment task. We conduct an online experiment
on the crowdsourcing platform, while using emotion annotation in text as a main task. Six
different qualitative incentives, based on different principles of motivation for better-quality
answers, are investigated and tested with varied difﬁculty of the task and performance metrics.
The results of our experiment reveal the differences in the effects of the incentives depending
on the difﬁculty of the task and on the performance metric of interest. When the task is easy,
the incentives have no impact on the category labels’ quality. However, when the task becomes
more tedious, it can be beneﬁcial to use a particular incentive: with a well-formulated Peer
Truth Serum (PTS) bonus formulation workers tend to output more correct and agreeing labels.
Moreover, only one of the two studied PTS-based incentives was proven to be advantageous,
showing the importance of well-deﬁned formulations of the incentive principles. On the other
hand, only when the task condition is easy can we observe the effects of incentives on the
provided emotion indicators, with the superiority of another incentive based on the trust to
workers’ own judgment of quality (Normative). We hypothesize that this effectmight be related
to the changes in effort split between our annotation subtasks caused by the different bonus
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formulations. Investigating this relation could be a prominent direction for the future work.
Another direction could be introducing gamiﬁcation principles, such as revealing to workers
whether they agreed with their peers or produced a novel useful answer, or introducing game
scores to further incentivize engaged participation of workers [BMF14].
In this work, we focus on investigating the differences of effects between speciﬁc qualitative
bonus formulations. We did not experiment with different amount of bonus or no bonus
placement because we considered reward-related effects to be ﬁxed and non-varied across our
incentives conditions. It is possible that changing the amount of the given bonus could result
in more pronounced differences of incentives’ framing or alternatively no effect. However, the
fact that the qualitative framing of incentives affects the quality of answers at least for one
ﬁxed bonus amount encourages the future investigation, testing, and deployment of more
advantageous qualitative bonus formulations.
5.5 Chapter Summary
Managing crowdsourcing of emotion annotations from non-expert online workers requires
additional effort to ensure the quality of the obtained answers. Our experiments show that two
types of preemptive quality control mechanisms can indeed affect the workers’ performance.
First, including the tutorial to help workers understand the task’s speciﬁcations leads to better
annotation quality than not giving the separate instructions. We design the tutorial that not
only teaches workers how to perform the task, but also validates their comprehension of
the instructions. Its inclusion positively affects both the quality of emotion category labels
and returned indicators. Particularly, it is effective in alleviating common misconceptions
and in engaging workers to return more emotion indicators. As our tutorial also includes a
knowledge quiz, it could be potentially integrated into a qualiﬁcation task for ﬁltering less
attentive workers.
Second, the choice of language and principles for the formulation of bonus conditions can
affect the quality of the annotations, at least when more difﬁcult data are being labeled.
We show that using a speciﬁc well-formulated incentive, asking workers to produce novel
agreeing answers, results in better agreement and correctness of emotion category labels in
more difﬁcult task conditions. This indicates the importance of carefully designed qualitative
framing of the performance-contingent bonuses for more effort-demanding tasks. However,
the comparison of incentives’ framing in the easier task conditions reveals no such impact.
Thus, the choice of more effective incentives should be potentially adapted to the level of task
difﬁculty.
Overall, this chapter proposes two mechanisms aiming to properly manage the online crowd
for collecting relevant and truthful emotion annotations. The two studied preemptive quality
control mechanisms are particularly suitable to apply in the context of judgment tasks in
general. For such tasks, teaching and motivating workers is a preferable way to ensure the
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quality of their answers and to avoid excluding potentially correct answers by the posterior
ﬁltering methods. Therefore, our ﬁndings are of potential value not only for researchers and
practitioners who conduct emotion annotation tasks, but also for those who conduct other
judgment tasks.
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6 Distant Supervision for
Lexicon Construction
6.1 Introduction
One successful approach to textual emotion recognition is to formulate it as a text classi-
ﬁcation problem and to apply supervised machine-learning techniques in order to obtain
emotion classiﬁers [AS07, SM08, RRJ+12]. However, supervised methods require considerable
quantities of annotated data (i.e. text documents with known emotion labels). In the previous
chapters, we showed that crowdsourcing can be successfully employed to obtain manual emo-
tion annotations of reasonable size (in the magnitude of thousands of labeled documents).
However, crowsourcing data annotations still requires signiﬁcant investment of human effort,
being that to managing the crowd or to ﬁltering and aggregating crowdsourced answers, not
mentioning the time and cost of the human labelers. Moreover, while larger annotated corpora
allow capturing greater variety of emotional linguistic expressions, it becomes excessively
expensive to collect manual annotations in the magnitude of hundred thousands or millions
of documents. Thus, it is desirable to explore the methods for building emotion recognition
systems without relying on the costly and time-consuming manual annotations.
The research objective of this chapter is to develop a method to automatically build ﬁne-
grained emotion classiﬁers in the absence of manually annotated data. In this endeavor,
we have resorted to distant learning (also known as distant or weak supervision)—a type of
semi-supervised learning used by many researchers in text classiﬁcation to generate textual
classiﬁers without costly data annotation [GBH09, PB12, MBSJ09]. The main idea is to train
the classiﬁers on the data with automatically assigned emotion labels (called pseudo-labels).
The term ‘distant learning’ then refers to the process of supervised learning from some data
that distantly approximate the ground-truth. In contrast to traditional semi-supervised learn-
ing, where classiﬁers are learned over partially annotated data (i.e. a mixture of annotated
and unlabeled data) [Zhu05], the distant learning approach requires no manual annotation.
Instead, annotated data are obtained automatically using some emotion labelers that are able
to detect emotions of interest in the subset of available text documents.
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In the domain of social media, researchers have successfully applied distant learning for
topic-independent emotion recognition while using emoticons (e.g. ‘:)’ or ‘>:(’) and emotional
hashtags (e.g. ‘#happy’ or ‘#angry’) as initial labels [YLC07, WCTS12, DCGC12, Moh12a, PB12,
SI13]. They are considered to summarize emotions in the corresponding texts. However,
such content cues are not always present in adequate amount within specialized topics of
discussion (sports, politics, ﬁnance, or education) and are likely to be absent in text documents
other than social media (reviews, news articles, or technical comments). Instead of relying
on hashtags or emoticons for labeling, we aim to design and investigate a distant learning
method that is more generally applicable.
To address this challenge, we suggest using terms from existing or easy-to-produce emotion
lexicons as initial labelers. For instance, for any set of emotion categories, we can use a list
of descriptive emotional terms (such as ‘proud’ for Pride) and label texts according to the
presence of these terms. Using such lexicon-based initial labelers ensures the generality of our
methods: as they are not restricted to speciﬁc types of content cues, we can potentially detect
emotional content within documents of any type or topic. A distant learning algorithm will
then discover emotion associations of new terms based on their co-occurrences with given
emotional terms. For example, it can recognize the phrase ‘well done’ as an indicator of Pride
emotion, if this phrase appears often enough together with known pride-related words, such
as with the word ‘proud’ in the text “So proud 2 be British! huge well done 2 all of Team GB! :D”.
At the same time, the more basic or smaller the given emotion lexicon is, the more there is a
need to build emotion classiﬁers having higher recall and precision.
With this idea, we have developed Dystemo, a distant supervision method that generates
ﬁne-grained emotion classiﬁers from documents pseudo-labeled by some initial lexicon of
limited coverage, accuracy, or both. We again focus on recognizing emotions in tweets,—short
status updates from a popular social media website, Twitter. Twitter contains discussions on a
variety of topics and events, and provides an easy opportunity to collect large datasets. Two
main novelties lead to the success of the proposed method. First, we suggest a new Balanced
Weighted Voting (BWV) algorithm that incorporates per-category rebalancing coefﬁcients
while learning. This overcomes the intrinsic imbalance of emotion distribution in initial
pseudo-labeled dataset, which if left untreated can cause classiﬁer’s bias towards dominant
emotions. Second, using social media as a source of textual data allowed us to include simple
heuristics for detecting non-emotional (or neutral) tweets. These tweets turned out to be
indispensable for training classiﬁers to discern neutral tweets from emotional ones. Both of
these novelties signiﬁcantly increase the accuracy of ﬁnal emotion classiﬁers.
We validate the suggested method on tweets in the ﬁeld of sports events using the ﬁne-grained
model containing 20 emotion categories. We show that with Dystemo we obtain the ﬁnal
classiﬁers of substantially better quality than the three tested initial emotion lexicons (the
relative increase of micro-F1 score is between 41% and 236% on the large hashtag-based
ground-truth data). In comparison with other distant learning algorithms, Dystemo achieves
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the best micro-F1 scores with two out of the three initial lexicons on the hashtag-based data,
and shows competitive performance on small manually annotated data.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, Dystemo is the ﬁrst distant learning method for
producing ﬁne-grained emotion classiﬁers without the help of manually labeled text, nor of
structured content features such as emoticons or hashtags. It relies on terms from emotion
lexicons instead. Our carefully designed experiments conﬁrm the viability of this approach,
at least within the domain of tweets. We conﬁrm that Dystemo is effective both in extending
initial emotion lexicons of small coverage to ﬁnd correctly more emotional tweets and in
correcting emotion lexicons of low accuracy to perform more accurately.
6.2 Related Work
Distant learning (or distant supervision) is a speciﬁc type of semi-supervised learning, where
initial partial knowledge is given in the form of the chosen pseudo-annotation heuristics
(i.e. emotion lexicons in our case). Therefore, besides reviewing alternative distant learning
approaches for emotion recognition, we also review other techniques of semi-supervised
learning.
Semi-Supervised Extension of Emotion Lexicons The given general-purpose emotion lex-
icons, such as GALC [Sch05], are unlikely to cover the full variety of emotional expressions
used in language. Researchers have developed semi-supervised techniques to extend initial
general (but limited) emotion lexicons, considered as seeds. These methods deﬁne several
metrics of term similarity and then use them to cluster new terms into emotion categories
based on their similarity to the seeds. The original WordNet-Affect lexicon [SV04] and one
part of the Synesketch lexicon [KPJD13] were built in this way, starting from a small number of
explicit emotional terms. Similarity metrics were deﬁned using semantic relationships (such
as synonymy). In the construction of the EmoSenticNet lexicon [PGC+12, PGH+13, PGC+14],
additional term similarities were derived from term co-occurrences in the database of emo-
tional experiences by using Pointwise-Mutual Information (PMI) [TL03]. Other corpora used
to construct emotion lexicons, using PMI-based scores and starting from a small number
of seed emotional keywords or symbols, were web n-grams [PIMK13], sentences from web-
logs [YLC07], and tweets [Moh12a]. Such lexicon-growing methods can, therefore, increase
the coverage of used emotional expressions. Instead of focusing on term-level emotion as-
sociations, our method aims at building document-level emotion classiﬁers. Nevertheless,
for comparison, we adapt PMI-based computation of term emotion scores [Moh12a] to be
applied within our framework.
Distant Supervision in Emotion Recognition With Twitter, many researchers overcome the
lack of annotated data by crawling tweets with emotional hashtags, such as #happy or #angry
[Moh12a, WCTS12, DCGC12, SI13]. In accordance with the idea of distant supervision, such
tweets serve as pseudo-labeled data and are used to train machine-learning classiﬁers in a
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supervised manner. Yet, only a small fraction of tweets is likely to contain such hashtags, mak-
ing questionable the application of these restrictive heuristics throughout different datasets.
In the present work, instead of using hashtags for the pseudo-labeling of tweets, we propose
using more applicable initial labelers based on terms from a given emotion lexicon. The
data labeled based on emotional hashtags are used only for automatically validating the
constructed emotion classiﬁers.
Building emotion classiﬁers using a limited set of emotional terms and unlabeled data has
been attempted before. One method is to represent the given text corpus in a reduced-
dimensionality vector-space model and assign emotions based on similarities to computed
emotion vectors [KVC10, DA08].
These methods were validated for a small set of emotion categories, whereas we design
a methodology capable of dealing with a much more complete set of emotion categories.
Moreover, those methods disregarded the treatment of neutral tweets (i.e. tweets without
emotions); while we design and successfully apply heuristics to help classiﬁers recognize
neutral tweets.
Semi-Supervised Learning for Other Tasks Many other algorithms have been designed for
semi-supervised learning (Zhu gives an overview [Zhu05]). For multi-category text classi-
ﬁcation, a commonly applied method is Naïve Bayes with the Expectation-Maximization
procedure [NMTM00]. It iteratively repeats two actions: ﬁrst, it learns the parameters over
the annotated data; second, it re-annotates the data using the learned parameters. In our
experiments, we also applied a Naïve Bayes as one of the compared classiﬁers, but starting
from the data that were pseudo-annotated by a given initial labeler.
We also review the advances in semi-supervised methods for polarity classiﬁcation—a prob-
lem closely related to emotion recognition. Experiments show semi-supervised classiﬁers
outperform supervised ones when few labeled data are available [WK09]. The idea of distant
learning for building polarity classiﬁers has been successfully applied to Twitter data as well,
where researchers use emoticons and hashtags as the sentiment pseudo-labels (positive or
negative) and identify neutral tweets using objective hashtags or as tweets from the news
websites [GBH09, PP10, KWM11]. Among other methods, an iterative self-training approach
has been shown to be effective [QZHZ09]. To apply binary polarity classiﬁcation methods to
our multi-category emotion classiﬁcation problem, we ﬁrst split it into multiple independent
binary classiﬁcation problems, each distinguishing one emotion category from all the others.
This setup allowed us testing machine-learning classiﬁers suitable for binary applications.
Overall, no related work has studied how to apply the distant supervision framework for
multi-category emotion classiﬁcation when neither manual labels nor labels from a content
structure, e.g. hashtags, are accessible. This is the main problem tackled in this chapter.
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6.3 Distant Supervision Method — Dystemo
We ﬁrst (re)-introduce the deﬁnitions used to describe the problem and our suggested method.
Our problem of emotion recognition was formulated in section 3.1. Shortly, we address it
as a multi-label classiﬁcation task with a given set of emotion categories E0 as potential
labels (including a neutral category e0). The output of the classiﬁer for a tweet d is a label set
Yd =
{
eik
}⊆ E0.
We also deﬁne the emotionality of the text p = (p0,p1,p2, . . . ,p|E |) as the distribution of the
emotion categories expressed in the text, with
∑|E |
i=0 pi = 1 and ∀i pi ≥ 0, where pi is the
weight of the i th emotion. Emotionality can be transformed into a multi-label by applying
a technique adapted from the alpha-cut for fuzzy sets [BB95]. We denote this operator as
A : (p,α) → 2E0 , where α deﬁnes a threshold on the emotion weight for the emotion to be
included in the multi-label. A(p,α) returns all the labels ei that have the weight pi ≥α ·p∗,
where p∗ = maxi pi is the maximum emotion weight within the distribution p. Thus, all
the labels with a weight close enough to the maximum weight are output. If α= 1, only the
labels with the maximum weight are output. For example, for the emotionality (p2 = 0.2, p3 =
0.3, p4 = 0.5, ∀i = 2,3,4 pi = 0) the multi-label {e3,e4} would be found with α = 0.5. In the
opposite direction, a multi-label Yd can be transformed into the emotionality by specifying
the weight of each label in Yd as
1
|Yd | .
6.3.1 Method Input
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of our distant learning method, Dystemo. It aims at building
an emotion classiﬁer for detecting emotions of the speciﬁed category set within a speciﬁc
dataset of tweets, e.g. those on a certain topic. Correspondingly, as an input, it requires
Twitter data collected for a desired application, denoted unlabeled dataU , and emotion model
specifying which category set E to recognize. The method also requires emotion and neutral
labelers. The core of an emotion labeler is an emotion lexicon containing associations of
linguistic expressions (terms) to the emotion categories of interest. Then, the emotion labeler
is a simple initial emotion classiﬁer assigning emotions to tweets based on the occurrence of
terms from the given lexicon. The neutral labeler in its turn aims at identifying neutral tweets.
It is essential to have neutral tweets in the training set. Otherwise, we risk obtaining classiﬁers
that identify almost every tweet as emotional (as it will be shown in the experimentation
section), which is unacceptable for a successful emotion recognition system. We suggest
simple heuristics for detecting neutral tweets, namely based on the presence of URLs in the
tweet and absence of potential emotional cues (these heuristics are described in detail in
section 6.4.3).
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Figure 6.1: The framework for our distant learning method.
6.3.2 Initialization of Learning Process
The learning process starts with applying both emotion and neutral labelers to unlabeled
dataU to obtain the pseudo-labeled data L. We assume that the emotion labeler returns the
emotionality p(d) for a given document d ∈U , while the neutral labeler assigns a tweet to a
neutral class e0 by setting p0(d) to 1.0. Tweets detected by the neutral labeler are referred to
as pseudo-neutral and are not considered to be labeled by the emotion labeler. Tweets from
U where the emotion labeler found no emotion are not included in L, because they could be
classiﬁed as neutral due to the lack of information about emotional expressions in the initial
emotion lexicon. Overall, the pseudo-labeled data L comprise the set of tweets with mapped
emotionalities, one part found by the emotion labeler, and another—by the neutral labeler.
The ﬁrst step of actual learning process is annotation reﬁnement. It is essential to apply it when
emotion lexicons assign weights to terms, as we need to eliminate annotations of emotions
with relatively low weights. The reﬁnement is applied to each tweet individually. Given the
parameter αre f , it sets to zero the weights of those emotions that would not be included in
the multi-label: ei ∉A(p,αre f ), and then normalizes the distribution. Whether or not to apply
this reﬁnement is a parameter of the method.
The second step is to preprocess the texts of the tweets used in learning. This includes extrac-
tion of emoticons and punctuation marks as separate tokens, and lower-case transformation.
We also replace usernames, numbers, and URLs with the corresponding placeholders. Fur-
thermore, we normalize elongations (the multiple repetition of letters in a word) with their
shortened form, thus “soooooo” is replaced with “soo∗”.
The third step is to extract and select features over which the classiﬁer will be learned. We
use 1-, 2-, . . . , n-grams as features. We exclude the n-grams containing only stop-words
and mark n-grams as negated if a negation word is detected up to two words before them.
For example, in the text “not extremely happy” we would extract the n-grams “not_happy”,
“not_extremely”, and “not_extremely happy” as separate features. Also, we only retain the
n-grams that appeared K or more times in the pseudo-labeled dataset L. From these, we
select terms that are indicative of emotions by estimating their polarity. We compute a term’s
semantic orientation using Pointwise-Mutual Information (PMI) [TL03]. First, the polarity
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label (l+ or l−) of each tweet d ∈ L is identiﬁed as sign(∑i∈E+ pi (d)−∑i∈E− pi (d)), where
E+ ⊂ E and E− ⊂ E are the corresponding sets of positive and negative emotions. Then, the
semantic orientation SO(t ) of a term t is computed as
pmi (t , l+)−pmi (t , l−)= log P (t , l
+)P (l−)
P (t , l−)P (l+)
= log
[
1+ f req (t , l+)
1+ f req (t , l−) ·
|V |+ f req (l−)
|V |+ f req (l+)
]
(6.1)
where V is the set of extracted terms, f req(l±) is the number of positive (l+) or negative (l−)
tweets, and f req(t , l±) is the number of tweets with the term t , which are either positive
or negative. The formula uses smoothing: we add 1 to each term frequency computation,
and |V | to class frequency computations in order to compensate for the additions to term
frequencies. The higher the absolute value of SO(t ), the more conﬁdent we are that the term t
has strong polarity and is thus potentially emotional. We ﬁlter out the features that have an
absolute score |SO(t )| lower than a threshold τ. The remaining features are used for the feature
representation of the tweets. As tweets are short, the terms’ presence is used for features’
values, instead of their frequency.
With the tweets represented as feature vectors and their associated emotionalities, the ﬁnal
resultant classiﬁer can now be learned in a supervised manner. We apply Balanced Weighted
Voting as the supervised learner. Its choice also deﬁnes how the resultant classiﬁer will work.
6.3.3 Supervised Learner — Balanced Weighted Voting (BWV)
The BWV algorithm is a supervised learner that produces a lexicon of terms with the associated
emotionalities based on their occurrences in pseudo-labeled data L. It takes as an input the
list of terms (in our case, n-grams from the feature selection process), and for each term t
computes its emotionality w(t )= (w0 (t ) ,w1 (t ) ,w2 (t ) , . . . ,w|E | (t )), where wi (t ) is the weight
of the term t for the emotion i .
For learning, we know the emotionality of each tweet d ∈ L, p(d)= (p0 (d) ,p1 (d) , . . . ,p|E | (d)).
In BWV, we ﬁrst balance the distribution of emotions: we compute the rebalancing coefﬁcient
ci for each emotion and multiply by it the corresponding emotion weight for each tweet. We
then compute the weights of emotions for a term t as the normalized sum of rebalanced tweet
emotion weights:
wi (t )=
∑
d : t∈d
ci ·pi (d)∑
j
∑
d : t∈d
c j ·p j (d)
(6.2)
We deﬁne the coefﬁcient for the i -th emotion as ci =− log
∑
d∈L pi (d)
|L| . Using a logarithm in the
formula allows penalizing the emotion categories appearing more often without overestimat-
ing the weights of under-represented emotion categories.
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This algorithm is inspired by the simple Weighted Voting (WV) approach used for the con-
struction of the emotion lexicon in chapter 4. The original WV differs from BWV in that it lacks
the rebalancing coefﬁcients ci . As a result, the lexicon created is biased towards dominant
emotions: the more often an emotion appears in the labeled data, the greater its weight will
be in the emotionalities of the terms. The BWV approach involves reweighting process of the
emotional assignments of tweets, which is similar to the resampling approaches designed to
cope with class imbalances for classiﬁcation problems [Jap00].
The lexicon constructed via the BWV learner from pseudo-labeled data is the basis for the
resultant emotion classiﬁer. It is applied to the tweets as follows. To compute the emotionality
of a tweet p(d), we search for the lexicon terms within its text, sum the emotionalities of the
lexicon entries found, and normalize the vector. If no lexicon terms are found, the Neutral
label is returned. When lexicon terms are found, the output is an emotion multi-label obtained
from the computed emotionality with the operatorA
(
p (d) ,α0
)
, where α0 is the parameter of
the algorithm.
6.3.4 Parameter Tuning and Automatic Evaluation
Our distant learning method involves multiple parameters, e.g. the reﬁnement parameter
αre f or the length n of n-gram features. To ﬁnd its optimal parameters, we need to perform
parameter tuning. For this, we suggest using an automatically generated set of ground-truth
tweets labeled based on the presence of emotional hashtags. The used emotional hashtags are
explicit descriptive words for the chosen emotions, such as #happy for Happiness. In a study
of users’ moods, De Choudhury et al. [DCCG12] found that an emotional hashtag at the end
of a text corresponded to the author’s mood in 83% of tweets. We considered this evaluation to
be the indicator of the good enough quality for using such emotional hashtags as ground-truth
labels for automatic evaluation and parameter tuning. As our emotion recognition system also
should be able to recognize tweets without emotions, we additionally include pseudo-neutral
tweets in these constructed data. Overall, having such large ground-truth data allows for an
automated way to set the parameters of our method and to validate its performance.
6.4 Setup for Method Application
We present here a potential scenario of developing an emotion classiﬁer for a new set of
emotion categories to be detected within a speciﬁc topic of discussions. Consistent with our
previous work, we again use the 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW,
v. 2.0) [Sch05], introduced in chapter 3.2. This section describes the data and initial labelers,
providing the details of how to apply our distant learning method in the real application.
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6.4.1 Data for Application: Olympic Tweets
We focus again on the domain of fans’ Twitter reactions to sports events, which was studied
in chapter 4. More particularly, we use the dataset OLYMP_DATASET, which contain tweets
about the 2012 Olympic Games presented in section 3.4. This dataset consist of 33.2 million
English tweets containing Olympic-related keywords.
Data Preparation We apply prior data ﬁltering in order to select the tweets most useful for
learning: we use only tweets containing at least 3words (disregarding hashtags and usernames)
to increase the probability of learning additional terms, and exclude retweets and tweets with
duplicate text to avoid overﬁtting.1
Using sports-oriented Twitter discussions as an application, we will study the proposed
method in the context of our motivation scenario to build domain-speciﬁc emotion clas-
siﬁers. However, such domain speciﬁcity also requires us to extend the list of stop words
with the dataset-speciﬁc words. Our stop-word list thus includes the frequently appearing
words referring to the main topic of our Olympic-related tweets, e.g. olympic, usa, team. We
additionally consider punctuation marks as stop-words.
6.4.2 Emotion Labelers
Three initial emotion lexicons are taken as emotion labelers for our distant learning method.
Two are topic-independent: one lexicon of explicit emotional terms (GALC) and one weighted
lexicon learned from general Twitter data (PMI-Hash). We also take one domain-speciﬁc
lexicon that we built previously for analyzing reactions to sports events on Twitter (OlympLex).
GALC GALC is a domain-independent emotion lexicon of the unigram stems explicitly
expressing an emotion, for example, ‘happ∗’ for Happiness. As described in section 3.3,
we instantiated such stemmed words into the tokens, e.g. ‘happy’, and obtained the GALC-
R lexicon. The terms are assigned to the GEW categories using hard links. To compute a
document’s emotionality using this lexicon, we sum the number of terms found for each
emotion (excluding negated terms) and normalize the obtained vector. Using this lexicon
of explicit terms as an initial emotion labeler will help us investigate how well the proposed
distant learning method can build a new emotion lexicon using only the small number of seed
emotional words.
OlympLex We focused on the same domain of reactions to sports events while building
the emotion lexicon using human computation in chapter 4. The outcome was the small
within-domain emotion lexicon, OlympLex. It contains the emotion indicators selected from
1Retweets were detected using the pattern “RT @username” (a better detection could be based on parsing
retweet parameters in the tweet’s JSON, but unfortunately they were not present in our current dataset). In order
to detect duplicates, we compared tweets based on their full text with removed non-alphanumeric symbols and
marked signiﬁcantly overlapped tweets as duplicates.
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the tweets by the annotators, as well as related user-entered emotional expressions. This
emotion lexicon allocates a GEW-based emotionality for each of its terms (from unigrams to
5-grams). Furthermore, we removed 94 frequent terms related to a description of the Olympics
rather than emotions, such as ‘event’. The average of the emotionalities of terms found in the
tweet text (excluding negated terms) is the emotionality of the whole tweet. Using this lexicon
as an initial emotion labeler will allow us to study how well the proposed distant learning
method can improve the quality of a small within-domain lexicon.
PMI-Hash We also generate a topic-independent Twitter-speciﬁc emotion lexicon using
the PMI-based learning method [Moh12a]. It computes emotion weights of terms using
tweets with emotional hashtags. We use the dataset EMHASH_DATASET of tweets with GEW-
associated emotional hashtags. It was presented in section 3.4. For computational reasons,
instead of using the full dataset of 1,729,980 tweets, we use only randomly selected 500,000
tweets having at least 3 words. We applied the same preprocessing and n-gram extraction
steps as in our method, and used unigrams and bigrams as terms for the lexicon. The weights
of these terms are computed via PMI-Based learner. It computes the strength of association
SoA(t , ei ) of term t to the emotion ei as the difference in PMI of term t towards the presence
and absence of emotion ei . The formula (6.1) is used again while considering the presence of
emotion e+i as a positive class and an absence of emotion e
−
i as a negative class. The positive
values are saved as term emotion weights, i.e. wi (t )=max(0,SoA (t , ei )). In total 85,530 terms
are extracted. When applying this lexicon to the text, we sum the weights of found lexicon
terms and normalize the resultant vector to obtain an emotionality of the text. Using such
automatically generated topic-independent lexicon as an initial emotion labeler will allow us
to study whether the proposed distant learning method can improve its quality.
6.4.3 Neutral Labeler
The neutral labeler aims to ﬁnd the tweets with a high probability of being neutral. To deﬁne
the heuristics of such labeling, we assume that the presence of a URL indicates less emotional
tweets, such as news or information sharing. We extracted such tweets and observed that to
enforce tweet neutrality, we should avoid the presence of usernames and personal pronouns
(which makes sharing more personal), emoticons, and other emotional cues. We exclude
tweets that contain explicit emotional terms from the GALC lexicon, intensity shifters (excla-
mation marks, elongations, intensiﬁer and diminisher words), and strong subjective terms
(from MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [WWH05]). The examples of such identiﬁed neutral tweets
are “Sports Debates and Olympic Coverage <URL>” and “read more: history of the Olympic
torch, ﬂame, and relay <URL>.”
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6.5 Evaluation Methodology
This section describes ground-truth data used for the evaluation of the obtained classiﬁers, as
well as how we tune and evaluate the resultant emotion classiﬁers. Also, it introduces other
classiﬁers used for comparison with BWV.
6.5.1 Ground-Truth Data
Large Automatically Labeled Data Following the idea introduced in section 6.3.4, we gener-
ate the pseudo-annotated tweets for evaluating the quality of built classiﬁers in an automatic
way. We extracted from the full dataset of pre-ﬁlteredOlympic tweets (no short tweets, retweets,
or duplicates) those that contain emotional hashtags at the end of a text (we used the same 167
hashtags that were used to collect the general emotional tweets from EMHASH_DATASET and
presented in section 3.3). We additionally excluded tweets featuring several emotional hash-
tags. This procedure resulted in 52,218 tweets labeled with emotional hashtags, i.e. only 0.16%
of the full dataset of 33.2 million tweets. The distribution of emotion categories is given in
Figure 6.2. Table 6.1 provides examples of such hashtagged tweets. As these data are intended
for testing the algorithms’ outputs, ‘labeling’ hashtags were removed from the texts.
The second half of the automatic ground-truth data consist of pseudo-neutral tweets, i.e.
tweets detected by the introduced neutral labeler. We randomly selected the same number of
such tweets (52,218) for inclusion in the evaluation set. The URLs were removed from their
texts. We decided to use the same number of pseudo-neutral tweets as hashtagged tweets
because the real proportion of emotional to non-emotional tweets is unknown and may vary
between datasets or dataset subsets.
We split these automatic data into a validation set SV to tune the algorithm’s meta-parameters
and test set ST to evaluate the resultant classiﬁers in 1:2 proportion, that is 34,802 tweets
for SV and 69,634 tweets for ST . This process preserved emotion distribution, meaning tweets
for each emotion category were split proportionally, including pseudo-neutral tweets.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of emotion categories found in the hashtagged dataset and manual
annotations within the Olympic-related tweets.
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Emotion Example hashtagged tweets from the Olympic data.
Involvement Watching Olympic power walking.... #interesting
Amusement Olympic triple jumping is really funny to watch... #laughing #lol
Pride great day at the #Olympics for Canada ! #proud
Happiness Pumped for the Olympics tonight! #happytweet
Pleasure 3 ﬂeece blankets, coffee and watching the Olympics. #satisﬁed
Love Destiny Hooker is my hero. #Olympics #USA #loveher
Awe Just discovered the olympic decathlon #fascinated
Relief are GB ﬁnally doing something in the Olympics #relieved
Surprise 15 years old and Olympic champion #amazed
Nostalgia WOOHOO OLYMPICS ^__^ brings back memories :( #nostalgia
Pity I feel sorry for the people who come last in the Olympics-#pity
Sadness Working, then tutoring missing the olympics :( #sadtweet
Worry This Olympic ceremony is just freaking me out... #worried
Shame False start for Norway! #C1 #Olympics #Shame
Guilt Skipped the gym today. Now I am watching the Olympics. #Guilt
Regret Well.. No boze pravde in this olympics.. #disappointment
Envy i wish i could be in the olympics when im 15. #jealous
Disgust #Rogan that was just a bit bullshit #dislike #London2012
Contempt They have ping pong in the olympics? #despicable
Anger ESPN keeps ruining the results of the olympics for me #annoyed
Table 6.1: Examples of Olympic-related tweets automatically annotated based on the presence
of an emotional hashtag.
Manually Annotated Data As we plan to evaluate the performance of the distant learning
classiﬁers built starting from OlympLex, we refrained from using the same annotated corpus
(SREC) as it was used for the construction of OlympLex in chapter 4. We generated new
manually-annotated within-domain data. For that, we asked human annotators to annotate
600 Olympic tweets (again pre-ﬁltered, without overlap with SV ). To ensure the presence of
multiple emotions, we avoided using only random tweets. Instead, we selected three types of
tweets for annotation: 200 random tweets, 200 tweets with emotional hashtags (10 per each
emotion category, with removed emotional hashtags), and 200 pseudo-neutral tweets (with
removed URLs). Every tweet was labeled by two annotators. They were asked to provide up to
3 emotion labels per tweet, with one marked as dominant. They could also choose to label
Other emotion or No emotion. Additionally, we asked them to mark if a tweet’s emotion is
ambiguous or if the text is unclear. We excluded such tweets to have a dataset of higher quality,
resulting in 492 tweets available for evaluation. The Fleiss Kappa [Fle71] of paired dominant
labels is 0.31, showing a fair agreement. We also computed what proportion of the tweets
have partial agreement: we counted that in 58.3% of tweets the dominant label from one
annotator is within the full set of labels from another annotator. We found that disagreement
comes frequently while discerning whether the tweets is emotional or not (19.3% of tweets).
We asked for the third annotation of such tweets and excluded an annotation in disagreement
with other two regarding whether the tweet is emotional or not.
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In order to prepare the ground-truth dataset for testing, we assign to a tweet an emotion multi-
label that includes two chosen dominant emotion categories and all other agreed categories
from two annotators. The average number of labels per tweet is 1.71, showing the multiplicity
of emotional experience and the need to treat this problem as multi-label classiﬁcation. The
distribution of outputted labels is shown in Figure 6.2. We name this evaluation set SM .
Examples of manually annotated tweets were given in Table 3.2.
6.5.2 Performance Metrics
We record the performance of the corresponding algorithm instances using multiple evalua-
tion metrics suitable for multi-label classiﬁcation [TK07, SL09]. We compute both macro- and
micro-versions of precision, recall, and F1-score, as well as accuracy.
Let Ti be the set of tweets where the emotion ei is present according to the ground truth,Oi
be the set of tweets that a classiﬁer outputs as belonging to emotion ei , and Ci = Ti ∩Oi be
the set of tweets correctly classiﬁed as belonging to emotion ei . Then, for emotion ei , recall is
Ri = |Ci ||Ti | , precision is Pi =
|Ci |
|Oi | , and F1-score is Fi =
2PiRi
Pi+Ri .
To compute macro-recall (macro-R), macro-precision (macro-P ), and macro-F1 score
(macro-F1), we average those values between emotion categories. Thus,macro-R = 1|E |
∑|E |
i=1Ri ,
macro-P = 1|E |
∑|E |
i=1Pi , macro-F1= 1|E |
∑|E |
i=1Fi . It is noteworthy that the Neutral category e0 is
excluded from this averaging, as it is not the focus of the emotion recognition system. We also
exclude the Contempt category, which was under-represented in the dataset. The beneﬁt of
using macro-scores is that they assign equal importance to each emotion category, regardless
of their distribution. Hence, macro-scores penalize classiﬁers’ mistakes on under-represented
categories, which classiﬁers tend to ignore despite their potential importance.
We computemicro-recall (micro-R), micro-precision (micro-P ), andmicro-F1 score (micro-F1)
using the formulas for recall, precision, and F1-score with the total number of true labels, out-
putted labels, and correctly detected labels for all emotion categories. That is,micro-P =
∑
i |Ci |∑
i |Oi | ,
micro-R =
∑
i |Ci |∑
i |Ti | , andmicro-F1=
2micro-P ·micro-R
micro-P + micro-R . The labels for theNeutral category are again
excluded. In contrast to macro-metrics, micro-metrics take into account the distribution of
emotions in the dataset. Thus, they provide an estimation of how well an evaluated classiﬁer
can detect emotions while giving more weight to the most frequently appearing emotions.
We also evaluate the accuracy of classiﬁers. In the context of multi-label classiﬁcation, the
accuracy A(d) for a tweet d is deﬁned as the Jaccard measure between the set of its true
labels T (d) and the set of labelsO(d) that a classiﬁer outputs for it, that is, A(d)= |T (d)∩O(d)||T (d)∪O(d)| .
The overall accuracy A is the mean of A(d) for all tweets in the dataset D: A = 1|D|
∑
d∈D A(d).
Accuracy evaluates how applicable the classiﬁer is, in general, over the dataset, as it checks its
performance at the per-document level, while also evaluating its ability to separate the neutral
category from other emotions.
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6.5.3 Comparison with Other Methods
Using the same distant learning framework, we compare the BWV classiﬁer with the ﬁve other
supervised classiﬁers used for emotion recognition and text classiﬁcation. To apply them
instead of BWV, we transform the format of the pseudo-labeled data from emotionalities into
multi-labels: to each emotionality p we apply operatorA(p,αre f ) with the parameter αre f
speciﬁed for the annotation reﬁnement. The tweets are represented in the same feature space
of ﬁltered n-grams as deﬁned for our method (described in section 6.3.2). We consider two
ways to address such multi-label classiﬁcation using standard machine-learning classiﬁers:
Multi-Class (mcl) and One-vs.-Rest (1vR) transformations [TK07].
Multi-Class Transformation (mcl) This approach transforms the given multi-label classiﬁ-
cation problem into a multi-class problem: each document d with a multi-label Y = {eik }⊆ E0
yields |Y | documents in the new training set, one for each label eik ∈ Y . We consider two
classiﬁers: Multinomial Naïve Bayes (mcl-MNB) and Logistic Regression (mcl-LogReg), imple-
mented using WEKA [HFH+09] and LibLINEAR software [FCH+08], respectively. Both of them
return probabilistic output, which is treated as an emotionality of the text and is transformed
back into the multi-label using the operatorAwith the parameter α0 again.
One-vs.-Rest Transformation (1vR) This approach transforms the given multi-label prob-
lem into |E0| independent binary classiﬁcation tasks, one for each emotion category. A classi-
ﬁer for emotion ei decides if it is present (class e+i ) or not (e
−
i ). We again evaluate Multinomial
Naïve Bayes (1vR-MNB) and Logistic Regression (1vR-LogReg) classiﬁers in these settings (but
for binary classiﬁcation). As both classiﬁers support the probabilistic output, we speciﬁed that
multi-label output for a text d should contain only those emotions ei for which the probability
of its presence is higher than some threshold r (a new parameter), i.e. when P (e+i |d) > r .
We also applied an additional per-category feature selection with this transformation. To
select features for emotion ei , we used the term’s strength of association to that emotion
SoA(t , ei ) computed in the same way as for PMI-based learner (described in section 6.4.2).
The terms that have an absolute score |SoA(t , ei )| lower than a threshold θ are ﬁltered out. For
simpliﬁcation, θ is ﬁxed to the same value for all emotion categories.
PMI-Based Learner We additionally compare our method with the PMI-based learner used
for generation of emotion lexicon from pseudo-labeled data by Mohammad [Moh12a] and
described in detail in section 6.4.2, where it is used for generating PMI-Hash emotion lexicon.
We only include here the threshold θ to ﬁlter out low values of |SoA(t , ei )|, similar to per-
category feature selection in 1vR transformation. The outputted emotionality of the tweets is
transformed into multi-label output using the operatorAwith the parameter α0 again.
Random Baseline We also adapt a random baseline (Random) to estimate the problem’s
difﬁculty: it decides independently whether or not each emotion is present, with probability
deﬁned by the emotion distribution in the test dataset. Performance scores are averaged over
1,000 runs.
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6.5.4 Input Data Sampling, Parameter Tuning, and Testing
In our experiments, instead of applying emotion labelers to all the available tweets, we use only
NU random pre-ﬁltered tweets (no retweets, duplicates, or short tweets) due to our limited
computational resources. At the same time, as our Neutral Labeler applies more restrictive
heuristics, we could apply it to all the available pre-ﬁltered tweets, and use in the experiments
the same amount NU of pseudo-neutral tweets. Balancing the amount of pseudo-neutral and
potentially emotional tweets in learning process allows us to give the same detection priority
to both of these classes. All unlabeled data used in learning are disjoint from any considered
ground-truth data.
To ﬁnd the optimal parameters of each algorithm, we perform parameter tuning separately
for each initial emotion labeler via exhaustive grid search of discrete parameters’ values.
The explored parameter space and found optimal parameters are described in the appendix,
section A.5. The data for learning are obtained with NU = 100,000, and the validation set SV is
used for evaluating the performance of the classiﬁers during the parameter tuning process.
Among the obtained results, we ﬁnd a set of parameters that yields the highest micro-F1
score on SV . We chose to maximize the micro-F1 score because it was found to lead to a
better balance between micro-precision and recall. The learning process for building ﬁnal
classiﬁers to test uses larger data obtained with NU = 500,000. The resultant classiﬁers are
then evaluated on automatic test set ST and manual test set SM .
6.6 Evaluation Results
This section presents the results of the tuned distant learning algorithms on the test datasets.
We compare the performance of the resultant classiﬁers with the baseline performances of
the initial emotion labelers applied without distant learning or the neutral labeler. They are
reported as Initial. Further, we report how signiﬁcantly each algorithm’s performance metrics
differ from those of the corresponding initial labeler, as estimated by randomization tests
[Yeh00]. One asterisk ∗ indicates a p-value ≤ 0.05; two asterisks ∗∗ indicate a p-value ≤ 0.01.
6.6.1 Improvement over the Initial Emotion Labelers
Table 6.2 presents the results on the test dataset ST . They show that our proposed BWVmethod
substantially improves the quality of initial emotion labelers on all of the main performance
metrics: macro-F1, accuracy, andmicro-F1 score. The only exception is a lowermacro-F1 score
when starting from OlympLex, but this result is insigniﬁcant (p-value = 0.065). The largest
improvements are observed for micro-F1 scores: 41% when started from PMI-Hash, 53% from
OlympLex, and 236% from GALC. The highest micro-F1 score is 40.6% with PMI-Hash as the
input emotion labeler. The minimum relative increase in accuracy is 10.6% (with GALC). These
ﬁndings conﬁrm that BWV can build emotion classiﬁers that are far more accurate than the
existent emotion labelers. The experiments also show that the other algorithms applied within
the same distant learning framework can improve the performance of initial classiﬁers too.
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E
L Algorithm
macro
A
micro
ra
n
k
P R F1 P R F1
- Random 2.5 1.3 1.7 41.6 8.7 4.4 5.8
G
A
LC
Initial 20.6 3.6 4.8 52.2 23.6 5.1 8.4
mcl-MNB 21.4 12.2∗∗ 10.3∗∗↑ 62.0∗∗ ↑ 30.6∗∗ 28.1∗∗ 29.3∗∗ ↑ 1
mcl-LogReg 7.5∗∗ 23.9∗∗ 8.9∗∗ ↑ 43.1∗∗ ↓ 9.6∗∗ 30.4∗∗ 14.6∗∗ ↑ 6
1vR-MNB 11.8∗∗ 17.1∗∗ 9.7∗∗ ↑ 57.0∗∗ ↑ 16.9∗∗ 34.6∗∗ 22.7∗∗ ↑ 4
1vR-LogReg 12.1∗∗ 8.8∗∗ 8.1∗∗ ↑ 54.4∗∗ ↑ 22.0∗∗ 20.9∗∗ 21.5∗∗ ↑ 5
PMI-based 12.7∗∗ 10.2∗∗ 9.3∗∗ ↑ 53.1∗∗ ↑ 28.0∗∗ 26.4∗∗ 27.2∗∗ ↑ 3
BWV 16.8∗∗ 11.5∗∗ 9.8∗∗ ↑ 57.8∗∗ ↑ 27.2∗ 29.1∗∗ 28.2∗∗ ↑ 2
O
ly
m
p
Le
x
Initial 11.4 9.7 7.1 47.4 19.3 19.3 19.3
mcl-MNB 19.7∗∗ 11.2∗∗ 6.8 ↓ 58.5∗∗ ↑ 26.3∗∗ 27.0∗∗ 26.7∗∗ ↑ 3
mcl-LogReg 9.1∗∗ 12.4∗∗ 7.6∗∗ ↑ 42.9∗∗ ↓ 16.1∗∗ 21.6∗∗ 18.4∗∗ ↓ 6
1vR-MNB 19.4∗∗ 12.3∗∗ 7.3 ↑ 58.9∗∗ ↑ 23.3∗∗ 28.3∗∗ 25.6∗∗ ↑ 4
1vR-LogReg 11.1∗ 16.5∗∗ 9.8∗∗ ↑ 51.3∗∗ ↑ 17.1∗∗ 27.9∗∗ 21.2∗∗ ↑ 5
PMI-based 15.8∗∗ 9.6 7.3 ↑ 58.8∗∗ ↑ 28.3∗∗ 26.0∗∗ 27.1∗∗ ↑ 2
BWV 17.8∗∗ 9.4 6.7 ↓ 59.4∗∗ ↑ 29.9∗∗ 29.2∗∗ 29.5∗∗ ↑ 1
P
M
I-
H
as
h
Initial 12.1 17.0 11.5 23.7 21.8 42.0 28.7
mcl-MNB 22.8∗∗ 15.9∗∗ 13.1∗∗ ↑ 64.4∗∗ ↑ 37.6∗∗ 43.0∗∗ 40.1∗∗ ↑ 3
mcl-LogReg 14.4∗∗ 18.7∗∗ 14.8∗∗ ↑ 52.7∗∗ ↑ 30.9∗∗ 41.8 35.5∗∗ ↑ 6
1vR-MNB 19.9∗∗ 16.7 14.2∗∗ ↑ 64.6∗∗ ↑ 37.5∗∗ 43.3∗∗ 40.2∗∗ ↑ 2
1vR-LogReg 17.6∗∗ 18.9∗∗ 16.2∗∗ ↑ 60.6∗∗ ↑ 35.4∗∗ 42.2 38.5∗∗ ↑ 5
PMI-based 22.3∗∗ 15.6∗∗ 14.4∗∗ ↑ 63.8∗∗ ↑ 38.5∗∗ 41.3∗∗ 39.9∗∗ ↑ 4
BWV 29.3∗∗ 15.5∗∗ 13.1∗∗ ↑ 64.1∗∗ ↑ 37.3∗∗ 44.4∗∗ 40.6∗∗ ↑ 1
Table 6.2: Evaluating distant learning algorithms on automatic test data ST . All performance
scores are percentages. The results of the learned classiﬁers are compared with those of the
corresponding initial labelers. One asterisk ∗ indicates a p-value ≤ 0.05; two asterisks ∗∗
indicate a p-value ≤ 0.01.
To our surprise, we observed greater macro- and micro-precision from the classiﬁers obtained
through distant learning than from the initial classiﬁers. The best micro-precision of BWV
is 37.3% starting from PMI-Hash. It is 71% better than that of the initial PMI-Hash lexicon.
Based on our previous experiments [SMP14], we expected that a distant learning approach
would only improve the classiﬁers’ recall by ﬁnding more emotional expressions. However,
this increase in precision indicates that, in many cases, the distant learning process corrects
the terms’ emotion distributions.
6.6.2 Comparison of BWV and Other Supervised Classiﬁers
To further compare the distant learning algorithms, we rank their performance using themicro-
F1 score. We chose this metric because it aggregates the overall performance of classiﬁers
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while taking into account the signiﬁcance of emotion categories and because it produces a
more stable ranking for different emotion labelers than other metrics.
Mcl-LogReg performs worst, both in terms of micro-F1 and accuracy. This is due to its lower
precision, possibly because it ﬁnds more tweets to be emotional (≥ 62% for all input emotion
labelers) than other classiﬁers (≤ 54%), thus making more mistakes on neutral tweets.
1vR-LogReg is the next worst, with the moderate micro-F1 scores. Although 1vR-LogReg
achieves the highest macro-F1 scores for OlympLex and PMI-Hash, these are accompanied by
relatively lowmacro-precision (in comparison to BWV), which is undesirable for the real-world
applications.
The third and forth ranks in the aggregated performance are shared between 1vR-MNB and
PMI-based methods. 1vR-MNB performs best with PMI-Hash, achieving the top accuracy and
high micro-F1 score; whereas PMI-based systematically increases accuracy, micro-precision
and micro-F1 scores for all three emotion labelers.
The two classiﬁers with the highest ranks are mcl-MNB and BWV. When starting from GALC,
mlc-MNB’s performance is superior to BWV for all metrics except micro-recall. However,
BWV produces the highest micro-F1 scores starting from the OlympLex and PMI-Hash lexi-
cons. Moreover, its 40.6% micro-F1 score when starting from PMI-Hash is the highest score
achieved in all our experiments, indicating that BWV was the most appropriate for real-world
applications of emotion recognition in tweets.
6.6.3 Effects of Choosing Initial Emotion Labeler
The three evaluated initial emotion labelers differ not only in their basic performance but also
in their results in conjunction with the distant learning method. Due to its explicit nature, the
GALC lexicon has relatively high macro- and micro-precision, but low recall. Distant learning
can improve its performance by increasing recall—it discovers new emotional terms that
co-appear with the given terms in the unlabeled data. OlympLex’s precision and recall are
close to each other due to its higher coverage of emotion terms used in the sports domain. This
lexicon’s size is moderate, but our method can still discover new terms indicative of emotion
and increase both micro- and macro-precision, probably because of a better adjustment of
the distribution in emotion categories and better separation of the most frequent categories.
Finally, PMI-Hash shows the highest macro- and micro-F1 scores of all the initial emotion
labelers, yet its accuracy is the lowest and its recall is almost twice as large as precision. The
PMI-Hash has this behavior because it was trained on data without neutral tweets, and thus it
classiﬁes most tweets (96%) as belonging to an emotion category and has low accuracy for
neutral tweets. The distant learning approach successfully helps overcome this problem and
increases PMI-Hash’s precision up to the level of its recall.
Overall, this evaluation indicates that the described distant learning method is able to adjust
all three initial emotion lexicons to an application domain. This is validated by a statistically
signiﬁcant increase in accuracy and micro-F1 score.
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Algorithm
Parameters macro
A
micro
Blc Neut P R F1 P R F1
Initial - - 12.1 17.0 11.5 23.7 21.8 42.0 28.7
BWV Log Incl 29.3∗∗ 15.5∗∗ 13.1∗∗ ↑ 64.1∗∗ ↑ 37.3∗∗ 44.4∗∗ 40.6∗∗ ↑
Alternative parameters
WV No 25.9∗∗ 11.2∗∗ 12.1∗∗ ↑ 63.4∗∗ ↑ 45.3∗∗ 31.5∗∗ 37.1∗∗ ↑
BWV No 16.0∗∗ 14.1∗∗ 11.1∗ ↓ 34.0∗∗ ↑ 25.9∗∗ 40.2∗∗ 31.5∗∗ ↑
Table 6.3: Improvement of the recognition quality in distant learning due to the inclusion of
the rebalancing process and the incorporation of the pseudo-neutral tweets. The results are on
automatic test set ST with PMI-Hash as initial emotion labeler. All scores are given as %. The
results of the learned classiﬁers are compared with those of the corresponding initial labeler.
6.6.4 Variations in Dystemo Conﬁguration
Rebalancing Process The suggested BWV learning method originates from Weighted Voting
(WV), which does not introduce rebalancing coefﬁcients ci (described in Section 6.3.3). Table
6.3 shows the beneﬁts of having the rebalancing process. It compares BWV with WV on test
set ST while using PMI-hash as emotion labeler (the parameters of WV were tuned separately).
We observe that without rebalancing, WV is inferior to BWV for micro- and macro-F1 scores.
Although WV showes the highest micro-precision, its recall is signiﬁcantly lower than the
initial labelers. With OlympLex and GALC as start points, WV’s macro-F1 scores are even
lower than those of the initial emotion labelers. This means that WV without rebalancing is
unsuitable for distant learning, at least not within our method.
Using Neutral Tweets during Learning One part of pseudo-labeled data for learning com-
prises pseudo-neutral tweets. We investigate if adding them is helpful by learning additionally
the BWV classiﬁer without including the pseudo-neutral tweets in the learning process (with
the parameters retuned accordingly). Its results on the test set ST are indicated with parameter
Neut=No in Table 6.3. It is noteworthy that, as ST includes neutral tweets, the classiﬁer’s ability
to recognize them is evaluated too.
We ﬁnd that without neutral tweets BWV performs worse than with them in all metrics. This
is because without exposure to neutral tweets during learning, resultant classiﬁers tend to
classify most test tweets as emotional (up to 86%), even though it adapted higher feature
selection threshold τ. This results in many errors on neutral tweets. Similar behavior is
observed when using the other two initial labelers (OlympLex and GALC), but results are
aggravated by a signiﬁcant decrease in accuracy.
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Emotion
Algorithm A
micro
Coverage #Labels
Labeler P R F1
GALC
Initial 25.6 50.0 5.4 9.8 14.2 1.14
mcl-MNB 30.0∗∗ ↑ 30.5∗∗ ↓ 12.2∗∗ ↑ 17.4∗∗ ↑ 51.2 1.17
BWV 28.9∗∗ ↑ 27.8∗∗ ↓ 11.1∗∗ ↑ 15.9∗∗ ↑ 51.8 1.16
OlympLex
Initial 32.7 42.5 16.4 23.6 54.5 1.06
mcl-MNB 34.9∗∗ ↑ 39.7 ↓ 16.6 ↑ 23.5 ↓ 63.0 1.00
BWV 33.6∗∗ ↑ 37.7 ↓ 13.9∗ ↓ 20.4∗ ↓ 55.5 1.00
PMI-Hash
Initial 12.2 19.7 12.9 15.6 98.0 1.00
mcl-MNB 28.4∗∗ ↑ 27.5∗∗ ↑ 12.9 − 17.5 ↑ 65.9 1.06
BWV 28.5∗∗ ↑ 25.9∗∗ ↑ 11.8 ↓ 16.2 ↑ 60.4 1.13
Table 6.4: Evaluating distant learning algorithms on manual test data SM . All scores are
percentages, except for the average number of emotion labels #Labels. The results of the
learned classiﬁers are compared with those of the corresponding initial labelers.
6.6.5 Validation of Distant Learning on Manually Annotated Data
Testing algorithms on large ground-truth data ST allowed us to automatically ﬁnd the best
parameters of the algorithms and cover more feature terms in evaluation. However, testing
on manual data is essential to understand how the quality of classiﬁer will be perceived in
human’s eye. Thus, we conﬁrm the positive effects of distant learning on small manually
annotated data, SM , described in section 6.5.1. Table 6.4 presents the results of this test with
two distant learning methods, BWV and mcl-MNB. We compare these two methods because
they ranked high on automatic test data ST . Notice that we do not report macro-scores
because for many categories there are not enough tweets to obtain conclusive per-category
metrics. However, we additionally report coverage of the methods which estimates how many
tweets were detected as emotional, and the average number of emotion labels found in tweets
classiﬁed as emotional.
When initial emotion labelers are GALC and PMI-Hash, the effects of distant learning al-
gorithms remain similar to those discovered with automatic test data ST : applying distant
learning increases the accuracy and micro-F1 scores of initial labelers, due to recall increase
for GALC (along with coverage increase) and precision increase for PMI-Hash. However, the
improvements are smaller. This can be attributed to the fact that our manual annotation is less
skewed towards dominant categories and requires from classiﬁers to perform better across
more categories. Also, while comparing the performance of mcl-MNB and BWV algorithms
starting from GALC and PMI-Hash, we can observe that mcl-MNB slightly outperforms BWV.
However, we did not ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference in their micro-F1 scores.
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With OlympLex as a starting labeler, we obtain different effects. While both distant learning
methods still increase the accuracy over the initial OlympLex labeler, neither mlc-MNB nor
BWV improve the micro-F1 score despite previously observed signiﬁcant increase. However,
already on automatic data we have observed an insigniﬁcant decrease in their macro-F1
scores. This can signify the need to optimize for both macro- and micro-F1 scores in the
parameter tuning process. Moreover, this evaluation shows that OlympLex, built using manual
annotations of tweets, performs best on manually annotated data. This reveals the difﬁculty
to improve emotion lexicons of better quality via distant learning and the need for more
advanced methods in such cases.
We also observe all resultant classiﬁers have lower micro-recall scores on manual test set SM
compared to those scores on automatic set ST . This can be due to the higher average number
of emotion labels per tweet in the manual ground-truth (1.71 in SM versus 1.0 in ST ). This
means that, to achieve better recall scores, resultant classiﬁers have to ﬁnd correctly more
emotion labels per tweet. However, all the ﬁnal classiﬁers return only up to 1.17 emotion labels
per tweet. With OlympLex as an initial labeler, both mcl-MNB and BWV learn to return exactly
one label per tweet. This leaves room for potentially better optimization of the classiﬁers’
output parameter α0.
Overall, our method, Dystemo applied with BWV as a learning algorithm is shown to be
effective in extending initial emotion lexicons of small coverage to ﬁnd more emotional tweets
(coverage is 264% more and recall is 105% higher for GALC lexicon). Additionally, it can
improve coarse emotion lexicons to perform more accurately (accuracy is 133% higher for
PMI-Hash lexicon).
6.7 Discussion and Future Work
The present work showed that applying distant learning with emotion lexicons as initial
labelers is a viable approach for building application-speciﬁc emotion classiﬁers. Experiments
show that the resultant classiﬁers are able to achieve micro-F1 scores between 15.9% and
40.6% while recognizing twenty emotions. Previous work reported similar scores when fewer
emotion categories were used: e.g. Mohammad [Moh12a] achieved a micro-F1 score of 49.9%
for six basic emotion categories in cross-validation on hashtagged tweets and 43.7% on news
headlines. Our classiﬁers deal with more emotion categories, and thus the performance
baseline for guessing randomly is much lower (5.8% for twenty emotions versus 16.7% for six).
This means the F1-scores of our method are more difﬁcult to achieve given the challenging
nature of the problem.
The suggested method was proven to be beneﬁcial while using as an input three different
kinds of initial lexicons. The performance of the resultant classiﬁers seems to vary depending
on the amount of pseudo-labeled emotional data discovered by initial emotion lexicons. It
would be interesting for future studies to examine what quantity of unlabeled data is required
for the successful distant learning process. Moreover, we observe that the initial lexicons
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can have different best-detected categories. This can motivate future research in aggregating
the classiﬁers obtained via distant learning from different initial lexicons in order to build
the classiﬁer having a better quality. It is also possible that repeating the learning process in
iterations starting from the previously learned lexicons (by exploiting the ideas of self-training
[QZHZ09, Zhu05]) could bring further improvements and requires more investigation.
We conﬁrmed the contribution of the main components speciﬁc to our Dystemo method.
The rebalancing, introduced in Balanced Weighted Voting (BWV) learner, leads to the relative
increase of micro-F1 score by 9.2%. Techniques for balancing training data have never been
tested for emotion recognition before. Applying other rebalancing techniques [BPM04] and
testing how rebalancing processes help other learning algorithms for emotion recognition
could be interesting avenues for future research as well. Another distinguishing property
of our method is inclusion of novel heuristics to identify neutral tweets for learning. Our
experiments show that this is essential to avoid constructing classiﬁers that ﬁnd emotions
in almost every tweet: when starting from PMI-Hash, accuracy grows from 34% to 64.1%.
While a distant supervision over pseudo-neutral tweets was already proposed in the context
of polarity classiﬁcation [PP10, KWM11], for the problem of emotion classiﬁcation, a Neu-
tral category was only studied when training data were labeled manually, for example by
Neviarouskaya et al. [NPI11a].
By comparing the suggested BWV learning method with other more advanced supervised
classiﬁers, we show that even a simple lexicon-based classiﬁer can achieve competitive per-
formance. Yet, the additional advantage of BWV is that it produces an emotion lexicon,
where each term (n-gram) is associated with an emotion distribution (called emotionality).
This property opens a large perspective for potential future applications and improvements,
such as extracting lexicon-based features for more advanced machine-learning classiﬁers
[Moh12a, WCTS12].
While investigating the viability of distant learning starting from emotion lexicons, we used
relatively simple features for classiﬁcation, namely n-grams appearance, and simple feature
aggregation techniques, that is averaging the distributions of appeared n-grams. We further
review what mistakes our classiﬁers repeatedly made due to these simpliﬁcations (see example
tweets with errors in the appendix section A.6). Many seem to appear in the tweets where
emotional sense is captured within spans of texts longer than n-grams. Examples are “Why
is <x> always on when I want to watch <y>?" and “<x>’s hopes for medal in <y> dashed".
Our method would potentially beneﬁt from incorporating more developed techniques of
representing emotional meaning in text, such as parsing semantic concepts [PAG+14] or
extracting main emotional parts [SEHHE14]. Similarly, modeling semantic compositionality
could help to better aggregate detected lexicon features into tweet-level emotions. An example
solution can involve treating emotions in composite phrases using hand-coded rules [NPI11a]
or deep neural network representations [SPW+13, SM15]. Another source of mistakes is the
lack of proper modeling of contextual modiﬁers that can change the emotional meaning
of terms. In the future, we plan to include better treatment of such linguistic modiﬁers as
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negations (e.g. “lose interest") and downtoners (e.g. “least favorite") while applying both ﬁnal
and initial classiﬁers [CdAP13]. Finally, we observe tweets with the mixture of positive and
negative emotions (e.g. “unlucky <x>, we are still proud of you"). Learning from them is likely
to cause erroneous associations of terms to positive and negative emotions simultaneously.
Future work should address how to limit the scope of corresponding emotion descriptions in
the text, e.g. based on annotating parts of the texts with off-the-shelf polarity classiﬁers, such
as SentiStrength [TBP12]. Another potential for achieving better recognition quality can be to
adapt a hierarchical approach to the classiﬁcation, where the classiﬁers should ﬁrst decide
whether a tweet is emotional or neutral, positive or negative, and only then classify it into
speciﬁc emotions [GIS10].
The distant learning method developed and analyzed in this chapter is potentially valuable to
many domains of textual emotion analysis lacking easily accessible labels. Further studies
are required to determine whether these results can be generalized to those domains (e.g.
reactions to other public events such as awards or elections, product reviews, or posts in
support forums) with their corresponding sets of emotions.
6.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents an in-depth study of a distant learning method for multi-category
emotion recognition in tweets, called Dystemo. The distant learning approach allows building
new emotion classiﬁers using only automatically annotated data based on some heuristics.
Instead of deﬁning heuristics for detecting emotional tweets based on hashtags or emoticons,
we argue for the use of existing or easy-to-produce emotion lexicons as a starting point. We
describe a method that can either extend an initial lexicon to cover more emotional terms and
expressions, or reﬁne it to detect emotional tweets more correctly. Both improvements make
the novel classiﬁers more suitable for the chosen application.
Using sports tweets as a dataset, we have shown a detailed validation process involving
three different initial emotion lexicons for the classiﬁcation of twenty emotion categories.
The proposed distant learning method, applied with a novel supervised learner—Balanced
Weighted Voting,—improves the micro F1-score in all three cases, with relative increases
between 41% and 236%. Subsequent experiments suggest that rebalancing initially labeled
data is an essential step in our method’s success. Among other contributions, we introduce
heuristics to automatically ﬁnd neutral tweets and show the importance of including them in
the learning process.
Our research shows the viability of a distant learningmethod as an alternative way to build new
emotion classiﬁers for a speciﬁc application domain and a speciﬁc set of emotion categories.
In contrast with human computation method, it can built domain-speciﬁc emotion classiﬁers
without costly manual labeling, while using only limited input resources in the form of an
emotion lexicon. Yet, the samemethod can be applied alongwith human computation in order
to further improve the quality of a lexicon obtained from the small manually annotated data.
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Our method additionally avoids relying on special content cues such as hashtags, which makes
it more general than other existing distant learning methods. Because of these properties,
Dystemo can be used to build tailored emotion classiﬁers across multiple different domains
of applications with minimal effort.
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7 Modeling Effects of Modiﬁers on
Emotional Statements
7.1 Introduction1
One of the major challenges in textual emotion recognition is to decipher the subtle ways
humans express emotions. Even when the text contains an explicit emotional word, e.g.
‘happy’, this word can appear in the scope of a modiﬁer that changes its emotional meaning,
such as after the negation word ‘not’ in the phrase “I am not happy.” While emotion lexicons
provide direct associations of lexical terms with emotions, the true feeling expressed in the
text can change under a variety of modiﬁers. The question is how such modiﬁers impact the
used emotional expressions? In order to improve the recognition quality of lexicon-based
systems, we should be able to properly model the effects of different modiﬁers on emotions.
Addressing this challenge is the subject of this chapter.
Multiple linguistic constructions can potentially affect the emotional meaning of words in
their scope. Illustrative examples from Table 7.1 show how different modiﬁers can lead to
different effects. Example (b) illustrates how negation (e.g. not, never) can shift the original
emotion to another emotion. Examples (c) and (d) show how intensiﬁers (e.g. so, very) and
diminishers (e.g. a little, slightly) can affect the emotion’s intensity. Example (e) shows how
1The analysis method described in this chapter was partially implemented by Margarita Bolívar Jiménez.
(a) I am happy today No modiﬁer
(b) I’m not ashamed to say it Negation
(c) I feel so relieved now Intensiﬁer
(d) I feel a little sad tonight Diminisher
(e) I know I should be happy Modality
(f) I’ll be sad if you leave Conditionality
(g) Do you love her? Interrogation
(h) I was happy then Past Tense
Table 7.1: Illustrative examples of the modiﬁers’ effects on emotional statements.
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modality (e.g. should, can) can eliminate the presence of emotion. Example (f) reveals that
conditional emotional statements (e.g. if -clause) can refer to a non-experienced emotion.
Example (g) shows how interrogative mood (e.g. question mark ?) can express uncertainty in
emotional experience. Finally, past tense can convey emotion that is not experienced at the
present time, as example (h) illustrates.
These linguistic modiﬁers are used ubiquitously in the language. Our analysis of tweets—the
main application focus of this thesis— shows that 34% of explicit emotional terms appear in
the scope of the mentioned modiﬁers. This large proportion of modiﬁed statements suggests
we need to properly model the modiﬁers’ effects.
Previous studies do not fully answer the questions of how modiﬁers affect speciﬁc emo-
tions. They generally model only the effects of the most impactful modiﬁers—negation and
intensiﬁcation—in terms of polarity and intensity change of the words [HVIH+11, HG14,
Kou14]. The effects of other modiﬁers are either disregarded by ignoring the modiﬁers’ pres-
ence or blocked by removing themodiﬁed statements [TBP+10]. Howdifferentmodiﬁers affect
speciﬁc emotions is under-studied. In cases when effects are modeled at an emotion level
[CdAP13], they are hand-coded, which makes their adaptation to other emotion categories
more difﬁcult.
This chapter suggests a uniﬁed framework for analyzing the effects of different modiﬁer types
on ﬁne-grained emotion categories. We quantify the impact of six different linguistic modiﬁers
on each speciﬁc emotion using a novel data analysis method. It is based on investigating
emotion distributions of modiﬁed and non-modiﬁed occurrences of emotional terms in social
media. The source of our data is Twitter, from which we collect tweets having an emotional
hashtag, considered to be the author’s self-revealed emotion. Having such labeled data, the
emotion distributions in question are computed as the distributions of emotion labels in
the corresponding tweets. In each of the emotion distribution comparisons, we will use
Kullback-Leibler divergence [KL51, CT06] to determine the magnitude of difference between
distributions. Instead of requiring manual hand-coded rules, this data-driven method derives
the model of the modiﬁers’ effects from the patterns of their usage in the large corpus of
linguistic data automatically labeled with emotions. This makes this method easily adaptable
to different emotion categories and modiﬁers to model.
The main focus of this chapter is the method to analyze whether the original emotion of an
emotional statement is affected by the presence of a modiﬁer affecting it and how it is affected.
For each modiﬁer type and for each considered emotion category, we answer three questions
to understand and quantify the effect of modiﬁers:
1. To what extent does the modiﬁed emotion differ from the original non-modiﬁed emotion?
This quantiﬁed difference will estimate to what extent the emotional meaning of emotional
statements changes under each modiﬁer. This helps to make informed decisions on how
important it is to treat the effects of a speciﬁc modiﬁer.
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2. Does the original emotion change under the modiﬁer into another outcome emotion, or
does it stay the same (shift or no shift)? This will tell us whether the modiﬁer changes the
original emotion, and, if yes, towards which outcome emotion. This knowledge is necessary
for properly modeling the modiﬁer’s effect within emotion classiﬁcation.
3. How conﬁdent are we that the discovered outcome emotion is actually expressed in the modi-
ﬁed text? Instead of an absolute value, we compute a conﬁdence coefﬁcient that estimates the
conﬁdence of the modiﬁed emotion relative to the conﬁdence in the non-modiﬁed outcome
emotion. Computing this coefﬁcient pursues two goals. First, the effect of the modiﬁer can be
captured by an increase or decrease of conﬁdence, even when no shift occurs. Second, know-
ing conﬁdence coefﬁcients of each modiﬁed case, we can eliminate less-conﬁdent modiﬁed
statements in order to obtain more precise classiﬁers.
Overall, our method produces a ﬁne-grained emotion-based model of modiﬁers’ effects,
describing how each emotion changes under each modiﬁer. We discover that the effects of all
studied modiﬁers are emotion-speciﬁc, and thus such a detailed model is essential for more
precise treatment of modiﬁers. Our analysis sheds light on how to model negation relations
between emotions and additionally reveals that not only negations can shift emotions, but also
other less studied modiﬁers, such as modality and interrogation. Finally, we show the potential
of the proposed modeling to ﬁnd more precise emotional statements. All these ﬁndings lead
to important implications for developing a modiﬁer-aware emotion classiﬁcation system.
7.2 Studied Modiﬁers Types
Different modiﬁers are presumed to inﬂuence the meaning of emotional statements. The
modiﬁed statement might express another emotion, refer to a non-experienced emotion, have
a different intensity of the same emotion, or even not express any emotion at all. In our study,
we consider those modiﬁers that could inﬂuence the emotional meaning of terms based on
their linguistic role, as inspired by the previous research in sentiment analysis.
Negation Negation is the most studied modiﬁer of sentiment polarity. Researchers have
proven that it can change both the polarity and intensity of the words within its scope
[BCM+12, HVIH+11, JYM09]. Yet, its effect on speciﬁc emotion categories remains under-
studied. While the reversal of polarity is a straightforward operation (change of positive
polarity to negative, and reverse), the reversal of emotion is not as simple because of complex
relations between emotional concepts and between their linguistic expressions. For example,
the phrase “I don’t love you” implies rather Sadness than either original emotion of Love or the
antonym emotion of Hate. We assume that negation of an emotional term may express the
absence of any speciﬁc emotion, may refer to another emotion category, or may just change
the intensity (or conﬁdence) of the given emotion.
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Intensiﬁcation Intensiﬁcation modiﬁers involve terms that change the intensity of emo-
tional words. They are separated in two classes: intensiﬁers that increase the intensity, such
as ‘very’ or ‘really’ (also called ampliﬁers), and diminishers that decrease the intensity, such
as ‘less’ or ‘little’ (also called downtoners). While we hypothesize that neither intensiﬁers
nor diminishers change the original emotion category, we assume that the conﬁdence in the
emotion presence would change according to the direction of intensity shift (an increase or
decrease). For instance, in the sentence “I love you so much”, Love emotion is intensiﬁed, and
we can be more certain that it is present.
Modality Modality is a linguistic construction used to distinguish non-factual situations
(irrealis events) from events that happened or are happening (realis events). Modal operators
can express a degree of uncertainty or possibility, and can also be used to express desires and
needs [PZ06, CdAP13]. Consider, for instance, the phrases “I will regret it”, “I would be happy
to have it”, and “I should be angry at you". In all of these examples the presence of modal
verbs concealed whether the writer actually experienced the referenced emotion or not. Some
modal expressions can directly imply the absence of the referenced emotion, as in “Would
have loved to see you”. Most researchers that consider modality in sentiment analysis treat it
as a polarity blocker, ignoring the occurrence of sentiment terms in its scope (e.g. [TBT+11]).
Others suggest hand-coded coefﬁcients for the change in certainty or conﬁdence [NPI11b]. We
suggest to further investigate the effects of modality on speciﬁc emotions using a data-driven
modeling.
Conditionality Conditional sentences can also describe the irrealis event, i.e. those potential
or hypothetical situations that are not yet known to happen. For instance, in the sentence
“I’ll be sad if you leave”, the emotion Sadness is not experienced yet. Some studies already
suggested that emotions in conditional sentences can be harder to classify [NLC09]. We
hypothesize that emotional statements appearing in conditional sentences will have less
conﬁdence, because we can not be certain whether they were actually experienced.
Interrogation Interrogation represents the sentences where a question is asked. Similarly
to conditionality, we cannot be certain whether the states or events mentioned in questions
actually happened. Thus, interrogative sentences can change our conﬁdence in detected
emotion, as shown by the example question “Do you love me?” However, interrogation can
even shift the original emotion to another one: e.g. the sentence “Are you angry at me?”
implies rather Worry than Anger. As interrogative emotional statements are not common
in the opinionated review texts, the effects of interrogation are traditionally neglected in
sentiment analysis. Yet, they are frequent in personal communications and deserve further
investigation.
Past Tense Past tense describes situations that happened in the past. Therefore, we can
be more certain that the stated emotions were experienced (a conﬁdence increase). Yet,
expressing the emotion in the past can also mean that currently it is not experienced anymore
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(a conﬁdence increase). Consider two phrases illustrating these two effects: “I was happy with
you” and “I loved you so much before”. Thus, we investigate the effects of past tense to identify
which case is more frequent.
7.3 Related Work
This paper studies the per-emotion effects of six linguistic modiﬁers, including negation,
intensiﬁcation, modality, interrogation, conditionality, and past tense. We review in this
section previous related works on modeling and analyzing effects of the considered modiﬁers
in the context of sentiment analysis.
The effect of negation has been widely studied over the recent years in the context of polarity
classiﬁcation. The most basic approach is to separate negative, positive, and neutral words,
and to consider negation as a polarity reversal [PZ06]. Several other studies concluded that
negation affects both polarity and intensity in the words that are within its scope [BCM+12,
HVIH+11, JYM09, Kou14]. Other researchers found that negation effects depend on the prior
polarity of words and the used negation expressions [ZGMK14]. In automatically learned
systems for polarity and emotion classiﬁcation, negations are often taken into account at the
term level, by adding a separate feature for each negated term [PLV02, KZM14]. Taking this
previous research into account, a more ﬁne-grained negation treatment is needed. We suggest
following an emotion-based approach, for which the effect of negation is modeled separately
depending on the emotion of a modiﬁed term. With the antonym-based reversal of emotions
under negation, this approach was proven to increase the accuracy of polarity and intensity
classiﬁcation [CdAP13].
To treat intensiﬁcation, some methods add (subtract) points from the valence score of senti-
ment terms if they are preceded by an intensiﬁer (a diminisher) [PZ06, KI06]. Other methods
improve this idea and associate each intensiﬁer and diminisher term with a multiplication
coefﬁcient representing its strength [TBT+11]. The speciﬁc coefﬁcient values are then hand-
coded separately for each modiﬁer term.
Regarding modality, most researchers suggest treating modal expressions as polarity blockers
that remove the polarity of the terms they affect [PZ06, TBT+11]. The linguistic study of
Benamara et al. [BCM+12] shows that modality has an effect on the strength and the degree
of certainty in the opinion words that are within its scope. The effects of modality were also
hand-coded with the per-expression certainty coefﬁcients [NPI11b]. Carrillo-de-Albornoz
and Plaza [CdAP13] manually developed a model of effects of modal verbs on the emotional
expressions by investigating their use in the review texts. They suggested that some modal
expressions can as well reverse the emotion.
Conditionality, interrogation, and past tense are treated by very few approaches. One example
that studies sentiment expressions within conditional sentences is the work of Narayanan, Liu
and Choudhary [NLC09]. They study the different types of conditional sentences and adapt a
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machine-learning algorithm to determine whether the modiﬁed opinion is positive, negative,
or neutral. In addition to modality, Tabaoda et al. [TBT+11] consider both conditionality and
interrogation as polarity blockers (irrealis blocking), that is they ignore any sentiment terms
within the scope of those modiﬁers. Past tense has not been deeply studied regarding its
effects on polarity or emotion of terms, or their intensity. So we aim to conclude whether these
understudied modiﬁers are relevant for consideration in emotion recognition.
The above-mentioned types of modiﬁers have not yet been studied altogether within the same
analytical framework, while considering their effects on ﬁne-grained emotions. We aim to
study how these modiﬁers affect the emotions and how they should be treated, using a novel
data analysis method that allows to quantitatively model the modiﬁers’ effects. This method
uses the Kullback-Leibler divergence—a measure of dissimilarity between two probability
distributions—to investigate the differences between emotion distributions of modiﬁed and
non-modiﬁed emotional statements. Furthermore, the same method can quantify the conﬁ-
dence level of the found outcome emotion association under a modiﬁer, without requiring
any conﬁdence or intensity labels in the ground-truth data.
7.4 Our Analysis of Modiﬁers
Our analysis of modiﬁers aims to answer the following questions: Does a modiﬁer change the
original emotion of an emotional statement? How conﬁdent are we that a detected outcome
emotion is associated with the modiﬁed emotional statement? Which modiﬁer type has
the highest impact on emotional expressions? Does the impact of modiﬁers differ between
emotion categories? Answering those questions will allow building a computational model of
the modiﬁers’ effects.
This section describes in detail the method we apply to quantify and analyze the effects of
modiﬁers on emotional expressions. We introduce below the model of emotion categories and
the corresponding lexicon of explicit emotional terms that we use in our study. We describe
the data labeled with those emotions and our approach to detect modiﬁers for the studied
emotional terms. Finally, we explain how these components are employed altogether to
quantify the impact of different modiﬁers types on the original emotion expressed by an
emotional term.
7.4.1 Input Data
For the current modiﬁers’ analysis, we again use the same ﬁne-grained emotion model of
20 GEW emotion categories, described in section 3.2. We then use the GALC-R as an input
affective lexicon of explicit emotional expressions associated with the studied emotions. This
lexicon was presented in section 3.3. In this work, we study the effects of modiﬁers only on
these explicit terms.
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Twitter Data Labeled by Emotional Hashtags For the purposes of our analysis, we require a
large dataset labeled with emotions. As manual annotation is not achievable at the desired
scale, we resort to the pseudo-annotated dataset of tweets. We use the 1,729,980 general
tweets with emotional hashtag corresponding to one of the GEW emotions. This dataset
EMHASH_DATASET was presented in section 3.4. All these tweets were converted to lower-
case and preprocessed to correctly separate emoticons, usernames, and punctuation marks
from other tokens. The emotion category associated with an emotional hashtag is considered
to be an emotion label for the full tweet text, and referred to as hashtag emotion. We randomly
sampled 1.5 million of the general hashtagged tweets to be used for studying the effects of the
modiﬁers on emotional terms (analysis dataset DA). The remaining 229,980 tweets will be
used later in the emotion classiﬁcation experiments (test dataset DT ).
7.4.2 Data Preparation for Analysis
To prepare analysis data, we will ﬁrst detect the tweets where given explicit lexicon terms (from
GALC-R) appear in the tweet’s content (while ignoring hashtags), and detect any modiﬁers
applied to them. Essentially, this provides three data points for every tweet with a lexicon
term: what is the associated emotion category of that term (term emotion), whether that term
is modiﬁed and with which modiﬁer (non-overlapping modiﬁer class), and the tweet-level
emotion label based on its emotional hashtag (hashtag emotion). For example, from the
tweet “I don’t love it #sad” we will extract term emotion category Love (based on term love),
Negation as modiﬁer class (based on negation term don’t), and hashtag emotion label Sadness
(based on hashtag #sad). Then, we will extract for analysis the emotion distributions of the
hashtag emotion separately in each subset of the tweets with the ﬁxed term emotion and
modiﬁer class. Note that multiple lexicon terms correspond to each emotion (in average 52.9
terms per emotion), and thus we will aggregate for each term emotion all the tweets with the
corresponding emotional lexicon terms. The overview of this process is pictured in Figure 7.1.
Detection of Lexicon Terms
To start, we identify all the tweets that contain exactly one emotional term from the revised
emotion lexicon GALC-R. We look for its terms in the content text of the tweet, i.e. while
disregarding the emotional hashtags. For example, we will detect the emotional term “happy”
in the tweet “Happy to see you #happyday". There are 255,467 such tweets in the analysis
dataset DA .
Detection of Modiﬁers Affecting Lexicon Terms
The next step is to apply the modiﬁers detection module to discover which of those emotional
terms are modiﬁed with which modiﬁer type. We detect modiﬁers based on the presence of
speciﬁc modiﬁers’ words and multi-word expressions near the emotional term in question.
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Figure 7.1: The process of data collection, preparation, and extraction of emotion distributions
for the modiﬁers’ analysis.
The scope of modiﬁers inﬂuence is deﬁned per modiﬁer type, but in most cases it is either
three or four words after the modiﬁer. Additional heuristics are applied to avoid errors in
modiﬁers detection. One of them is not to allow for punctuation marks or emoticons in
between the modiﬁer and emotion terms. Another one is to exclude frequent false positive
expressions with modiﬁer words. The full list of the corresponding modiﬁers’ terms can be
found in the appendix, section A.7.
Negation The basis of our approach to detect negations is the list of negation expressions. It
contains common negation words, such as wasn’t, not, or no, and their misspelled variants,
such as werent or didnt, taken from Carrillo-de-Albornoz and Plaza [CdAP13]. The list of
negations also includes verbs such as pretend, fail, or refuse implying that a modiﬁed state-
ment is not experienced or does not happen. Those verbs are taken from Lotan, Stern and
Dagan [LSD13], where they are marked as having a negative signature (38 verbs in total). We
additionally identify false negation expressions, i.e. multi-word expressions with negation
words that actually do not negate the meaning of the statements, such as nothing but, don’t
you just, and can’t help. Some of them are marked as intensiﬁers, e.g. couldn’t be more and
never felt so.
At the detection phase, we detect which negation expressions end up to three words before
the emotional term in question. Among the found expressions, the longest one is selected and
the term is marked as negated or not negated according to its label. We additionally ensure
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that no punctuation marks or emoticons appear in between the negation and emotion terms.
And we deal with double negations, which are marked as not negated.
Intensiﬁcation The method for detecting intensity change follows the same principles as for
negation, detecting intensiﬁers and diminishers based on the corresponding lists of words and
multi-word expressions. Those lists were collected from the related literature [CdAP13, HG14].
In order to reﬁne their scope, we classify the phrases of intensiﬁers and diminishers according
to their position in text, depending on whether they can appear before (e.g. lots of, kind of ) or
after (e.g. very much, less) the emotion term, or both. Several false positive phrases are also
added: for example, when kind of appears within that kind of or least – within at least, they
are not diminishers anymore. Additionally, we add frequent n-grams with intensity words that
appear directly before or after the studied emotional terms and reveal a high conﬁdence of
changing the intensity accordingly, e.g. how much i and you so much. This allows us to limit
the scope of these modiﬁers to one term directly before or after.
Modality Modality is also detected using the list of modal expressions, which have to appear
before the emotional terms (we consider the scope of four terms in this case). The signiﬁcant
part of such expressions consists of modal verbs, such as should, might, or can. Will, ’ll, wont
are also in this list, i.e. the emotional terms in the future tense will be detected as modiﬁed
with modality. Additionally, our list of modal expressions contains the expressions of desire
(e.g. wish, want, and hope) and of uncertainty (e.g. maybe, seems, and i doubt). Note that
we speciﬁcally avoided including modal expressions of certainty or ‘trueness’, such as sure or
indeed, because they are assumed to have a different effect on emotions than other studied
modal expressions [NPI11b].
Conditionality, Interrogation, and Past Tense The detection of the remaining modiﬁer
types follows the same principle of ﬁnding amodiﬁer term and checkingwhether an emotional
term is within its scope (which is different depending on the modiﬁer type). Interrogation is
detected by checking whether there is the interrogation sign ‘?’ after the detected emotional
term or the question-speciﬁc patterns, such as am i and why does, before the term. Condi-
tionality detection is based on ﬁnding the word if before the emotional term in the same
sentence (i.e. no punctuation marks for sentence separation or emoticons are in between). To
detect past tense, we check for the part-of-speech tag speciﬁc for verbs in the past tense, using
Stanford POS Tagger [TKMS03]. The emotional term is considered to be in past tense if this
tag appears up to four tokens before it.
Separation of Non-Overlapping Modiﬁer Classes
Several modiﬁers can modify the same term in the text, e.g. both negation and intensiﬁcation
are present in the phrase “not very interested". To exclude intertwining effects between
modiﬁers from our analysis, we split the entries of modiﬁed terms into non-overlapping
modiﬁer classes using the following rules. We recognize Past tense modiﬁer only if it does
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Non-overlapping Modiﬁer Top 5 Modiﬁer Class
Modiﬁer Class Presence Modiﬁer Entries Composition
Negation 2.4% not, n’t, no, never, stop Only, +Past
Mixed Negation 1.2% Negation + Another
Intensiﬁers 14.9% so, really, very, more, absolutely Only, +Past
Diminishers 0.6% kinda, only, a little, bit, kind of Only, +Past
Past Tense 5.2% was, had, loved, got, made Only
Modality 4.3% would, can, will, could, going to Only, +Past
Conditionality 1.3% if Only, +Past, +Modality
Interrogation 2.9% ?, ??*, ?!, am i, do you Only, +Past, +Modality
Mixed 2.2% Other compositions
Any Modiﬁers 34.0%
Table 7.2: Statistics on the presence of the modiﬁers’ classes in the studied hashtagged tweets.
We report the percentage of the modiﬁed terms from the GALC-R lexicon as a metric of the
modiﬁer’s presence. We also enumerate the top modiﬁer entries for each class and summarize
our rules for deriving the non-overlapping modiﬁers’ classes.
not overlap with any other modiﬁer, otherwise we assign the overlapping modiﬁer alone (i.e.
Past Tense plus Negation will be assigned to the Negation class). The case of Modality and
Conditionality is assigned to Conditionality only. The same is for Modality and Interrogation
(assigned to Interrogation only). We also separate a class of Mixed Negation containing all
the cases where other modiﬁers (except for Past Tense) overlap with Negation. All other
overlapping cases of found modiﬁers are placed into the Mixed class and are not considered in
the analysis of the modiﬁers’ effects. Table 7.2 summarizes these rules and provides statistics
on the presence of each studied non-overlapping modiﬁer class within the analysis datasetDA .
We compute for each modiﬁer class how often the terms from the GALC-R lexicon are modiﬁed
by it.
Overall, 34% of emotional terms from GALC-R are modiﬁed by at least one modiﬁer, with
Intensiﬁers being the most common modiﬁer (14.9% of entries), followed by Past Tense (5.2%).
Negations in total modify 3.6% of terms, while 32% of them are Mixed Negation cases. Mixed
class covers only 2.2% of emotional terms.
Extraction of Emotion Distributions
We will call emotion distributions the distributions of the hashtag emotion labels of the con-
sidered tweets. That is we compute for each hashtag emotion category what percentage of
the studied hashtagged tweets have an emotional hashtag corresponding to that emotion.
We compute the emotion distribution of all tweets in the analysis dataset DA without any
restriction and refer to it as the baseline distribution PBASE .
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Figure 7.2: The annotated example of the modiﬁed emotion distribution PM (E) for term
emotion E=Happiness and modiﬁer M=Negation. Each bar of the distribution represents the
percentage of tweets with the speciﬁc hashtag emotion (deﬁned as a category of the tweet’s
hashtag) among the hashtagged tweets containing the lexicon terms that are associated with
the studied term emotion and are modiﬁed by the studied modiﬁer.
In the current format, each tweet with a found emotional term is represented as a triple of
a term emotion, a non-overlapping modiﬁer class, and a hashtag emotion. Then, for each
term emotion E and for each modiﬁer class M , we compute the modiﬁed emotion distribution
PM (E) of the hashtag-based labels from the corresponding tweets. Figure 7.2 illustrates an
example of such modiﬁed emotion distribution.
We also compute for each term emotion E the distribution of hashtag-based emotion labels of
tweets with terms assigned to that emotion but without any modiﬁers in the text. That is we
exclude the tweets where any modiﬁers’ expressions appear, even when they are not applied
to a lexicon term. This is to ensure that the non-modiﬁed emotion distributions are indeed
non-modiﬁed, regardless of the potential mistakes of the modiﬁers’ scope detection. We will
refer to this distribution for term emotion E as the non-modiﬁed emotion distribution P (E).
Our analysis of effects of each modiﬁer class will be based on comparing the extracted emo-
tion distributions to each other (e.g. non-modiﬁed vs. modiﬁed distribution for each term
emotion).
7.4.3 Quantiﬁcation of Modiﬁers Impact
For eachmodiﬁer class, we study how it affects the emotion of terms based on the change in the
emotion distributions of the tweets with modiﬁed and non-modiﬁed terms. We quantify the
inﬂuence of the modiﬁers by comparing the corresponding distributions of hashtag emotion
labels using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [KL51, CT06].
The KL divergence is an asymmetrical measure of the difference between two probability
distributions S andQ. In our discrete case, it is computed with the following expression:
D(S||Q)=∑
i
si log
si
qi
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where si and qi are the corresponding percentage of emotion Ei in the emotion distributions
S andQ. The KL divergence measures how well the distribution S could be approximated by
the distribution Q. The closer it is to zero, the better is the approximation. Thus, following
the goals of our analysis to describe the modiﬁed distributions, we will always consider
more restrictive modiﬁed distributions PM (E) as S in the formula, and take more general
non-modiﬁed distributions asQ.
To obtain representative modiﬁer emotion distributions, we include in the analysis of a
modiﬁer only those emotions for which at least 50 tweets contain such modiﬁed terms. Also,
to avoid potential division by zero in the KL computation when emotion distributions are
sparse, we add a smoothing constant of 0.05 to each emotion label count before normalizing
the distributions to percentage values.
Our analysis of modiﬁers’ effects aims to answer three questions regarding the effects of each
modiﬁer class M on a speciﬁc original term emotion E :
1. To what extent does the modiﬁed emotion differ from the original non-modiﬁed emotion?
(modiﬁer divergence)
We answer this question by comparing the emotion distributions of the modiﬁed cases with
the ones without any modiﬁer (e.g. distribution with negation vs. non-modiﬁed distribution
for the original term emotion E ). This means we compute the KL divergence D
(
PM (E )||P (E )
)
.
We refer to this metric as a modiﬁer divergence.
2. Does the original emotion change under the modiﬁer into another outcome emotion, or does
it stay the same? (shift or no shift)
To detect which non-modiﬁed emotion approximates the best the extracted modiﬁed emotion,
we compare the distribution of the modiﬁed emotion PM (E) with distributions of each non-
modiﬁed emotion P (Ei ). The emotion Ei that provides the minimal KL divergence will be
referred to as the outcome emotion Eout under that modiﬁer, i.e.
Eout = argmin
Ei
D
(
PM (E) ||P (Ei )
)
We say that the modiﬁer shifts the emotion E if the outcome emotion is different from the
original emotion, i.e. if Eout = E . Otherwise, we say the emotion remains the same under the
modiﬁer (Eout = E).
3. How conﬁdent are we that the discovered outcome emotion is actually expressed in the
modiﬁed text? (conﬁdence coefﬁcient)
Regardless of whether there was a shift of emotion or not, it is likely that the modiﬁed distribu-
tion PM (E ) differs from the closest non-modiﬁed distribution of the outcome emotion P (Eout ).
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Figure 7.3: Examples of non-modiﬁed (A) and modiﬁed (B) emotion distributions for analyzing
the effects of Negation on Pride. (C) visualizes the non-modiﬁed distribution of the outcome
emotion Shame.
It can differ in two ways: the modiﬁed emotion distribution can have a more pronounced
peak for the outcome emotion, or it can have a more random distribution, corresponding to
a more mixed state of emotions or an absence of them. The ﬁrst case intuitively increases
our conﬁdence that the outcome emotion is present, while the second one decreases this
conﬁdence.
To quantify these effects, we compute a conﬁdence coefﬁcient (CC) that measures a change
of conﬁdence in the presence of the outcome emotion in modiﬁed distribution relative to
such conﬁdence in the non-modiﬁed case. To compute it, we additionally compare both
modiﬁed and non-modiﬁed distributions with the baseline emotion distribution of all analysis
tweets PBASE . We suggest computing the conﬁdence coefﬁcient (CC) as a ratio of two KL
divergences: one between the modiﬁed and baseline distributions and one between non-
modiﬁed distribution of the outcome emotion Eout and the baseline distribution, i.e.
CC = D
(
PM (E)||PBASE
)
D
(
P (Eout )||PBASE
)
The intuition behind this metric is the following. If the modiﬁed emotion distribution PM (E)
is closer to the baseline than the non-modiﬁed distribution of Eout , it means that the modiﬁed
emotion distribution PM (E) is more random than the non-modiﬁed P (Eout ), leading to a
smaller conﬁdence in the outcome emotion’s presence (CC < 1). Alternatively, if the modiﬁed
emotion distribution PM (E) is further from the baseline distribution than the non-modiﬁed
distribution of P (Eout ), we can be more conﬁdent that the outcome emotion Eout is actually
present (CC > 1).
To illustrate the suggested analysis method, we visualize the corresponding emotion distri-
butions in the case of analyzing how Negation modiﬁer affects original emotion of Pride
(Figure 7.3). It can be observed that the distribution for negated Pride (B) is considerably
different from the non-modiﬁed Pride distribution (A). More particularly, it has the peak on
Shame instead of Pride, which leads to a high modiﬁer divergence value of 1.96. Furthermore,
this makes the non-modiﬁed Shame distribution (C) to be the closest to the negated Pride dis-
tribution. We thus infer that Shame is the outcome emotion of Pride under Negation. However,
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negated Pride distribution (B) has higher percentage of Pride and Love than non-modiﬁed
Shame distribution (C), showing that it does not follow it exactly. In result, (B) is closer to the
baseline distribution PBASE than (C) (1.02 vs. 1.11), which in its turn results in a conﬁdence
coefﬁcient less than one (CC = 0.92).
7.5 Discovered Effects of Modiﬁers
The presented method describes the effects of each modiﬁer class M on each emotion E in
terms of four characteristics: modiﬁer divergence, the outcome emotion, whether there is a
shift of emotion, and the conﬁdence coefﬁcient of the outcome emotion. In this section, we
summarize the overall effects of each modiﬁer and discuss the most interesting ﬁndings.
Table 7.3 presents the aggregated effects of modiﬁers. We report for each modiﬁer the average
of modiﬁer divergences between emotion categories and their maximum (along with the
names of the corresponding original and outcome emotions). We also summarize the shifting
and conﬁdence change behavior across the emotion categories: what proportion of the
original emotions shifts into other outcome emotions with either increase or decrease of
conﬁdence, and what proportion of emotions remains the same under the modiﬁer, also
separated in the two groups for increase and decrease of conﬁdence. Note that we use in our
analysis (and thus in this aggregation) only the emotion categories for which enough modiﬁed
entries are detected (≥ 50). The presented metrics show how each modiﬁer affects the explicit
emotional statements in general.
These results conﬁrm the expected differences in the impact of different modiﬁers, with
Intensiﬁers being the least inﬂuential modiﬁers and Negation—the most. At the same time,
they show that the effects of each modiﬁer differ depending on the emotion category it
modiﬁes. This is reﬂected in the fact that every modiﬁer shifts at least one emotion to another,
but none of modiﬁers has the same effect on all emotions. According to the overall shifting
pattern, we separate three groups of effects: no shift, mixed, and shift.
Modiﬁers with No-Shift Effects The smallest value of average modiﬁer divergence belongs
to Intensiﬁers. This was expected given that Intensiﬁers should only increase the intensity of
the emotion, but not change the category. This effect is conﬁrmed for most emotions, with
Intensiﬁers not shifting the original emotion, but increasing its conﬁdence (CC > 1).
Modality and Past Tense modiﬁers also have a relatively low impact. Similar to each other, they
mostly leave the emotion category non-shifted, but lead to its smaller conﬁdence (CC < 1).
This means that these two modiﬁers can introduce uncertainty in the expression of a spe-
ciﬁc emotion. Yet, some negative emotional terms expressed in the past tense are linked
more conﬁdently to the associated emotions, as in the cases of “It was disgusting” or “I was
disappointed".
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Modiﬁer Modiﬁer Divergence % of shifted % of non-shifted
Class Mean Max (orig. → outcome) CC > 1 CC < 1 CC > 1 CC < 1
Intensiﬁers 0.12 0.61 (Nostal. → Regret) 0% 11% 78% 11%
Past Tense 0.17 0.36 (Guilt→ Guilt) 0% 6% 19% 75%
Modality 0.19 0.87 (Involv. →Worry) 6% 13% 6% 75%
Conditionality 0.26 0.52 (Involv. → Sadn.) 0% 27% 18% 55%
Diminishers 0.28 0.83 (Nostal. → Regret) 11% 11% 56% 22%
Interrogation 0.40 0.76 (Awe → Involv.) 29% 24% 35% 12%
Mixed Negation 0.52 1.30 (Pleasu. → Regret) 8% 50% 0% 42%
Negation 0.80 1.96 (Pride→ Shame) 0% 75% 0% 25%
Table 7.3: Comparison of the different modiﬁer classes using metrics aggregated across emo-
tion categories. The modiﬁer divergence for an emotion category is the KL divergence between
modiﬁed and non-modiﬁed distributions. We count the percentage of shifted and non-shifted
emotions under each modiﬁer, aggregated by the conﬁdence coefﬁcient behavior (CC).
Conditionality and Diminishers have larger modiﬁer divergence (between 0.26 and 0.28)
and shift more emotions (27% and 22% correspondingly). Conditionality mostly introduces
uncertainty in the emotion presence (conﬁdence decrease) without shifting the original
emotion. An interesting but counter-intuitive observation about Diminishers is an increase in
conﬁdence for many emotions. This is explained by the fact that when a person states he or
she is “kinda/a little/only/a bit” “sad/in love/worry/disappointed” we can be more conﬁdent
that the stated emotion is actually being experienced.
Even though the modiﬁers with the lowest modiﬁer divergences mostly do not shift emotion,
each of them shifts some positive emotions. For example, both Intensiﬁers and Diminishers
have large effect on category Nostalgia/Longing, which is shifted towards negative emotion
of Regret. This is because the expressions “really/kinda/kind of” “wish” are often used to
express regrets. Another commonly affected category is Involvement/Interest. Modality shifts
it into Worry/Fear with an increased conﬁdence. This happens due to the widespread of the
phrase “this will/shall/gonna/should be interesting” that expresses the author’s worry about
what is going to happen. Conditionality shifts it into Sadness because of the common pattern
of desperate calls, for example “Looking for a roommate. If anyone interested let me know
#desperate”.
Modiﬁers with Mixed Effects Not every modiﬁer has a clear overall shifting behavior. The
effects of Interrogation and Mixed Negation depend largely on the emotions they modify.
We discover that Interrogation has its own pattern. It shifts many positive emotions into
Involvement. This can be explained by the fact that asking other people questions about their
positive emotions is an expression of Involvement/Interest by itself. Nevertheless, negative
emotions mostly stay the same in interrogative sentences.
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Figure 7.4: The extracted model of emotion shifts under negation. The arrows point to the
outcome emotion of negating the original emotion. They are labeled with the conﬁdence
coefﬁcients of the outcome emotions.
Mixed Negation has a mixed effect as well. For example, it shifts several positive emotions,
including Happiness and Pleasure, into Regret, because of the dominance of Negation mixed
with Modality (an example phrase is “I can’t be happy”). At the same time, many other
emotions stay the same with the lower conﬁdence.
Modiﬁers with Shift Effects The highestmodiﬁer divergence value corresponds, as expected,
to Negation. In line with the previous ﬁndings in sentiment analysis, we observe that negation
tends to shift emotions (it happens for 12 out of 16 analyzed emotions, i.e. for 75%) and
decreases the conﬁdence in the outcome for all emotions, even non-shifted (average CC
is 0.56 < 1). However, our analytical method allows establishing which emotion the orig-
inal emotion shifts to (i.e. the outcome emotion), and discovering emotions that do not
shift. We investigate below in more details the impact of negation on each emotion category
individually.
Figure 7.4 summarizes the shifting effects of negation. For each original emotion, the arrow
points to the outcome emotion under negation and speciﬁes the corresponding conﬁdence
coefﬁcient (CC ). Several clusters of negation effects can be observed.
1) Five of the positive emotions shift towards Regret, while Regret itself shifts back towards
Pleasure. This cluster represents a standard notion of negation inﬂuence, where “not happy”
and “not amused” are considered to have negative sentiment. It is noteworthy that Happiness
does not shift to its direct antonym Sadness. Also, we do not have direct antonyms of Amuse-
ment and Involvement in the emotion model, thus under negation they shift into the most
appropriate emotion category among the given ones.
2) We discover a reciprocal negation relationship along the antonym pair Pride-Shame. Awe
also shifts towards Shame, which can be attributed to the frequently negated expression “no
wonder”.
3) Negation of Love and Nostalgia becomes Sadness, as in the tweet “Nobody loves me enough
to hang out with me”. At the same time, Worry shifts into Nostalgia based on the most frequent
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phrase “don’t worry” that appears in many different contexts, both positive and negative. As
the divergence between baseline and negated Worry distributions is small, it might rather
represent a mixture of emotions than Nostalgia, even with a lower conﬁdence.
4) There are four negative emotions, namely Sadness, Anger, Envy, and Guilt, for which there
is no emotion shift under negation (i.e. they remain the same). This can be illustrated by
the example texts “I’m not normally an angry ranty person” and “I’m trying not to get sad”.
The conﬁdence coefﬁcients are small for all of these emotions, except Envy, for which it is
close to one, meaning that “not envious” has almost the same meaning as “envious”.
Overall, all positive emotions are shifted to negative emotions, and several negative emotions
shift towards positive ones. This conﬁrms the expected power of negation to reverse polarity
of emotions. Yet, we ﬁnd no shift under negation for several negative emotions. This once
again shows the importance of treating the effects of modiﬁers individually for each emotion.
7.6 Classiﬁcation Quality of Modiﬁed Emotional Statements
We evaluate in this section how the classiﬁcation quality of emotional statements depends on
whether they are modiﬁed and how.
The aforementioned analysis constructed a quantitative model of modiﬁers’ effects: for each
emotion category and a modiﬁer, the model speciﬁes what is the outcome emotion after
modiﬁcation and what is its conﬁdence coefﬁcient. For example, it speciﬁes that a negated
term of Sadness remains assigned to category Sadness with a conﬁdence coefﬁcient of 0.48.
As the basis of emotion classiﬁcation, we use the GALC-R lexicon of explicit emotional terms.
For each occurrence of a lexicon term, we detect which of the studied modiﬁers are present.
We again use the non-overlapping classes of detected modiﬁers (as described in section 7.4.2).
Based on the presence of modiﬁers and their discovered effects, we separate three cases of
emotional terms’ occurrences:
• Not Modiﬁed: None of the studied modiﬁers is detected, we return the emotion associ-
ated with the emotional term;
• No Shift: Exactly one modiﬁer is detected for the term, but it produces no shift of the
emotion associated with the term. The term emotion is returned;
• Shift: Exactly one modiﬁer is detected for the term, and it shifts the original term
emotion into another outcome emotion. For this case, we also separate two scenarios
for its treatment: whether we return the outcome emotion or the original emotion of
the emotional term.
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Figure 7.5: The precision and coverage of different modiﬁed cases of emotional terms depend-
ing on the conﬁdence threshold τ. Only emotional terms with CC ≥ τ are included in each
case.
We exclude the mixed cases, where several non-overlapping modiﬁers are detected, and
the cases where the modiﬁer’s effect is not modeled because not enough of such modiﬁed
statements appeared in the analysis dataset DA .
To compute the classiﬁcation quality of each case of modiﬁed emotional occurrences, we use
a test dataset of hashtagged tweets DT , containing 229,980 tweets with one of the emotional
hashtags for 20 GEW emotion categories. This test set is separated from the analysis dataset
DA that was used to compute the model of modiﬁers’ effects. We again consider the emotion
category of the hashtag to be a ground-truth label, and remove the hashtags themselves from
the tweet text. To evaluate the performance of each subset of modiﬁed emotional statements,
we compute their precision and coverage on the test data. Precision is the ratio of correctly
found hashtag labels among all labels returned based on the considered statements. Coverage
is the percentage of test tweets in which the considered statements are found.2
We investigate the quality of classiﬁcation depending on the ﬁltering of modiﬁed cases: we
ignore the modiﬁed statements with the conﬁdence coefﬁcientCC lower than a conﬁdence
threshold τ. Figure 7.5 shows the dependency of precision and coverage on this conﬁdence
threshold τ for the three considered modiﬁed cases. When τ= 0.2 all corresponding modiﬁed
statements are used without ﬁltering. Notice that the non-modiﬁed case is independent of τ
values.
The results show that no-shift modiﬁed cases have a higher precision than non-modiﬁed
emotional entries for any values of τ. This means that when an emotional term appears in the
scope of a no-shift modiﬁer the precision of its association with the corresponding emotion
is higher. Also, we can observe that the higher the conﬁdence threshold τ is, the higher the
precision of the no-shift modiﬁed cases is and the lower their coverage is. We can then use
2We report classiﬁcation coverage instead of recall, because we are interested in analyzing the change of
coverage separately from the effects of precision, whereas these effects are intertwined in the recall metric.
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this mechanism for detecting more precise emotional statements by setting the appropriate τ
value.
Considering shifted modiﬁed cases, we can observe that their precision is lower than of the
non-modiﬁed case, regardless of what emotion (original or outcome) is returned. This means
that we can exclude such shifted cases altogether in order to obtain more precise classiﬁcation
results. However, the plot also shows a clear change in the shifted modiﬁers’ effects with an
increase of τ value: when τ< 0.7 the precision of returning the original emotion is higher than
the precision of returning the shifted outcome emotion, whereas when τ≥ 0.7 the reverse is
true. This suggests how to potentially increase the overall precision without excluding shifted
modiﬁed cases: we can return the original emotion for lowerCC values, and the shifted output
emotion for higherCC values.
In essence, knowledge about the shifting and non-shifting behavior of modiﬁed cases helps
us to ﬁnd more conﬁdent emotional statements. That is we can increase the precision of
extracted emotional statements either by returning only those statements that appear in the
scope of the non-shifting linguistic modiﬁers or by excluding the statements appearing in the
shifting modiﬁers’ scope. Therefore, we can construct higher-precision classiﬁers, which can
be then used as starting points for distant learning algorithms. The opportunity to identify
more conﬁdent emotional statements can also allow users of an application to ignore less
conﬁdent classiﬁcation examples.
7.7 Discussion and Future Work
We develop a data analysis method to model the effects of different linguistic modiﬁers on
ﬁne-grained emotional statements based on their usage in social media. Our analysis reveals
multiple interesting patterns of modiﬁers’ inﬂuence. First of all, the effects of modiﬁers are
non-uniform across emotions, suggesting that for better modiﬁers’ treatment we need to
model the per-emotion effects. For example, we show that some under-studied modiﬁers
can even shift emotion categories: conditionality and modality shift Involvement to negative
emotions of Sadness and Worry correspondingly. Second, our data conﬁrms that negations
are the most notorious modiﬁers, shifting 75% of emotion categories. More interestingly,
our model shows how the original emotions shift in the presence of negation and other
modiﬁers. Third, we show the potential of incorporating the extracted modiﬁers’ model
along with its conﬁdence coefﬁcients to identify more precise emotional statements. All
these discoveries present important opportunities for developing a modiﬁer-aware emotion
classiﬁcation system.
Due to the speciﬁcs of our analysis, these ﬁndings are conﬁned to the domain of Twitter
environment (and potentially to other platforms of short-text social media). To make them
more applicable to another domain, one could analyze tweets following the style of the target
domain (e.g. having similar readability score) or apply directly the method to within-domain
data, assuming that scalable bootstrapping techniques are attainable (e.g. using hashtags or
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emoticons). Also, our model of modiﬁers’ effects depends on the available modiﬁer detection
modules and studied modiﬁers themselves, as well as on the considered emotional statements.
Therefore, the resultant model aims at describing how to treat modiﬁers for classiﬁcation
purposes, not at universal modeling of emotion-modiﬁers relations.
This work takes a novel approach of using self-labeled Twitter data to model the effects of
modiﬁers, without requiring any manual labeling. Thus, this method allows researchers
to easily update the modiﬁer model for new modiﬁer types or emotion categories. This
property opens a large window for future work. One application could be to investigate the
effects of other linguistic or contextual modiﬁers, which would help testing their hypothesized
impact. Furthermore, as there might be more than one modiﬁer affecting an emotion term
and their effects could amplify or cancel each other, a deeper analysis of such cumulative
effects can help building a more precise modiﬁers’ model. The method can be also adapted
to automatically discover new modifying expressions. For example, ﬁnding more conﬁdent
context of emotional expressions can guide more reliable and scalable initial data pseudo-
annotation for distant learning process. Finally, more classiﬁcation experiments are to be
performed to investigate how modiﬁers’ treatment affects the quality of emotion recognition.
7.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter studies the effects of six different linguistic modiﬁers, including negation, inten-
siﬁcation, interrogation, past tense, conditionality, and modality, on the explicit emotional
terms that are within their scope. We propose a novel data analysis method to computation-
ally model their effects on emotions. It analyses how the modiﬁers change the associated
emotion distributions, how they shift the original emotions of terms, and how they affect the
conﬁdence in the outcome emotions. As labeled data, we use a large number of tweets with
author’s self-revealed emotions, which are identiﬁed via emotional hashtags. This work, to
the best of our knowledge, is the ﬁrst systematic study of the effects of different modiﬁers
at a ﬁne-grained level of emotion categories. The obtained model is promising for treating
modiﬁers more accurately in ﬁne-grained emotion recognition tasks.
Understanding how to treat different modiﬁers is important for better quality of emotion
recognition. When the goal is to use a novel less-studied emotion category set, understanding
and coding the effects of modiﬁers in expert fashion can be challenging and time-consuming.
The described method is a ready-to-apply solution in this case. Our data analysis approach
allows modeling the different modiﬁers’ effects within any data where bootstrapping enough
emotional data of high quality is feasible, e.g. using hashtags or emoticons. This research
also opens a window for multiple prospective research directions aiming at modeling and
investigating the context of appeared emotional statements. One promising example is to
reverse the proposed method and target it to ﬁnd or validate the context indicating higher
conﬁdence in emotional expressions.
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Our overarching goal is to advance ﬁne-grained emotion recognition in short text. While many
researchers investigate more separable, strong basic emotions, such as Happiness, Sadness,
Anger, and Fear, we aim to enable computers to additionally distinguish more subtle, but
still pronounced emotions, such as Pride, Pleasure, Amusement, Pity, Regret, and Shame.
Our motivation scenario prescribes building emotion recognition systems using a novel ﬁne-
grained set of emotion categories to be recognized within a speciﬁc domain of interest. We
build such emotion recognition systems for short text, particularly tweets, while focusing
on the psychologically reduced model of 20 emotion categories from the Geneva Emotion
Wheel [Sch05]. Our annotation procedure shows that human annotators can successfully
separate such nuanced emotions. Yet, annotations frequently contain a mixture of emotions.
This suggests casting emotion recognition as a multi-label classiﬁcation problem. We show
that ﬁne-grained emotion recognition in this formulation is feasible to perform and allows
detecting speciﬁc subtleties within a considered domain, such as detecting domain-speciﬁc
dominant emotions.
This thesis identiﬁes and investigates two main approaches to building such systems from
scratch. The ﬁrst is to manually collect emotional linguistic expressions via well-designed
crowdsourcing processes. The second is to automatically construct emotion classiﬁers via a
distant supervision process starting from pseudo-annotation of available data with lexicons of
limited quality. Both are shown to outperform the available baseline models for the formulated
ﬁne-grained emotion classiﬁcation when designed and evaluated for the data from a speciﬁc
domain — Twitter-based reactions to Olympic sporting events.
Regarding the crowdsourcing process, we show that directly askingworkers to provide emotion
indicators is a viable way to generate emotion lexicons. Such aggregated crowdsourced
answers are a valuable source of affective commonsense knowledge, which is crucial for
accurate emotion recognition. The designed human computation task can be used both for
annotating text documents with emotions and for collecting novel emotion indicators. This
work reveals the potential of using crowdsourcing to build new emotion recognition systems
and describes a method which can be adapted to any speciﬁc domain.
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Managing annotations through crowdsourcing generally raises concerns about the quality
of collected answers from online non-expert users. We investigate two preemptive quality
control mechanisms aiming to teach and motivate workers to provide better-quality answers:
tutorials and framed ﬁnancial incentives. We show that both can affect the quality of the
crowdsourced annotations and thus are important mechanisms to ensure the annotations’
quality.
Regarding the distant supervision process, we develop a framework and a speciﬁc learning
method that allow us to build new emotion classiﬁers out of the data pseudo-labeled with
initial emotion lexicons of limited quality. Compared to more restrictive heuristics of using
emotional hashtags, commonly applied for pseudo-labeling in distant supervision [Moh12a,
DCGC12], our approach is likely to be more applicable to building emotion classiﬁers across
different domains, especially when only limited within-domain datasets are available. We
discover the most advantageous settings leading to building better-quality classiﬁers. These
include adjusting the learning parameters on the pseudo-annotated validation set, introducing
rebalancing coefﬁcients for emotion distributions, and using additional heuristics to ﬁnd
pseudo-neutral tweets for the learning process.
Furthermore, we investigate how different modiﬁers affect the emotional meaning of emo-
tional statements within their scope. This work compares six linguistic modiﬁers within the
uniﬁed analysis framework and reveals the impact of less studied modiﬁers, such as modality
and conditionality. More importantly, we provide an automatic way to build a computational
model of the modiﬁers’ effects for any detectable modiﬁer type. This presents the potential
for better treatment of modiﬁers in emotion classiﬁcation. Computational modeling of their
effects is the ﬁrst step towards building more accurate modiﬁer-aware emotion recognition
systems.
Overall, our research addresses several main challenges in building novel emotion recognition
systems working with ﬁne-grained emotion category sets. We investigate how to crowdsource
informative annotations for constructing an emotion lexicon, how to ensure the quality of
such crowdsourced annotations, how to build emotion classiﬁers using limited resources by
applying distant supervision, and how to model the effects of modiﬁers on emotional state-
ments. Addressing these challenges and studying their multiple aspects is our contribution
to the emotion recognition ﬁeld. More accurate emotion classiﬁers are needed to foster the
applications of this technology. While until now ﬁne-grained emotion recognition remains
a challenging task, we are hopeful that, with the current pace of technology development,
ﬁne-grained emotion recognition from different textual media and at different levels of emo-
tion granularity will be available to scientists soon. This will help discover fascinating insights
in human nature and build innovative affective applications, as well as help improve global
emotional well-being.
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8.1 Recommendations for Building Emotion Recognition Systems
in Text
In the course of this work, we dealt with multiple issues appearing in the process of building
textual emotion recognition systems. We summarize knowledge we obtained in a short list of
direct recommendations that researchers and practitioners may ﬁnd valuable.
For crowdsourcing informative emotion annotations:
• Consider asking annotators to additionally provide emotion indicators besides a categori-
cal label to text. The elicited indicators have direct emotion annotations, and thus, with
enough level of redundancy, can be used directly as features in emotion recognition.
This thesis shows that an emotion lexicon generated in this way achieves reasonable
recognition quality.
• Consider ensuring that workers understand the task instructions and provide incentives
to motivate them to perform better work. Online crowdsourcing requires additional
measures to prevent poor-quality answers. This thesis validates the importance of
including tutorials for proper presentation and validation of task instructions. We also
show the potential of using well-formulated bonus incentives to achieve better-quality
annotations.
• Consider adapting algorithmic selection of data for annotation. Ensuring that the major-
ity of annotated documents are emotional helps extract more of practical information
about emotional linguistic expressions. Ensuring that all emotion categories of interest
are present in the annotation in adequate amounts can help build emotion classiﬁers
that are able to discriminate between all the studied emotions. Ensuring that the emo-
tional expressions from the annotated text are repeatable within the investigated data
can help build more applicable emotion recognition systems.
For building emotion recognition systems using distant supervision:
• Consider choosing applicable heuristics for initial pseudo-labeling of the data. Our work
on distant supervision shows the viability of building emotion classiﬁers by pseudo-
labeling the available data using basic emotion lexicons of limited quality. Such lexicons,
in contrast with more restrictive heuristics, are more generally applicable, which results
in more data available for training the classiﬁers.
• Consider treating the emotion imbalance in the training data. This thesis shows that the
presence of skewed emotion distribution in the training data, if left ignored, can bias
the classiﬁer to return more dominant emotion categories. However, any distribution
of emotion categories can theoretically be present in the data to which a classiﬁer is
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applied. Incorporating per-emotion rebalancing coefﬁcients can help avoid building
biased classiﬁers.
• Consider including heuristics for detecting neutral (or non-emotional) documents. We
show that adding pseudo-neutral tweets into the training data allows avoiding over-
classiﬁcation of the emotional content during the application of built classiﬁers. Having
neutral tweets in the evaluation data allows validating the absence of such classiﬁers’
behaviour.
For treating the effects of modiﬁers:
• Consider modeling the effects of different modiﬁers on a per-emotion basis in the recogni-
tion model. We show the possibility of automatically extracting a computational model
of the effects of detectable modiﬁers. This describes how each emotion changes under
each modiﬁer in terms of shifting behaviour and conﬁdence change. It can be beneﬁcial
to treat the inﬂuential modiﬁers on the basis of such model, instead of ignoring or
blocking their effects.
• Consider separating the level of conﬁdence in emotional statements. We show that the
effects of some modiﬁers, such as modality, conditionality, and intensiﬁcation, can be
modeled by the resultant change of conﬁdence in emotional statements. Ignoring less
conﬁdent statements and up-weighting more conﬁdent ones can positively affect the
quality of emotion recognition.
General recommendations:
• Consider using a multi-label classiﬁcation framework instead of multi-class. Using a
multi-class classiﬁcation formulation implies one emotion category label per document.
In reality, our annotation procedures show that a mixed emotional state is frequent, at
least when more ﬁne-grained emotion categorization is being employed.
• Consider building a domain-speciﬁc emotion recognition system tailored to applications
within a studied domain. We study two operational approaches to build domain-speciﬁc
emotion classiﬁers: via crowdsourcing and distant supervision. Both allow obtaining
classiﬁers that perform better on within-domain data than general-purpose classiﬁers.
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8.2 Perspectives for Future Research
Using our experience gained while developing ﬁne-grained emotion recognition systems, we
outline the following prominent directions of the future work in the area of text-based emotion
recognition.1
Generalization of an Emotion Recognition System We motivated our research on building
a new emotion recognition system by the need to apply it to a speciﬁc domain of collected data.
Ideally, we would like to have a universal system that could handle different emotions and
different domain-speciﬁc and general expressions. Such a system would automatically detect
from which domain the text originates and apply an appropriate tailored recognition model.
Building such a system would require developing generalization methods in order to ensure
that the learned knowledge is transferable across the domains. We believe that future work in
this direction could result in more universally applicable and accurate emotion recognition
systems. Potentially, using the distant supervision framework across several representative
domains could allow us to automatically discover more general emotional expressions, as well
as to extend the emotion recognition model with domain-speciﬁc expressions suitable for
reapplication within the same domain.
Detection of Causes of Emotional Experiences The focus of our work was on developing a
system able to categorize emotions in tweets. However, the beneﬁt of applying emotion recog-
nition systems to social media data lies not only in quantifying the emotional experience, but
also in understanding and summarizing the causes of the experience. Researchers are starting
to address a problem of emotion cause detection [CLLH10, RCR+11, NA13]. Its potential solu-
tion could be adapted from aspect-sentiment models, which aim to identify which sentiment
is expressed towards which speciﬁc feature or aspect of a product [TM08, JO11, BE10]. Learn-
ing what caused a speciﬁc emotion is advantageous for two reasons. First, it can help discover
deeper insights from the data. For example, we could not only compare the differences of
emotional experiences across different populations, but also understand what causes such
differences. Second, it would enable presenting the output of emotion recognition in a more
interpretable way, where the detected emotions would be aligned with their causes.
Advanced Feature Representation of Affective Commonsense Knowledge Our research fo-
cused on building an emotion recognition system that works on lexical-level features, such as
words and n-grams. However, emotions can be expressed and captured by the overall meaning
(or semantics) of the text. How to represent that affective meaning by semantic-level features
is an open research question. Researchers of language semantics develop different models to
represent the text meaning, for example, by using the linguistic frames [BFL98]. In the areas of
sentiment analysis and emotion recognition, researchers are starting to represent the concepts
referred to in the text [GCHP11, PGH+13] and model the descriptions of shared events and
1We present here only general perspectives for the future work. More speciﬁc suggestions for continuation of
our research are enumerated at the end of each chapter.
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situations using knowledge-based representations [BHM12]. The features derived using syn-
tactic and semantic text parsing are viewed as providing more condensed, meaning-oriented
representations of the text, which should result in more accurate emotion recognition.
Context Modeling of Emotional Expressions Our work analyzed the effects of main de-
tectable classes of modiﬁers on emotional statements and showed how such effects can be
extracted and modeled on a per-emotion basis. However, the modifying context of emotional
words and expressions often remains undiscovered and thus untreated. Furthermore, the
effect of a modiﬁer can depend not only on the emotion category of an emotional expression,
but also on themodiﬁer’s expression or emotional expression themselves. Automatic discovery
of modifying expressions and modeling their effects on emotional statements can help to
advance emotion recognition quality further. Future experiments could suggest how to better
incorporate such detailed modiﬁers’ models in the classiﬁcation framework. Analogously,
explicit modeling of the different contexts of emotional expressions, whether as speciﬁc syn-
tactic relations [WWH05] or different word senses [MT13], can help distinguish the nuances
of emotional statements.
Gamiﬁed Extraction of Affective Commonsense Knowledge This work showed the poten-
tial of using crowdsourcing to build emotion recognition systems. It aims at extracting affective
commonsense knowledge from humans in the form of text emotion annotations. The more
annotations the system would have access to, the more knowledgeable and accurate the sys-
tem would become. An army of users now spend their time online and, with proper intrinsic
motivation, they could be attracted to share their commonsense knowledge for free. Applying
gamiﬁcation principles, such as designing for entertainment, can make serious human com-
putation tasks more attractive to a general audience [VAD08]. With proper game mechanics
and incentives, even such tedious and attention-demanding task as emotion annotation and
elicitation can be formulated as a game with a purpose [PS10]. This could allow obtaining
annotations at a much larger scale than with paid crowdsourcing.
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A.1 Reﬁnement of the GALC Lexicon
We matched the GALC stems to instances appeared in the tweets and manually removed the
incorrect or ambiguous matches (section 3.3). Table A.1 enumerates the top occurred removed
instances. Tables A.2 and A.3 list the positive and negative terms from the resultant GALC-R.
Emotion Top removed instances
Involvement attention, alert, zealand, animation, animations
Amusement play, playing, played, player, players, playlist, plays, smiles, playin, playoffs, function, playoff, funeral, fund,
funk, amust, funky, playa, funding, funds, playstation
Happiness happen, happened, happens, happening, happyhalloween, happybirthdaymichaelclifford, happybirth-
daysrk, happybirthday, cheerleaders, happybirthdaymiley, joyce, cheerleader, happend, happyveter-
ansday, happenin, happybirthdayjacob, happybirthdayartpop, happybirthdaysandarapark, cheerleading,
happybirthdayjaxonbieber
Pleasure please, pleasee, content, glow, thriller, pleas, please<num>, glowing, contents, pleasex<num>, pleasefol-
lowme, pleass, contention, pleaser, glows
Love friends, friend, friendship, friendships, lovemarriottrewards, friendzone, lovelies, lovemehardermu-
sicvideo, tenders, friendsgiving, lovetheatre, friendzoned, lovehate, lovetanya, friendlies, loveless, raptors
Awe raptors, adorbs, raptor, reverend, admiral, wonderland, wonderwall
Relief relies
Surprise wonderland, wonderwall, stunna
Nostalgia long, longer, pink, pin, fantasy, longest, pineapple, wishy, pinterest, pint, pinky, ping, fantasyfootball, pine,
longg, pins, pineapples, pinch, fantasysports, pints
Pity pitch, pitbull, pit, pittsburgh, pitt, pitchers, pits, pitching, compass, pitcher, pitched, pitches, pita, pitbulls,
pitchperfect<num>, pitvsten
Sadness grier, sadie, saddle, sade, teared, sadistic, dole, sadies
Worry alarm, terrorist, alarms, terrorists, terrorism, fearless, scarecrow, dreadlocks
Shame crush, crushing, crushed, crushes, shameless, shamelessly, crusher
Guilt blameitonthemistletoe
Regret source, sour, sources, sourcing
Contempt despite
Anger made, cross, hat, haters, ireland, madison, crossed, madrid, hats, hater, madisonfollowme, crossing,
raghavsinghania, hatin, maddie, madonna, crossoverweek, hath, crossover, irene
Table A.1: The top of removed GALC instances in the reﬁnement process. We report up to 20
instances per emotion category and only the instances that appeared at least 50 times. There
were no such instances for Pride, Envy, and Disgust.
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Involvement: absorbed, absorb, absorbing, animated, animatedly, ardor, attentive, attentively, attentions, attentionseeker,
curious, curiosity, curiousity, curiously, curios, eager, eagerly, eagerness, engrossed, engrossing, enthusiasm, enthusiastic,
enthusiast, enthusiasts, enthusiastically, fervent, fervently, fervor, interesting, interested, interest, interests, interestingly,
interestin, interesante, interestingfact, zeal, zealous, zealousness, fervid, involvement
Amusement: amusing, amused, amuse, amusement, amuses, amusingly, fun, funny, funniest, funnier, funn, funfact,
funnest, funy, funnyy, funnies, funtimes, funnysms, funner, funnily, funfacts, funhouse, funfunfun, funfactfriday, funsies,
funnyshit, funtime, funnight, funtastic, funfun, funstuff, funyons, funnybone, humor, humorous, humors, humored, laugh,
laughing, laughed, laughs, laughter, laughin, laughable, laughtrip, laught, laughign, laugher, laughh, laughably, laughn,
playfully, playingg, playgirl, playinh, smile, smiling, smiled, smilee, smilling, smily, playful
Pride: pride, prideful, proud, proudly, prouder, proudest, prouddad, proudmom, proudd, proudalumni,
proudof<int_num>sos, proudmoment, proudsister, proudalum, proudmama, proudfan, proudofyou, proudcoach,
prouddirectioner, proudofmyself, proudtobeanamerican, proudness, proudlysa, proudtobe, proudmomma, proudindian,
proudlysouthafrican, proudtobebritish, proudcousin, prouddaughter, proudamerican, prouda, proudpapa, proudmum,
proudtobeadirectioner, proudoﬁt, proudtobepinoy, pridefulness
Happiness: bliss, blissful, blissfully, blissfulness, cheer, cheers, cheering, cheered, cheerful, cheery, cheerfully, cheerful-
ness, cheerin, cheerdance, cheerss, cheerr, delectable, delectation, elated, elation, enchanted, enchanting, enchant, en-
chantment, euphoria, euphoric, exalted, exalt, exaltation, exhilarating, exhilaration, exhilarated, felicity, felicitats, felic-
itaciones, ﬂush, ﬂushed, ﬂushes, glee, gleefully, gleeful, happy, happiness, happiest, happier, happily, happyy, happyfri-
day, happymonday, happy<int_num>thbirthdaymichael, happysunday, happines, happytopday, happyhour, happydays,
happy<int_num>, happygirl, happyness, happyending, happyland, happyday, happysaturday, happythursday, happie, hap-
pyhappyhappy, happytweet, happydance, happytuesday, happyholidays, happyplace, happyanniversary, happyme, happy-
camper, happykid, happyhappy, happnd, happytimes, happeing, happnin, happytears, happin, happinessoverload, hap-
pythoughts, happykids, happieness, happymeal, joy, joys, joyful, joyous, joyfully, joyless, joyed, jubilant, jubilation, merry,
merrier, merrily, merriment, merrit, merriweather, overjoyed, ravishing, rejoice, rejoicing, rejoices, rejoiced, exultant, cheer-
less, ecstatic, delighted, delight, delightful, delights, delightfully, enjoy, enjoying, enjoyed, enjoyable, enjoys, enjoyment,
enjoyin, enjoyy, enjoylife, enjoyit, enjoyably, enjoyng, enjoyful
Pleasure: comfortable, comfortably, contented, contentment, contentious, glowed, glowy, pleasure, pleased, pleasant,
pleasing, pleassee, pleases, pleasse, pleasantly, pleasurable, pleasingly, satisﬁed, satisfaction, satisfying, satisfy, satisfac-
tory, satisﬁes, thrill, thrilled, thrilling, thrills, zest, zesty, delighted, delight, delightful, delights, delightfully, enjoy, enjoying,
enjoyed, enjoyable, enjoys, enjoyment, enjoyin, enjoyy, enjoylife, enjoyit, enjoyably, enjoyng, enjoyful
Love: affection, affectionate, affections, affectionately, fond, fonder, fondly, fondness, fondest, fondling, friendly, friendss,
friendliest, friendliness, friendlier, friending, love, loves, loved, lovely, lovetv<int_num>, lovee, lover, lovers, loveyou, love-
lyz, lovesanny<int_num>, loveit, loveshoe<year>, love<int_num>, loveteam, lovelife, loveher, lovehim, loveu, loveliest,
lovethem, lovemyjob, loveyouu, lovess, loveya, loveable, lovemeharder, lovelovelove, loveforlife, lovestory, lovebug, lovelyy,
lovelove, lovejoy, lovelys, loverboy, lovecraft, lovelive, lovees, loveme, lovedd, lovebirds, lovedit, love<username>, loveyou-
somuch, loveofmylife, lovemylife, loveliness, lovethis, lovestruck, lovelondon, loveyouguys, loveyall, loven, lovegood, lovey-
outoo, loveyoumore, lovemyteam, lovethissong, loveyouall, loveing, lovemusic, lovemyfamily, lovethatsong, lovemaking,
lovethegame, lovexx, lovethat, loveem, lovesit, lovemyfriends, loveeyouu, lovesundays, lovelace, loveandhiphop, loveherso-
much, loveyourwork, lovethiskid, lovethemsomuch, lovemymomma, lovebeinghome, lovemydad, lovetwitter, lovesport,
lovemyparents, tender, tenderness, tenderly, loveatﬁrstbite
Awe: admire, admired, admiration, admiring, admirable, admirer, admires, admirably, adores, adored, adoration, ador-
ing, adorablee, adorably, adorableness, adorbz, adorkable, adorables, adoreyou, awesome, awe, awesomeness, awee, awe-
somee, awesomely, awesomest, awesomesauce, awestruck, awesomer, awesoome, awesone, awesme, awes, awesome-
nesstv, awesomeday, awesom, awesomeexposure, awesomenight, awesomes, awesomness, awesomme, dazed, dazzling,
dazzle, dazzled, enthralling, enthralled, enthrall, fascinating, fascinated, fascination, fascinates, fascinate, fascinator, fas-
cinatingly, marveling, rapt, rapturous, raptorss, spellbound, worship, worshipping, worshiping, worshipped, worshippers,
worships, worshiped, adorable, awed, wonder, wonderful, wondering, wonders, wondered, wonderfully, wonderfull, won-
derin, wonderous, wonderment, wonderfulness, wonderkid, wonderboy
Relief: relief, relieved, relieve, reliever, relieves, relieving, relief<int_num>liberia, disburned
Surprise: amazed, amaze, amazes, amazement, amazeballz, astonishing, astonished, astonish, astonishment, astonish-
ingly, astonishes, dumbfounded, startled, startling, startle, startlingly, stunning, stunned, stunningly, stunnin, stunners,
stunn, stunnas, surprise, surprised, surprises, surprising, surprisingly, surprisesurprise, thunderstruck, wonder, wonderful,
wondering, wonders, wondered, wonderfully, wonderfull, wonderin, wonderous, wonderment, wonderfulness, wonderkid,
wonderboy
Nostalgia: craving, crave, cravings, craves, craved, cravin, cravingg, craviing, cravingss, cravee, daydream, daydreaming,
daydreams, daydreamin, daydreamer, daydreamed, daydreamers, desire, desires, desirable, desiree, desirous, fantastic,
fantasies, fantasia, fantasize, fantasizing, fantastically, fantasylife, fantastical, fantastico, fantasmic, fantasic, fantasising,
hankering, hark, harkness, harkless, homesick, homesickness, longing, nostalgia, nostalgic, nostalgiachat, wish, wishing,
wished, wishin, wishful, wishfulthinking, wishh, wishyouwerehere, wishiwasthere, wishs, wishfullthinking, wistful, wist-
fully, yearn, yearning, yearns, yearned
Table A.2: The list of revised GALC instances for positive emotions.
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Pity: commiserations, commiserating, commiserate, compassion, compassionate, empathy, empathetic, empathic, pity,
pitiful, pitty, pitied, pitying, pitifully, piteous
Sadness: chagrin, dejected, desolation, desolate, despair, despairing, desperate, desperately, desperation, desperatetimes,
despondent, gloomy, gloom, glum, grief, grieve, grieving, grievances, grievance, grievous, grieved, hopeless, hopelessly, in-
consolable, melancholy, melancholic, melancholia, mourn, mourning, mourns, mournful, sad, sadness, sadly, saddest,
sadder, saddens, saddened, sadd, saddening, sadface, sadtweet, sadderday, sadbuttrue, sadday, sadlife, sadtimes, sad-
den, sadtruth, sadc, sadstory, sadcase, saddays, sadpanda, sorrow, sorrows, sorrowful, tears, tear, tearing, teary, teardrops,
teardrop, tearful, tearss, tearjerker, tearfully, weep, weeping, weeps, weepy, disconsolate, grief-stricken
Worry: afraid, afraidd, aghast, alarming, alarmed, alarmingly, anguish, anxiety, anxious, anxiously, anxieties, anxietyprob-
lems, apprehensive, apprehension, apprehensions, dreads, dreading, dread, dreadful, dreaded, dreadfully, dreadlock, fear,
fears, feared, fearing, fearful, fearfully, fearthebeard, feartheﬁn, fright, frightening, frightened, frightful, frighten, frightens,
frightfully, frighteningly, frightfest, horrible, horror, horriﬁc, horrendous, horribly, horrid, horrifying, horrors, horriﬁed, hor-
riﬁcally, horrendously, jittery, jitters, jitterbug, nervous, nervously, nervousness, panic, panicking, panicked, panics, pan-
icky, panick, panicatthedisco, scared, scare, scares, scaredd, scaredy, scarey, scarecrows, scaremongering, scaredshitless,
terror, terrors, terrorize, terrorized, terrorizing, terrorising, wary, worried, worry, worrying, worryin, worryingly, anxious-
ness, difﬁdent
Shame: abashed, ashamed, ashame, crushin, crushedit, crushers, crushingly, disgrace, disgraceful, disgraced, disgrace-
fully, embarrassing, embarrassed, embarrassment, embarrass, embarrassingly, embarrasing, embarrasses, embarrased,
embarrassments, embarrassin, embarrasment, humility, humiliation, humiliated, humiliate, humiliating, shame, shame-
ful, shamed, shames, shameonlumsvc, shameonpatwarkhana, shamefully, shamee, shameonyou, shameonme, shamefull,
shamefaced, abash
Guilt: blame, blamed, blames, blamee, blamegame, guilty, guilt, guiltypleasure, guiltyascharged, guiltypleasures, guilted,
remorse, remorseful, repent, repentance, repented, blameworthy
Regret: regret, regrets, regretting, regretted, regretful, regrettable, regretfully, regrettably, regreted, comedown, disappointed,
disappointment, disappointing, disappoint, disappointments, disappoints, disappointingly, discontent, discontented, dis-
gruntled, disillusioned, frustrated, frustrating, frustration, frustrates, frustrations, frustrate, frustratingly, jilted, letdown,
resign, resigned, resignation, resigns, resigning, sours, sourz, sourness, thwarted, thwart, thwarting
Envy: envious, envy, envying, jealous, jealousy, jealously, jealouss, jealouslines, jealousmuch
Disgust: abhor, abhorrent, abhors, abhorrence, averse, aversion, detest, detests, disgusting, disgusted, disgust, disgusts,
disgustingly, dislike, dislikes, disliked, disliking, distasteful, distaste, loathing, loathe, loathsome, loath, loathed, nauseous,
nausea, nauseating, nauseas, nauseated, nauseum, nause, queasy, repugnant, repulsive, repulsed, repulse, repulsion, revolt,
revolting, revolts, revolted, sickening, sickens, sicken, sickened
Contempt: contempt, denigrate, deprecation, depreciation, deprecating, derision, despise, despicable, despised, despises,
despising, disdain, disdainful, scorn, scorned, scornful, despiteful
Anger: acrimonious, acrimony, anger, angry, angrily, angrier, angriest, angryy, angrytweet, angryface, annoying, annoyed,
annoy, annoys, annoyance, annoyin, annoyingly, annoyingg, annoyingteachers, annoyedd, annoyances, annoyingaf, an-
noyinh, annoyn, annoyig, annoyinng, annoyingness, annoyings, enraged, enraging, enrages, exasperated, furious, fury,
grumpy, grumps, grump, grumpiest, grumpiness, grumpier, hate, hates, hating, hated, hatred, hateful, hatee, hateit, hat-
erade, hateyou, hatemondays, hateing, hatethis, hatemylife, haterr, hatersgonhate, hateonit, hatered, hatinglife, incensed,
indignation, indignant, infuriating, infuriates, infuriate, infuriated, irate, irritated, irritating, irritate, irritates, irritable, irri-
tation, irritatin, irritability, mad, madness, madden, madly, maddest, madz, madding, rage, raging, raged, ragequit, ragedy,
resentment, resent, resentful, resenting, sullen, temper, vex, vexed, vexing, wrath, wrought, wrathful
Table A.3: The list of revised GALC instances for negative emotions.
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A.2 A List of Emotional Hashtags
Table A.4 enumerates 167 hashtags compiled from the GALC lexicon to identify the 20 GEW
emotions. The process of its compilation was described in section 3.3. These hashtags are used
for collecting the general emotional tweets (EMHASH_DATASET, section 3.4) and for identify-
ing the pseudo-labeled emotional tweets among the Olympic-related tweets (section 6.5.1).
Emotion
Category
Corresponding Emotional Hashtags
Involvement #involvement, #interest, #curious, #eager, #interested, #enthusiastic, #enthusiasm
Amusement #amusement, #laughter, #amused, #laughing, #smiling, #humorous
Pride/Elation #pride, #elation, #pridefulness, #proud, #prideful, #elated, #soproud
Happiness #happiness, #joy, #cheerful, #enjoyful, #happy, #joyful, #gleeful, #joyous, #happytweet, #sohappy,
#happydays
Pleasure #pleasure, #enjoyment, #contented, #delightful, #delighted, #satisﬁed, #delight, #pleased
Love/Tenderness #love, #tenderness, #tender, #fondness, #loveyou, #lovethem, #lovehim, #loveher
Awe/Wonderment #awe, #wonderment, #admired, #admiration, #adored, #worship, #fascinated, #awed, #dazed
Relief/Disburned #relief, #disburned, #relieved
Surprise #surprise, #astonishment, #amazed, #astonished, #surprised, #startled, #amazement
Nostalgia/Longing #nostalgia, #longing, #wishful, #daydreaming, #nostalgic, #desirous
Pity/Compassion #pity, #compassion, #empathy, #compassionate, #empathic, #pitiful
Sadness/Despair #sadness, #despair, #grievous, #grief, #sad, #gloomy, #grieving, #desperate, #sorrow, #sorrowful,
#sadden, #weepy, #sadtweet, #sosad
Worry/Fear #worry, #fear, #scared, #worried, #panic, #anxious, #dreadful, #alarmed, #wary, #nervous, #afraid,
#horriﬁed, #worrying
Shame/
Embarrassment
#shame, #embarrassment, #embarrased, #disgraceful, #shameful, #humiliated, #shamefaced,
#shamed, #ashamed, #abash, #abashed
Guilt/Remorse #guilt, #remorse, #blameworthy, #guilty, #remorseful, #blamed
Regret #regret, #disappointment, #comedown, #sour, #souring, #discontent, #disappointed, #regretful, #re-
grets
Envy/Jealousy #envy, #jealousy, #jealous, #envious
Disgust/Repulsion #disgust, #repulsion, #loathsome, #dislike, #loathe, #disgusting, #repulse
Contempt/Scorn #contempt, #scorn, #disdainful, #despising, #despise, #disdain, #scornful, #despiteful, #despicable
Anger/Irritation #anger, #irritation, #mad, #hatred, #hateful, #madden, #fury, #annoyed, #irritated, #angry, #rage,
#wrathful, #hate, #angrytweet, #hateit, #irritating
Table A.4: The list of emotional hashtags associated with 20 GEW emotion categories.
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A.3 Descriptions of Launched Crowdsourcing Tasks
Generating the SREC Dataset and OlympLex Lexicon Table A.5 describes the parameters
of the annotation task that we conducted for generating the SREC dataset and OlympLex
lexicon (chapter 4).
Title Annotate emotions within tweets about sport (takes about 1 min)
Description You will read the tweets related to the Olympic Games 2012; For each tweet you will choose
category of the emotion which the tweet author felt; You will also show us based on which
text expressions you made your decision
Keywords sentiment, tweet, tweets, twitter, emotion, categorization, social, English, fast, language,
research, opinion, classify, creative
Reward 0.04 $
Time Allotted 15 minutes
Qualiﬁcations U.S. location
Task Size 1 tweet
Table A.5: The details of the HIT presentation on Amazon Mechanical Turk for the collection
of the SREC dataset.
Experiment on Bonus Incentives Table A.6 describes the parameters of the annotation task
that we used in the experiment on bonus incentives’ framing (chapter 5).
Title Annotate tweets with emotions
Description You will help us ﬁnd emotional expressions in 10 tweets.
Keywords annotate, tweets, emotions, research, experiment
Reward 0.5 $
Time Allotted 2 hours
Task Size 10 tweets
Table A.6: The details of the HIT presentation on Amazon Mechanical Turk for the experiment
on bonus incentives.
A.4 Instructions and Tutorials for the Annotation Task
Detailed Instructions
The following instructions were shown when the users hovered a mouse over the question
marks in the task interface. The same instructions were also part of the tutorial. No further
detailed instructions were given to users.
Instructions for Action 2: Selecting Emotion Category and Strength
1. Choose one emotion category that was your dominant feeling at the moment of writing
this tweet
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! “No emotion” and “Other emotion” in the center are also emotion categories
2. Decide how strong your emotion was and click on one circle of the corresponding size
! You have three options: weak, medium, strong. The bigger the circle is, the stronger the
emotion is.
3. If you chose “Other emotion”, input the most appropriate description for it in the textbox
Instructions for Action 3: Selecting Tweet Emotion Indicators
1. Detect all parts of the tweet revealing your emotion if present
! Detect not only the separate emotional words (e.g. "happy"), but also the emotional
expressions with several words (e.g. "well done") and emoticons (e.g. ":)")
! Select the shortest expressions, but do not omit words for emotion strength (e.g. write
the full expression "so excited")
2. Copy-paste found indicators from the tweet text into a textbox
! You can select the text and drap&drop it into textbox
! Each distinct expression should begin a new line
Instructions for Action 4: Providing Additional Emotion Indicators
1. Input words or phrases which you would use to express the emotion from this tweet
! You should think about them as of emotion indicators possible to appear in a real tweet
! Each distinct expression should begin a new line
Tutorial Steps
Figures A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 presents the steps of our tutorial for labeling Olympic Tweets in order
of their appearance (the design of the tutorial was presented in section 4.4.2).
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Figure A.1: Tutorial, Step 1.
Figure A.2: Tutorial, Step 2.
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Figure A.3: Tutorial, Step 3.
Figure A.4: Tutorial, Step 4.
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Tutorial Quiz Questions
1. What does it mean “to evaluate the emotion you felt as if you were the author of the tweet”?
(a) to evaluate your emotion as a reaction to the tweet you’ve read
(b) to evaluate your emotion at this moment
(c) to evaluate your emotion in a situation in which you would write this tweet
2. What does it mean “to choose the dominant emotion at the moment of writing this tweet”?
(a) to choose your dominant personality trait from the given wheel
(b) to choose one emotion label that would best describe what you felt
(c) to choose the ﬁrst emotion label that could apply
3. What does it mean “to copy textual indicators of your emotion”?
(a) to copy-paste all the words or short phrases indicative of the emotion in the tweet
(b) to copy-paste the whole tweet text
(c) to input a few phrases of your own representing the chosen emotion
4. What does it mean “to provide other ways to express this emotion in a tweet”?
(a) to input additional emotion labels appropriate to describe what you felt
(b) to copy-paste all the words or short phrases indicative of the emotion in the tweet
(c) to input your own words and phrases to describe this emotion
Correct answers for the tutorial quiz: 1 (c), 2 (b), 3 (a), 4 (c)
A.5 Parameter Tuning in Distant Learning
This section gives more details about the selected algorithms’ optimal parameters. In the
process of parameter tuning, we varied the following parameters:
• the length n of n-grams features: from 1 to 2;
• the minimum occurrence of n-grams, K : it was ﬁxed to be 5;
• the threshold τ of feature selection: 0 (no selection), 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9;
• αre f used in the annotation reﬁnement (not applicable with GALC as an emotion
labeler): 0 (no reﬁnement), 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0;
• α0 of the multi-label selection for output (where applicable): 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0;
• for two algorithms in One-vs.-Rest setting, the probability threshold for output r : 0.5,
0.7, and 0.9;
• the threshold θ for per-category feature selection (where applicable): 0 (no selection),
0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
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Emotion Labeler Algorithm n τ αre f α0 Other
GALC
mcl-MNB 2 0.1 - 0.7
mcl-LogReg 2 0 - 0.9
1vR-MNB 2 0.1 - - r=0.5, θ=0
1vR-LogReg 1 0.7 - - r=0.7, θ=0.9
PMI-based 1 0.7 - 1 θ=0.7
BWV 2 0.1 - 0.9
WV 2 0.9 - 1
BWV-NoNeut 1 0.7 - 1
OlympLex
mcl-MNB 2 0 1 1
mcl-LogReg 2 0 0.9 1
1vR-MNB 2 0 1 - r=0.7, θ=0
1vR-LogReg 2 0.7 0.7 - r=0.9, θ=0.9
PMI-based 2 0.1 0.7 1 θ=0.1
BWV 2 0 0.7 1
WV 2 0.9 1 1
BWV-NoNeut 1 0.7 1 1
PMI-Hash
mcl-MNB 2 0.1 1 0.7
mcl-LogReg 2 0 0.9 1
1vR-MNB 2 0.3 0.9 - r=0.5, θ=0.7
1vR-LogReg 2 0.7 0.7 - r=0.9, θ=0.1
PMI-based 2 0.1 0.9 0.7 θ=0.7
BWV 2 0 1 0.9
WV 2 0.9 1 1
BWV-NoNeut 1 0.9 0.9 1
Table A.7: The optimal parameters of the distant learning algorithms chosen by the validation
process.
Table A.7 presents which parameters were found as optimal for each distant learning algorithm,
separately for each initial emotion labeler. The optimization was based on the maximization of
micro-F1 score on the validation set SV . We summarize below the selected optimal parameters
to provide insights about which parameters are preferred by each algorithm in the distant
learning process.
First of all, most of the algorithms obtain better results while using both unigrams and bigrams
as features (n = 2). Using only unigrams (n = 1) results in consistently better micro-F1 scores
for BWV-NoNeut—the BWV algorithm without using pseudo-neutral tweets in the learning
process,— and for 1vR-LogReg and PMI-based method when started with GALC lexicon.
Second, we can separate two classes of algorithms in respect to their feature selection pref-
erences: those that prefer no feature selection or use low τ values up to 0.3 (mcl-MNB, mcl-
LogReg, 1vR-MNB, and BWV), and those that prefer higher τ values of 0.7 or 0.9 (1vR-LogReg,
WV, BWV-NoNeut). One cannotice that 1vR-LogReg additionally performs per-category feature
selection (θ ≥ 0.1) and sets a higher threshold for outputting emotions (r ≥ 0.7). PMI-based
method always applies feature selection, but adapts its thresholds τ and θ depending on the
initial emotion labeler.
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Third, all the algorithms prefer to apply annotation reﬁnement (αre f > 0) for the initial emo-
tion lexicons incorporating term weights (OlympLex and PMI-Hash). The threshold is mostly
high (αre f ≥ 0.9), i.e. only the emotions with the highest weights are remaining in the pseudo-
labeled emotionalities.
Forth, most of the classiﬁers that make their ﬁnal decisions based on the computed emotion-
ality (i.e. those that specify α0 parameter) require output multi-label selection operator with
high α0 ≥ 0.9. This means that they learn to output only those emotions that are the closest to
the one having the maximal weight in the emotionality.
A.6 Examples ofClassiﬁedTweets viaDystemowithBWVAlgorithm
This section provides the example tweets in our experiments and how they were classiﬁed by
the classiﬁers produced by Balanced Weighted Voting algorithm with the Dystemo’s distant
learning framework (chapter 6). Table A.8 lists for each emotion labeler three example tweets
for which BWV found a correct emotion, whereas the corresponding initial emotion labeler
did not. Those tweets are from manually annotated set SM . In many cases, the BWV classiﬁer
is superior because it can ﬁnd correct emotions in the tweets where initial labeler found no
emotion (examples R.a-R.c, R.e-R.f). At the same time, other examples conﬁrm the ability
of the BWV classiﬁer to correct the initial lexicons to perform better. Consider example R.i:
while the expression “not_care about” is associated with Sadness by PMI-Hash, BWV correctly
reassigns it to both Sadness and Anger and uses additional cues from the text to classify the
text correctly as Anger.
Table A.9 gives the examples of tweets where all the resultant BWV classiﬁers make classi-
ﬁcation errors, regardless of an initial emotion labeler. It is noteworthy that many of these
mistakes are due to the inability of the considered classiﬁers to capture longer emotional
expressions. This can be observed in examples W.a-W.f. Furthermore, neglecting the modi-
fying effect of the word “miss” leads to an error in example W.g. The errors in examples W.h
and W.i are due to the lack of proper sentence structure modeling. It results in the classiﬁers’
inability to identify the emotional phrases conveying the main emotional sense, as the phrase
“thank goodness" does in example W.h. Finally, examples W.b and W.j reveal the usefulness of
expressions formed only from the stop-words, such as “it’s on" and “how can i ever”, and the
need for their inclusion in classiﬁcation.
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ref Example tweet Given labels EL labels BWV
labels
EL
R.a #TeamDunford Jason Dunford has qualiﬁed for nxt
round! #KenyaTwaweza #TeamKenya
Pride No
Emotion
Pride
G
A
LC
R.b No offence but Someones last name in the Olympics is
Hooker! Phahahaha!ah ok back to normal
Amuse-
ment
No
Emotion
Amuse-
ment
R.c I am SO SICK of seeing #Olympics spoilers on Twitter
and Facebook.
Disgust +
Anger
No
Emotion
Anger
R.d I’m so jealous of Olympic athletes who are also good
looking. I am so inferior
Envy Love Envy
O
ly
m
p
Le
x
R.e Thankyou Saina and the humble Gopichand. We shall
break the chinese supremacy very soon. #badminton
#proudmoment
Pride No
Emotion
Pride
R.f NBC ruined the Olympics for me Regr. + Disg.
+ Anger
No
Emotion
Anger
R.g Video: Serena Williams Gets Walk On At Olympics No Emotion Anger No
Emotion
P
M
I-
H
as
h
R.h Can’t believe the Olympics is over tomorrow already Nostalgia +
Sadness
Worry Sadness
R.i I don’t care about the Olympics okay Contempt +
Anger
Sadness Anger
Table A.8: Examples of the tweets correctly classiﬁed by BWV for all three initial emotion
labelers. EL=Emotion Labeler.
ref Example tweet Emotions
W.a Watching the Olympics makes me fully unaware of how unsuccessful my life is #why-
didIstoptraining
Guilt +
Regret
W.b Olympic level skill... How can I ever reach that level?! Awe + Envy
W.c Olympic girls look like men... Disgust
W.d Watchin olympic instead of doin project Involvement
+ Guilt
W.e only 6 days until @onedirection plays at the 2012 Olympic ﬁnal ceremony’D Involvement
W.f Watching volleyball on the #Olympics makes me miss it oh so much. Nostalgia
W.g Work be crampin my style with these Olympic games! I always miss the good stuff! Regret
W.h Thank goodness all 204 ﬂags are coming in at once !!! #closingceremony Relief
W.i Easily amused British public. Makes me sick. Crack on Olympics, let’s get it over with. Contempt
W.j It’s on. Men’s 800m ﬁnal. Olympics! Involvement
Table A.9: Examples of the tweets incorrectly classiﬁed by BWV for all three initial emotion
labelers. The emotion labels are those from the manual annotations.
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A.7 Lists of Modiﬁers’ Terms
We enumerate below the terms used for detecting each modiﬁer class. Normal terms corre-
spond to the terms indicative of the modiﬁer’s presence. False positive terms are phrases that
contain normal modiﬁer’s terms, but do not imply the modiﬁer’s effect. In some cases, we also
add conditions on when to detect such terms, e.g. whether the modiﬁer’s term should appear
before or after the emotional term, or if it should be detected only when the emotional term is
in comparative form. The details of the modiﬁers’ detection process are given in section 7.4.2.
Negation
Normal: doesnt mean, does n’t mean, do n’t have to, do not have to, dont have to, does n’t have to, does not have to, doesnt have to, not like, n’t like, i do n’t, i
do not, i dont, you do n’t, you do not, you dont, she does n’t, she does not, she doesnt, he does n’t, he does not, he doesnt, we do n’t, we do not, we dont, they do n’t, they
do not, they dont, ai n’t even, ca n’t stay, ca n’t be, not even, i do n’t get, i did n’t, was n’t, was not, could never, wo n’t, wont, wo n’t be, wont be, will not, will not be, will
never, will never be, ’ll never, ’ll never be, i would n’t be, with no, get no, this ai n’t, show no, gets no, got no, do n’t, do not, dont, do n’t be, do not be, dont be, do n’t you, do
not you, dont you, do n’t get, do not get, dont get, never be, not going to, not gonna, no, non, none, nor, not, nothing, neither, nobody, nowhere, n’t, don’t, doesn’t, doesnt,
dont, cant, can’t, cannot, couldn’t, couldnt, shouldn’t, shouldnt, shan’t, shant, never, aren’t, arent, isn’t, isnt, didn’t, didnt, havent, haven’t, hasn’t, hasnt, hadn’t, hadnt,
weren’t, werent, wasn’t, wasnt, wouldn’t, wouldnt, needn’t, neednt, daren’t, oughtn’t, oughtnt, mightn’t, mightnt, mustn’t, mustnt, aint, unlikely, to avoid, lack of, pretend
to be, pretend it is, pretend to, refuse to be, annul, avert, avoid, betray, bury, carelessness, counteract, decay, decline, deﬂect, deny, descent, diminution, disregard, disuse,
fail, false, fake, ignore, invalid, invalidate, lack, neglect, nullify, obviate, pretend, quash, refrain, refuse, sabotage, scraps, subvert, unable, undermine, void, wane, weaken,
annuls, averts, avoids, betrays, buries, counteracts, decays, declines, deﬂects, denies, descents, disregards, disuses, fails, falses, fakes, ignores, invalids, invalidates, lacks,
neglects, nulliﬁes, obviates, pretends, quashes, refrains, refuses, sabotages, subverts, undermines, voids, wanes, weakens, annulled, averted, avoided, betrayed, buried,
counteracted, decayed, declined, deﬂected, denied, disregarded, disused, failed, falsed, faked, ignored, invalided, invalidated, lacked, neglected, nulliﬁed, obviated,
pretended, quashed, refrained, refused, sabotaged, scraped, subverted, unabled, undermined, voided, waned, weakened, stop, stops, stopped, stopped
False positive: ca n’t stop, cant stop, cannot stop, can not stop, should n’t be, shouldnt be, should n’t have, shouldnt have, do n’t you just, dont you just, if
i did n’t, wish i did n’t, ca n’t describe the, ca n’t describe my, can not describe the, can not describe my, never fail to, never forget, cant forget, ca n’t forget, can not forget,
cannot forget, n’t forget, not to forget, n’t just forget, hope to forget, wish to forget, dont ignore, do n’t ignore, n’t ignore, have no idea how, ca n’t help but, ca n’t help, cant
help but, cannot help but, can not help but, nothing but, who does n’t, nothing is more, ca n’t wait to, cant wait to, can not wait to, cannot wait to, do n’t get how, do n’t u,
is no greater, you do n’t know what, you do n’t know how, have n’t stopped, havent stopped, hard not to, ca n’t believe how, cant believe how, can not believe how, cannot
believe how, nothing like, can not express how, cannot express how, ca n’t express how, can not express my, cannot express my, ca n’t express my, never fails, do n’t u just,
cant explain how, cannot explain how, ca n’t explain how, can not explain how, dont u just, never cease to, never ceases to, nobody knows how, ai n’t it, never realized how,
never seizes to, did n’t realize, never knew, n’t wipe, forget how, forgot how, forget why, forgot why, n’t <term> this much, not <term> this much, not <term> so much, n’t
<term> so much, n’t <term> this hard, not <term> this hard, n’t <term> like this, not <term> like this, never lose, could n’t hide my, ca n’t hide my, nothing beats, not only,
did n’t know, you do n’t know the, you do n’t know my, you dont know the, you dont know my, know nothing about, have n’t seen <term> until, no i, no you, no u, no we,
no they, no it, no he, no she, ca n’t deal, can not deal, cannot deal, cant deal, no one <term> but, no wonder, not to mention, no doubt, no doubts
Intensiﬁers
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be before the emotional term: more, very, absolutely, so, so much, so fucking,
fucking, fuckin, really, how much i, the most, lots of, my biggest, as much as i, too much, pretty, so in, really do, lot of, super, how much you, such a, how much,
extremely, so incredibly, so unbelievably, big, in total, strongly, how much they, <username> much, quite, the biggest, biggest, soo, soo*, absolute, amazingly, awfully,
bigger, certainly, complete, completely, considerably, decidedly, deeply, deﬁnitely, efﬁng, enormously, entirely, especially, exceedingly, exceptionally, extra, extraordinarily,
fabulously, fairly, far, ﬂipping, ﬂippin, fricking, frickin, frigging, friggin, fully, great, greatly, hella, high, higher, highest, highly, huge, hugely, immensely, incredible,
incredibly, intensely, lot, lots, major, majorly, massively, much, obviously, particularly, perfectly, positively, purely, rather, real, remarkably, signiﬁcantly, simply, some,
substantially, such, terribly, thoroughly, total, totally, tremendous, tremendously, uber, unbelievably, unusually, utter, utterly, vastly, well
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be after the emotional term: strongly, more, it so, you more, u more, so much,
you much, me some, you so, u so, u soo much, you soo much, you soo* much, u soo* much, you very much, you a lot, u a lot, you lots, u lots, him so much, her so much,
me so much, them so much, you guys so, u guys so, <username> so much, this so much, the most, you all so, too much, him more, her more, <username> more, you too
much, myself so much, school so much, ya so much, u so fucking much, u very, you very, much, you both so much, this song so much, you soso much, someone so much,
you so very much, ya lots, you most
False positive: as well
Intensiﬁers with negation words (they are considered as false positive for negation modiﬁer):
never been so, never been soo, never been soo*, never been more, never been this, never been as, nothing i <term> more, ca n’t be more, ca n’t be anymore, cant be
more, cant be anymore, cannot be more, cannot be anymore, can not be more, can not be anymore, have n’t been this, have n’t been so, have n’t been soo, have n’t been
soo*, havent been this, havent been so, havent been soo, havent been soo*, ca n’t describe how, cant describe how, cannot describe how, can not describe how, nothing
makes me more, nothing makes me <term> more, could not be any, could not be more, could not be anymore, could n’t be any, could n’t be more, could n’t be anymore,
couldnt be more, couldnt be any, couldnt be anymore, nothing more <term> than, nothing more i <term> than, nothing more <term> then, nothing more, nothing ’s
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more, nothing is more, never felt so, never felt soo, never felt soo*, never felt this, never felt more, have n’t felt so, have n’t felt soo, have n’t felt soo*, have n’t felt this, have
n’t felt more, never felt <term> like this, never felt <term> so much, never felt <term> this much, nothing short of, never <term> myself more than, never <term> you more
than, never <term> me more than, nothing <term> me more, nothing <term> more, nothing <term> as much, nothing <term> so much, nothing that <term> me more
Intensiﬁers with negation words, with condition that the emotional term should be in com-
parative form: never been, ca n’t be, cant be, cannot be, can not be, have n’t been, havent been, nothing makes me, could not be, could n’t be, couldnt be,
never felt, have n’t felt, nothing <term> than, nothing <term> then, nothing is <term> than, nothing is <term> then
Diminishers
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be before the emotional term: a little, kinda feel, kinda, bit, ’m kind of, i kind of, ’s
kind of, ’re kind of, it kind of, is kind of, are kind of, actually kind of, kind of, little bit, slightly, little bit of, little bit in, a bit of, ’s less, is less, be less, had little, almost, barely,
difﬁcult, few, fewer, fewest, hardly, just enough, kindof, kind-of, least, less, little, low, lower, lowest, marginally, minor, occasionally, partly, relatively, ridiculously, scarcely,
small, somewhat, sort of, sorta, sortof, sort-of, not really, unlikely, unlikely to, unlikely to be, only
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be after the emotional term: less, you less
False positive: that kinda, that kind of, this kind of, what kind of, the kind of, any kind of, a kind of, at least
Modality
Normal: ’s meant to, is meant to, ’re meant to, are meant to, ’m meant to, am meant to, meant to, should have, should ’ve, should <any> have, should <any> ’ve,
was going to, was gonna, should, would <any> have, would <any> ’ve, would have, would ’ve, might <any> have, could <any> have, might have, could have, might <any>
’ve, could <any> ’ve, might ’ve, could ’ve, could, need, ’d better, you better, i better, they better, we better, it better, she better, he better, would rather, ’d rather, supposed
to, suppose to, i suppose, supposedly, reportedly, presumably, presumed to, assume, reputedly, seemingly, purportedly, arguably, allegedly, if only, i doubt, i highly doubt,
doubtful, doubtfully, conceivably, would like, would <any> like, would love to, would <any> love to, ’d like, ’d <any> like, ’d love to, ’d <any> love to, would, ’d, may have,
may, maybe, probably, possible, possibly, probable, potentially, perhaps, most likely, more likely, very likely, arguably, likely, unlikely, hopefully, hope, wish, want, wanna,
not sure, not certain, shall, will, ’ll, wo, wont, wouldnt, shouldnt, couldnt, is going to, ’s going to, going to, gonna, ought, oughta, must <any> have, must have, must <any>
’ve, must ’ve, must, mustnt, can, ca, cant, cannot, able, unable, have to, has to, had to, have got to, has got to, had got to, gotta, necessarily, seem to, seems to, seemed to,
seem like, seems like, seemed like, seem, seems, seemed, i think, obliged to, about to, appears to, it appears, this appears, got to, bound to, i guess, i suspect, i believe, i ’m
guessing, i expect, i presume, i assume, i may assume, it seems
False positive, no condition: want to say, ca n’t stop, cant stop, cannot stop, can not stop, cant forget, ca n’t forget, can not forget, cannot
forget, hope to forget, wish to forget, ca n’t help, cant help, cannot help, can not help, ca n’t describe, cant describe, cannot describe, can not describe, ca n’t express, cant
express, cannot express, can not express, ca n’t explain, cant explain, cannot explain, can not explain, ca n’t wipe, ca n’t be more, ca n’t be anymore, cant be more, cant be
anymore, could not be any, could not be more, could not be anymore, could n’t be any, could n’t be more, could n’t be anymore, couldnt be more, couldnt be any, couldnt
be anymore
False positive, with condition that the emotional term should be in comparative form: ca n’t be,
ca n’t be more, ca n’t be anymore, cant be, cant be more, cant be anymore, could not be, could not be any, could not be more, could not be anymore, could n’t be, could n’t
be any, could n’t be more, could n’t be anymore, couldnt be
Interrogation
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be before the emotional term: will you, will u, will i, will they, will we, will he, will
she, will it, do you, do u, do i, does it, does he, does she, do we, do they, am i, ’m i, ’s it, is it, are you, are u, is he, ’s he, is she, ’s she, are we, are they, what will, what can,
what cant, what ca n’t, what do, what should, what could, what may, what might, what about, what is, what has, what have, can you, can u, can i, can we, can they, can it,
can he, can she, why is, why can, why cant, why ca n’t, why do, why does, why do n’t, why does n’t, why will, why wont, why wo n’t, why has, why have, why should, why
could, why did, why did n’t, did i, did you, did u, did it, did he, did she, did we, did they, have i, have you, have u, has it, has he, has she, have we, have they, have n’t i, have
n’t you, have n’t u, has n’t it, has n’t he, has n’t she, have n’t we, have n’t they, where is, where can, where cant, where ca n’t, where do, where does, where dont, where do n’t,
where does n’t, where doesnt, where will, where has, where have, where should, where could, where did, where did n’t, when is, when can, when cant, when ca n’t, when
do, when does, when dont, when do n’t, when doesnt, when does n’t, when will, when has, when have, when should, when could, when did, when did n’t, how is, how can,
how cant, how ca n’t, how do, how dont, how do n’t, how does, how doesnt, how does n’t, how will, how has, how have, how should, how could, how did, how did n’t, do n’t
i, do n’t you, do n’t u, do n’t we, does n’t it, does n’t he, does n’t she, do n’t they, did n’t i, did n’t you, did n’t u, did n’t we, did n’t it, did n’t he, did n’t she, did n’t they
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be after the emotional term: ?, ?*, ?!, ?!*, ?!?, ?!?*, ?*!, ?*!*, !?, !?*, !*?*
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Conditionality
Normal, a modiﬁer term should be before the emotional term: if
A.8 Source Code and Resultant Classiﬁers
We provide to the research community the emotion lexicon generated in our human computa-
tion task (OlympLex, chapter 4), the source code of the distant learning framework (Dystemo)
and the main classiﬁers obtained through it (chapter 6), as well as the code for detecting and
analyzing the linguistic modiﬁers (chapter 7). These supplementary material can be found at
http://hci.epﬂ.ch/valentina/thesis-materials.
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